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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation models the sound fields produced by ultrasonic transducers for 
immersion inspections where the sound fields pass through general curved interfaces 
into a general anisotropic material. 
The foundations for these models are discussed, including slowness surfaces for 
anisotropic materials and the reflection/transmission of plane waves at a planar fluid/ 
anisotropic solid interface. 
Three beam models are developed. Two of these models - the boundary diffraction 
wave model and the multi-Gaussian model - rely on the paraxial approximation, result­
ing in models that are computationally very efficient. As a consequence, those models 
can be used to conduct parametric studies in a highly effective manner. The third model 
is a more 'exact' model, based on the numerical evaluation of an angular spectrum of 
plane waves integral with Hopkins' method. This 'exact' model, although computa­
tionally less efficient than the paraxial models, can handle the special cases where the 
paraxial approximation can fail. The beam models are compared to each other for a 
variety of test cases and limitations of the paraxial models are discussed. 
1 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Nondestructive Evaluation (NDE) techniques provide information on material prop­
erties and the presence of defects in engineered components and structures, and thereby 
contribute to the integrity and safe operations of those components. Over the last decade 
software models have been applied to characterize elements of nondestructive evaluation 
measurement systems [50], and have been used for quantitative design, analysis, and 
calibration of XDE inspections. There is a broad field of applications for models in 
XDE. They can provide assistance in the interpretation of measured data, aid in the 
design or optimization of an inspection technique and are valuable in the validation of 
an inspection technique to increase reliability. Such software can also provide on-line 
help for experts during an inspection process. Model-based XDE simulations are also 
useful in education by providing a student with a highly intuitive visual tool for learning. 
Models are especially important in the inspection of modern, complex-shaped com­
ponents, such as composites, where significant material anisotropy and geometric vari­
ations make XDE inspections very difficult. In ultrasonic XDE, for example, material 
anisotropy can produce sound beam steering, focusing/defocusing effects, and generate 
anomalous modes. Similarly, curved component interfaces can cause beam distortions, 
beam 'splitting', etc. In order to understand these complicated effects and quantify their 
impact on the inspection process, detailed models of how ultrasound is transmitted into 
and propagates in complex-shaped, anisotropic materials are needed. This thesis will fill 
this need by developing both approximate and 'exact' ultrasonic beam models capable 
of predicting the wavefields generated by uitrasonic transducers in general anisotropic 
2 
materials. One of these models will also be able to handle interface geometries of a ver>-
general nature. These models will help to significantly extend the state-of-the-art for 
ultrasonic modeling of complex geometr>', anisotropic components. 
General Problem Statement 
typical NDE ultrasonic immersion inspection setup is depicted in a very general 
form in Fig. 1.1. The transmitting transducer converts the electrical signal from a pulser 
into mechanical motion on the transducer face. This mechanical motion in turn generates 
waves which travel through the fluid and are transmitted into the solid. The transmitted 
eleistodynamic waves in the solid interact with a flaw and travel through the interface 
back to the receiving transducer. This transducer reconverts the mechanical energj-
into electrical energy which is then amplified by a receiver and typically displayed as a 
voltage versus time trace on an oscilloscope. During the whole propagation process 
Receiver 
Pulser 
transmitting 
i Transducer receiving 
Transducer 
/ 
/ 
Figure 1.1 A general setup for a NDE inspection situation 
3 
from the transmitting transducer to the receiving transducer the traveling pulse will 
change its shape and amplitude due to diffraction, scattering and material attenuation. 
The frequency components of the displayed voltage, U, can be given by means of AULD'S 
reciprocity relation as 
where vj ,  {r j  =  1,2), are stresses and velocities for two different fundamental prob­
lems. St is the area of the transmitting transducer, 5/ is the surface of the flaw and 3 
is a system 'efficiency factor' [50]. 
AULD'S relation, Eq.(l.l), holds under very general conditions (basically the entire 
system must be assumed to be linear) but is diflRcult to implement because it requires 
the integration over the flaw surface of complicated stress and velocity fields. However, 
under the assumption that the incident waves on the flaw could be written as quasi-
plane waves, THOMPSON and GRAY [58] showed that AULD'S relation could be reduced 
to the product of a series of terms which characterize the entire system in a very modular 
manner, namely 
Although originally developed for isotropic materials, Eq.(1.2) is also applicable to 
anisotropic solids as well. In this expression the system efficiency factor. com­
bines all the electrical-to-mechanical and mechanical-to-electrical conversion processes 
present in the system including the pulser/receiver. cabling, transducers, etc. This fac­
tor is normally obtained through a well characterized reference experiment [50]. P{uj) is 
a propagation term which accounts for the time it takes for a pulse to propagate from 
the transmitting transducer to the flaw and back to the receiving transducer. M{uj) 
accounts for the material attenuation of the ultrasound as it propagates through the 
various media and Ti(a;). T2{ijj) are plane wave transmission coefficients that account 
for amplitude changes at the fluid-solid interfaces during the transmission and reception 
(1.1) 
U{uj)  =  3iuj)P{i . ' )AI{uj)Ti{ i j )Ci{uj )A{uj)T2{uj)C2{u:) .  (1.2) 
4 
processes, respectively. The term .4(u;) is the far field plane wave scattering amplitude 
for the flaw and C\{u>), CaCo;) are diffraction correction terms on transmission and re­
ception, respectively, which account for the fact that the sound beams present are not 
purely plane waves. 
To make effective use of Eq.(1.2) models are needed in particular for the Tj{u:) and 
Cj[uj) terms (j = 1.2) and for the flaw scattering amplitude, -4(0;). Although extensive 
modeling work has been done in the past on all of these quantities for isotropic materials, 
considerably fewer results are available for anisotropic materials. This dissertation will 
develop models of the sound beam transmitted through curved fluid-solid interfaces 
into general anisotropic materials that contain specific expressions for the transmission 
coefficients, Tj{uj) and diffraction correction terms Cj(u;), needed in Eq.(1.2). We will not 
consider models needed to determine .4(a;). The next section will give a brief overview 
of past work on beam models for both isotropic and anisotropic media. 
Historical Perspective 
Modeling of sound fields in isotropic and anisotropic media has attracted many re­
searchers over the past twenty years. Modeling the reflection and refraction of bounded 
beams from finite transducers in particular has been approached in three different ways: 
(1) Methods using the paraxial or Fresnel approximation that lead to expressions that 
can be rapidly evaluated for the wave fields in the solid, (2) more exact methods, in­
cluding Green's function methods, Fourier methods or Angular Plane Wave spectrum 
approaches, and (3) direct numerical methods like the Finite Integration Technique 
(FIT), the Finite Element Method (FEM) or the Boundary- Element Method (BEM). 
By combining an angular spectrum of plane wave representation and the paraxial 
approximation THOMPSON and GRAY [58] originally developed diffraction coefficients 
for the on-axis response of plcmar and focused piston transducers radiating through a 
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planar interface into an isotropic solid. To overcome the difficulty of extending the model 
to the evaluation of off-axis radiated fields THOMPSON and LOPES [60] later developed 
Gaussian and Gauss-Hermite (GH) beam models, the latter being based on the work 
of COOK and ARNOULT [9]. NEWBERRY and THOMPSON [41] extended the Gauss-
Hermite beam model to treat radiation through a planar interface into an anisotropic 
solid. MINACHI [36] extended the GH-beam model to handle ultrasonic piston transducer 
radiation through a curved anisotropic interface. Essentially these GH-beam models are 
generalizations of simpler Gaussian beam models in that they use the propagation and 
transmission rules developed for a single Gaussian [59]. WEN and BREAZEALE [64] 
developed a 10 Gaussian expansion for a circular, planar piston probe, which made 
it practical to use Gaussian beam models to represent these piston probes. MINACHI 
and THOMPSON [35] combined the earlier work on Gaussian beams and the Gaussian 
superposition to treat piston transducer radiation through planar and curved interfaces 
into i.sotropic and anisotropic solids. 
The superposition of Gaussian beams was also used by SPIES [56] to model ultra­
sonic beam propagation in homogeneous transversely isotropic materials. In SPIES [56] 
he showed that the inhomogeneity of a weldment can be modeled by dividing the weld-
ment into several layers of respective grain orientations, the approach accounting for the 
propagation through the isotropic/anisotropic layers and the reflection/refraction pro­
cesses at the interface. The Gaussian base functions were obtained from relationships 
previously derived for Gaussian wave packets in transversely isotropic media, as shown 
in SPIES [54] and NORRIS [42]. 
Although there has been considerable work done on Gaussian and Gauss-Hermite 
beam models, most of these models either are restricted to special material cases (certain 
types of anisotropy, propagation along planes of s}Tnmetry, etc.), to special geometrical 
configurations (plane of incidence aligned with principal directions of the surface, etc.) or 
both. The general Gaussian wave packets solution developed by NORRIS [42] in principle 
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can treat general anisotropic materials and general interface geometries , but involve 
the use of complex and rather cumbersome non-orthogonal coordinate transformations. 
This dissertation will derive simple expressions for the propagation of a Gaussian beam 
through a general anisotropic medium which explicitly are parameterized in terms of 
the interface curvatures and the slopes and curvatures of the slowness surface. Through 
the use of the WEN and BREAZEALE [64] expansions, this Gaussian beam solution will 
be used to represent the wavefield from a circular piston transducer in terms of a new 
multi Gaussian beam model that is simple in structure, computationally efficient and 
very general in applicability. 
Taking an alternative approach SCHMERR, SEDOV and LERCH [51] used the 
RAYLEIGH-SOMMERFELD integral, an angular spectrum of plane wave decomposition 
and the method of stationary phase to develop a model for the transmitted bulk waves 
generated in a isotropic solid by a piston transducer radiating at oblique incidence. 
The total wave field response was decomposed into two parts (1) a direct plane wave 
component that exists only within the 'main beam' of the transducer, and (2) an edge 
wave that arises from radiation of waves through the interface from the transducer rim. 
This model is called Boundary Diffraction Wave (BDW) model since the form of this 
response is the same as obtained in boundary diffraction wave theor\- [ol|. In this 
dissertation the BDW-model will be extended to treat radiation into general anisotropic 
media. 
All the models just discussed which use the paraxial approximation fail under certain 
conditions such as in the ver\- near field or at high refracted angles. The second categor>-
of beam models mentioned above does not rely on the paraxial approximation and 
therefore does not suffer from the drawbacks mentioned earlier. 
For example. ROSE et a/.[47] presented a numerical integration scheme, using the 
scalar Greens function as point sources, for transversely isotropic media exhibiting mild 
anisotropy. SPIES [54] developed, based on the theory of elastic wave propagation in 
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transversely isotropic media, the Generalized Point Source Synthesis (GPSS) method 
to model the radiation, propagation and scattering of elastic waves as generated by 
ultrasonic transducers in those media. GPSS divides the transducer aperture into a 
grid and locates a point source at each grid point. The transducer beam profile is then 
obtained as the superposition of these elementarj- waves. In 1996 SPIES [55] presented a 
theory to treat scattering of ultrasound at defects, using Kirchhoff theory, in transversely 
isotropic media, and evaluated the wave fields using GPSS. 
AMRANI et al.[2] proposed a method based on the RAYLEIGH integral and geometric 
optic approximations (second order in phase and first order in amplitude) to deal with 
ultrasonic broadband transducers radiating onto a planar isotropic interface. The model 
called Champ son was extended by LHEMERY [25] to treat curved interfaces. GENGEM-
BRE et A/.[15] extended the model to anisotropic media with planar interfaces. To handle 
caustics a third order expansion of the phase has been employed. 
.A. different approach employing the Fourier Integral Theorj- was used by ROBERTS 
[45] to provide an 'exact' theorj- for beam transmission through a single planar interface 
into an anisotropic solid. The spectral integrals were solved by applying the method 
of steepest descents. Furthermore he presented a numerical scheme for the numerical 
evaluation of the spectral integrals based on HOPKLNS' method [20]. A similar approach 
was taken by VEZZETTI [61] where he evaluated the Fourier Integrals using perturbation 
calculations. 
For isotropic media LERCH et A/.[22], [21] used the edge element method as a con­
venient way to evaluate the surface integrals appearing when radiating through planar 
and curved interfaces. The edge element method divides the transducer surface (and 
interface, if curved) into small area elements and makes a first order approximation on 
the phase term. The surface integral is then reduced to two finite summations involving 
terms associated wnth the edges of the area elements. 
The third category of beam models mentioned earlier are those employing direct 
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numerical methods. LANGENBERG, FELLINGER and MARKLEIN [32], [33] proposed the 
Elastodynamic Finite Integration Technique (EFIT) to compute wave fields in general 
inhomogeneous anisotropic media by discretizing CAUCHY'S equation of motion and the 
deformation rate equation in integral form. The field equations are discretized by ap­
plying the Finite Integration Technique (FIT)' using a staggered grid. The resulting 
discrete equations are then solved in a marching on in time sense. The software package 
is highly developed and can handle complicated inspection situations such as inspec­
tion of weldments or concrete [34]. Furthermore additional algorithms were developed 
by MARKLEIN [31] to treat acoustic wave propagation (AFIT) and piezoelectric wave 
propagation (PFIT) [32], and by RUDOLPH [49] for nonlinear acoustic wave propagation. 
LORD [27]. [26] used the Finite Element Technique (FEM) to compute the wave fields 
in an anisotropic medium. To derive the required finite element formulation. NAVIERS 
equation for a homogeneous, non-dissipative general anisotropic solid was transformed 
into a weak form by the weighted residual scheme. The FEM-code can handle complex 
geometries containing material inhomogeneities such as flaws or inclusions. However, 
the method is computationally intensive particularly if a 3D solution is necessary. 
Finally, another direct numerical method is the Boundary' Element Method (BEM). 
ACHENBACH et a/.[17] extended the BEM method to compute the wave fields in an 
transversely anisotropic half-space. Using an integral representation for the displacement 
components the problem was first reduced to a system of singular integral equations for 
the displacements on the interface. Using a simplified form of the Green's function the 
system of singular integral equations was solved by the Boundary Element Method over a 
truncated area. The required Green's functions for the solid were computed numerically. 
' Originally developed for the electromagnetic wave propagation by VVEIL.\ND [63] 
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Dissertation Outline 
As mentioned before, this dissertation is concerned with modeling the interaction 
of transducer generated sound fields with anisotropic solids. To lay the foundation 
for developing the beam models chapter 2 reviews the notation used and the governing 
equations for wave propagation in an anisotropic solid. .A. major emphasis of this chapter 
is on the constitutive equations which relate the strain and the stress through the elastic 
stiffness tensor. Since the elastic stiffness tensor is normally given in reference to a 
particular material coordinate system, transformations will be derived to transform the 
tensor into other coordinate systems. Finally the important CHRISTOFFEL equation is 
derived describing plane wave propagation in an anisotropic solid. 
Chapter 3 will show how to solve CHRISTOFFEL'S equation numerically, leading to 
the slowness surfaces for anisotropic media. Obtaining a slowness surface requires the 
solution of an eigenvalue problem so special attention will be given to the solution 
procedure for this problem. The concept of the group velocity will be also discussed 
and related to the physical behavior of the plane wave propagation. Since the ultrasonic 
beam models derived in the later chapters use the slopes and the curvatures of the 
slownes.s surface, chapter 3 will also show how to obtain those parameters. 
Chapter 4 is concerned with the reflection and refraction of an obliquely incident 
plane wave on an interface between a fluid and a general anisotropic half space. The 
chapter follows mostly the approach of ROKHLIN [46]: but uses the method of CHEN 
[7] to compute the polarization vectors, a key problem in solving for the reflection and 
transmission coefficients. Mostly numerical solution procedures are required for the 
general anisotropic case. However for some special materials and symmetries explicit 
transmission and reflection coefficient expressions can be obtained. These cases are used 
to help validate the more general numerical scheme. 
Having laid the foundations in chapters 2-4, chapter 5 develops a boundarj- diffrac­
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tion wave (BDW) model for an arbitrarily shaped plane piston transducer radiating 
though a planar interface into a general anisotropic solid. The model uses the paraxial 
approximation and is a generalization of similar models developed for isotropic materials 
by ScHMERR [50]. This BDW model represents the radiated field as a superposition of 
direct and edge wave terms. Furthermore the model relies on the paraxial approxima­
tion to obtain expressions for the radiated field in terms of simple line integrals that 
can be easily evaluated. This model can handle planar transducers of various shapes 
and can serve as the basis of fast simulations. However this model fails at points on 
the slowness surface where the curvatures are large or for points in the solid where a 
focal point is developed. Those limitations will be removed by the multi-Gaussian beam 
model developed in chapter 6. Again explicit expressions are derived for special cases, 
and results are compared for the isotropic case. More detailed results for anisotropic 
materials are analyzed later in chapter 9, where comparisons are made with the other 
beam models. 
Chapter 6 and chapter 7 develop a multi-Gaussian beam model which will remove 
some of the limitations of the boundary diffraction wave model. Unlike the BDW model 
the multi-Gaussian beam model is designed to handle both general curved interfaces as 
well as a general anisotropic solid. The multi-Gaussian beam model does not fail for 
points in the solid where a focal point is developed. However, since both BDW and 
multi-Gaussian models rely on the paraxial approximation they will fail for points on 
the interface where the surface curvature may be rapidly var>'ing and for points on the 
slowness surface where the curvature is rapidly changing. 
Because of these limitations of paraxial models, it is important to have more 'exact' 
models to evaluate when pcuraxial models fail. Therefore chapter 8 derives a more exact 
beam model based on the angular plane wave spectrum approach. This model will treat 
the radiation of a planar treinsducer through a planar interface into a general anisotropic 
solid. HOPKINS' method [20] will be used to numerically evaluate the spectral integrals. 
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This more exact model, however, is considerably slower than the paraxial models. 
In chapter 9 results will be shown for various test problems. The models are compared 
to each other for a variety of test cases and the accuracy of the paraxial models is ex­
amined. Examples are shown for planar and curved interfaces, isotropic and anisotropic 
materials. Beam profiles will be used to visualize the effects of beam steering and focus-
ing/defocusing. 
Finally, in chapter 10. a brief discussion of the content and results of the dissertation 
is given, along with some suggestions for future directions. 
There are also five appendices that contain detailed derivations and information on 
material properties that support the overall dissertation. 
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2 NOTATION AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR AN 
ANISOTROPIC SOLID 
Notation 
In this thesis only right handed coordinate systems are considered. The Cartesian 
coordinates (x, y. z) are denoted by subscripted variables (xi, xt, X3) and the correspond­
ing base vectors by (61,62,63) as shown in Fig. 2.1. In later chapters, we will find it 
necessar>' to deal with a variety of different Cartesian coordinate systems and we will 
also need to associate quantities with different types of waves. Thus we will adopt the 
following notation: 
1. If necessary, the components of a quantity measured in a particular coordinate sys­
tem will be indicated by a 'coordinate superscript' on that quantity that explicitly 
identifies the coordinate system. These same superscript will also be used, when 
necessarv', on vector quantities that are coordinate dependent such £is Cartesian 
base vectors. 
2. If the type of wave under consideration of a particular quantity is needed, it will be 
indicated by use of a 'wave type superscript'. When both coordinate superscript 
and wave type superscript are needed, the wave type superscript \vill be separated 
by a semicolon from the coordinate superscript. 
Thus, for example, a material stifl&iess tensor quantity, as measured in a material 
coordinate system (x™,x™,x3^) whose coordinate unit vectors are would be 
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X^X\ 
Figure 2.1 Coordinate system with base unit vectors 
written as C^^i- Similarly, the components of a wave number vector, k, written in terms 
of a particular 'ray-based' coordinate system {x[,x2^x3) for a wave of type Q would be 
written as kl'°. 
This thesis deals with both solid and fluid media. To distinguish a quantity measured 
in a fluid from one measured in the solid, an extra 'f will be added as a 'material 
subscript' for the fluid only. Since only waves of compressional (P) type are present in 
a fluid, the 'wave type superscript' will be omitted for a quantity measured in the fluid 
as redundant. For example, the components of a wave number vector for a P-wave in a 
fluid as measured in a set of coordinates {x'^^x^.x^) would be written as whereas a 
wave number measured in this same coordinate system for a wave of type a in the solid 
would be given by 
To distinguish scalars, vectors and tensors the following rule will apply. Scalars 
will always be printed in non-capitalized, non-bold italic letters, vectors are bold, non­
capitalized letters and tensors (or matrices) are represented by bold, capitalized letters. 
Unit vectors will always be indicated by a 'hat' on top of the vector, e.g. the polarization 
vector 
d = di6i + d.2^2 C^2®3- (2.1) 
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The indicial notation is frequently used to represent vectors, tensors and their mathe­
matical operations. Furthermore EINSTEIN'S summation convention is always assumed, 
which implies that whenever an index appears twice a summation with the index run­
ning through the integers 1,2,3 has to be taken. For example a wave number vector can 
be written using the summation convention as 
3 
k — ^ • (2.2) j=i 
Special tensors used in the thesis are 1) the KRONECKER Delta, denoted by 6ij, and 
defined by 
^  I  :  i = j  
0  :  i ^ j  
2) the permutation symbol e,jfc defined by 
(2.3) 
( i j k  =  
+1 
- 1  
0 
> according to whether i, j, k < 
form an even 
form an odd 
do not form a 
permutation of 1.2,3. 
(2.4) 
and. 3) the identity matrix I having ones on the main diagonal and other^vise zeros. 
The cross product of two vectors a, b will be written in coordinate free form as 
a X b, 
or in index notation 
The dot product of the same vectors read in coordinate free notation 
a-b, 
and in index notation 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Cibi- (2.8) 
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Cauchy's Equations of Motion 
When time dependent forces and/or moments act on a deformabie body, that body 
will be set into motion. From the balance of linear momentum, it can be shown that 
time dependent stresses, and displacements, Uj, of the body are related through 
CAUCHY'S equation of motion, given by 
^ = poii. (2.9) 
UJLj  
(under the assumption of small displacements) where /9o is the density of the solid, 
which is taken here as a constant, and ii, = S^Ui/dt-. It can also be shown, based on 
the balance of angular momentum, that the stresses must be symmetric, i.e. = <jj,. 
Constitutive Equations 
CAUCHY'S equations of motion are valid for any type of material. If we assume that 
the material is a homogeneous, linear elastic material, then the stresses in CAUCHY'S 
equations can be related to the strains, E,j, through a generalized HOOKE'S law in the 
form 
(2.10) 
In the latter equation C^ki denotes the components of the fourth order elastic stiff­
ness tensor - again assumed constant throughout the solid - and eki the strain tensor 
components. One can think of the components as representing microscopic spring 
constants and these components are called elastic stiffness constants. The stiffness con­
stants have small values for easily deformabie materials and large values for very rigid 
materials. Since the constitutive relation contains nine equations and each equation 
contains nine strain variables, the total number of constants is 81. However those 
81 constants are not independent of each other, and the symmetry- requirements 
Cm _ /^in / cy  -i i \ ijkl — ^jikl — — ^jilk 
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reduce the number of independent constants to 36. The additional symmetry* require­
ment 
= (2-12) 
which is a consequence of the existence of a strain energy density function, further 
reduces the number of independent constants to 21 [43]. This is the maximum number 
of constants for any material and is associated with the triclinic crystal class. Usually 
- due to the symmetry nature of the material - additional restrictions can be imposed 
leading to a further reduction of the independent constants. Tab. 2.1 lists the number 
of independent constants for certain symmetry classes. If we expand out the general 
Table 2.1 Number of independent constants for different symmetrj' classes 
Symmetry Class Number of constants 
Triclinic 21 
Monoclinic 13 
Orthotropic 9 
Hexagonal 5 
Cubic 3 
Isotropic 2 
stress-strain relationship for an anisotropic material explicitly, and use the symmetr\' 
properties of the strain tensor we have 
* 
-
" 
' " 
<7ii /-»m ^llll /-•m ^1122 *-'1133 /^m 1 *"1123 ^ *-'1132 /"'lii 1 /-»tn *"1113 ^ *"1131 /"'lu 1 *"1112^*"1121 eii 
(^22 *^2211 CTCi /^m *"2233 <»iii 1 /"^m *"2223^^2232 /^iti 1 /"^m *"2313^*"2231 1 2212 2221 f22 
"•33 y — *-'3311 *-'3322 
/^m 
*-'3333 *"3323^^3332 ^3313^^3331 /-•m » /^m ^3312^*"3321 
" 
€33 
^23 *•'2311 *-'2322 /^m *•'2333 /^tn 1 /"tn *"2323^^2332 /^tn 1 /"^m ^2313^^2331 ^2312^*"232l ^23 
O'lS *•'1311 ^1322 ^1333 •^rn 1 y^tn ^1323^*" 1332 /"^m t *"1313^*" 1331 z^m 1 y~*m *"1312 ^*"1321 fl3 
ai2 4 
/^m 
^1211 1222 *•'1233 /"»m 1 /**ni *"1223 ^ *"1232 /'"tn t /"'in ^1213^*"1231 /^tn 1 ^1212^*"1221 Cl2 > 4 
However, if we use the symmetry properties of the stiffiiess matrix {C^ki = ^^ik) 
the summed terms appearing in Eq.(2.13) can be combined, leaving factors of two in 
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some of the elastic constant terms. And, if in addition we replace the tensor shear strain 
components by their equivalent engineering strain components, i.e. we set 
1 
= :pki k¥=l ,  (2.14) 
the factors of one half appearing in Eq.(2.14) can be used to cancel the factors of two 
appearing in the stiffness matrix, leaving 
0-11 /^m ^llll ^1122 /^m *-'1133 /^m *-^1123 /^m *-'1113 ^1112 €11 
<722 *-'2211 2222 *-'2233 ^2223 cm *-^2213 *-"2212 622 
o'as i 
/^m 
'-'3311 *-"3322 /^m *-^3333 ^3323 r*m *--3313 /^m ^3312 
< 
f33 
0*23 /^m ^2311 ^2322 ^2333 /^m ^2323 *-"2313 /^m *-"2312 723 
o'la *-^1311 *^1322 /^m ^1333 /^m *-"1323 /^m *-^1313 /^m *-^1312 713 
cr 12 k 4 
/^m 
*^1211 /^m w 1222 /^m *-'1233 *^1223 /^m *-"1213 ^1212 712 k 4 
(2.15) 
For computational purposes it is advantageous to adopt a contracted index notation by 
defining a 6x6 matrix, where 
/ = 
J = 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
t : I = J 
9 - (i + j) : i # j 
k  :  k  =  l  
9-{k + l) : it 7^ / 
With the previously- defined index-substitution rules it is possible to write Eq.(2.10) in 
its contracted notation as 
(T/ = CTjej, (2.18) 
with 
o"/ = {cyiu(T'22-,<J3Z',cr-iZi<^Ui(^i2}^ t (2.19) 
and 
ey = {cii,  €22? C33,723,7i3» 712}^- (2.20) 
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Expanded explicitly for a triclinic material, Eq.(2.18) gives 
r y 
^11 L/12 r<m *-13 '-'14 '-15 Cm '-'16 Cll 
0'22 /^m *-'12 L/22 f~>XX\ '-'23 cm '-'24 /^m '-'25 <-26 C22 
<733 '-'13 '-'23 /^m '-'33 cm '-'34 •-So cm '-'36 
< 
^33 
<723 /^m *-'14 /^m 1^24 cm '-'34 '-'44 /^m ^45 cm *-46 723 
<713 /^m '-'lo /^m '-'25 '-'43 Cn '-'55 cm '-56 713 
a\2 k 4 
/^m 
*^16 '-'26 /^m '-'36 cm '-46 cm '-56 cm '-66 712 » 4 
Appendix A lists the matrix-equations and the stiffness matrices for different symmetrj* 
classes and different materials. The stiffness constants Cfj for crystalline materials 
are normally given with respect to a crystal coordinate', system This 
however might not be the most practical choice of the coordinate system - this will be 
important in the next chapter - and it is therefore necessarj' to consider how the stiffness 
constants are transformed into another coordinate system. Figure 2.2 for example, shows 
a material coordinate system and several rotated coordinate systems defined by the 
rotation angles 77. 
^3 , X3 X3 
.m 
jn 
Figure 2.2 Coordinate transformations 
^Sometimes called material coordinate system 
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The transformation of the fourth rank stiffness tensor Cfj^i from a material coordi­
nate system into a different coordinate system (xi.xo.xs) is defined by the 
transformation law [52] 
Cmnop — QmiQnjQokQplC^kt- (2.22) 
The components, Qij, are the direction cosines between and and can be written 
as [4] 
QIJ = COS(EI, EF) = ERE^"". (2.23) 
Under the definition of the fourth rank tensor 
'^hjkl = QikQjl, (2.24) 
the transformation given in Eq.(2.22) can be written as 
Cmnop — ^ImnijC^kl^^opkl- (2-25) 
To obtain a reduced form of this equation we can follow the same procedure we used 
in the derivation of the contracted stiffness matrix tensor. First, we consider the terms 
in Eq.(2.25) involving Mmmj only. Omitting those subscripts that are not involved with 
this matrix we can write Eq.(2.25) as 
Cmn.. = (2.26) 
which now is a relationship between two symmetrical matrices Cmn- and C^.. analogous 
to Eq.(2.10). Thus, Eq.(2.26) can also be expressed in a contracted form terms of a 6x6 
matrix M given by 
Cm.. = hhuCT..M..... (2.27) 
In the same fashion, Eq.(2.25) gives 
C..^ = (2.28) 
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which is again a relationship between two symmetrical matrices that can be reduced to 
C..P = M....C!"KMpk. (2.29) 
Combining Eqs.(2.27) and (2.29), we obtain 
C\tp = (2.30) 
The form of the 6x6 M matrix in terms of the MYFCI components, therefore, is the same 
as given previously for the 6x6 stiffness matrix in terms of the C^ki (Eq.(2.13)). namely 
M = 
A/llll A/1122 A/1133 A/iios + A/1132 A/U13 + A/1131 A/1112 + A/1121 
A/2211 A/2222 A/2233 A/2223 + A/2232 A/2213 + A/2231 A/2212 + A/2221 
A/3311 A'/3322 A/3333 A/3323 + A/3332 A/3313 + A/3331 A/3312 + A/3321 
A/2311 A/2322 A/2333 A/2323 + A/2332 A/2313 + A/2331 A/2312 + A/2321 
A/I311 A/I322 A/1333 A/I323 + A/1332 + A'/i33I A/i312 + A/1321 
A/1211 A/1222 A/1233 A/1223 "f" A/1232 A/1213 + A/I231 A/1212 + A/1221 
(2.31) 
Using Eq.(2.24), the M matrix can also be written explicitly in terms of the direction 
cosines as 
M = 
Qh «?2 Qh 2Q12Q13 2(2I 3<2I 1  2Q12QII 
Qii Q22 «53 '-Q22Q23 2Q21Q23 2Q21Q22 
Qh Ql2 Q33 2Q32Q33 2Q31Q33 2Q31Q32 (2.32) 
Q21Q3I Q22Q32 O23Q33 <322 Q33+Q23Q32 Q21 Q33+Q23Q3I Q21Q32+Q22Q3I 
Q11Q3I Q12Q32 Q13Q33 Q12Q33+Q13Q33 Q11Q33+Q13Q3I Q11Q33+Q12Q3I 
Q11Q21 Q12Q22 Q13Q23 QiiQzi+QiiQii Q11Q23+Q13Q21 QiiQ22+Qi2Q2i-
The transformation of the stiffness matrix in the reduced form of Eq.(2.30) is due to 
BOND [5], and the M matrix is called BOND'S rotation matrix. Although this matrix is 
in a rather complex form, it can be written as a product of simpler matrices by noting 
that any general rotation of coordinates in three dimensions can be considered as the 
result of 
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1. a rotation through an angle ^ about the original xg'-axis of an system 
to generate a (xpXjtXs) system, 
2. a rotation through an angle T] about the x^-axis to generate a {x" ,  x ' ^ ,  x ' ^ )  system, 
and 
3. a rotation through an angle about the x'^ axis to generate the final rotated 
coordinate system (xi,x2,x3). 
In matrix form, we can write these successive rotations as 
M = (2.33) 
The matrices and M^' are of the same form since both represent rotations about 
either the X3 or x'g-axis, respectively. Such a rotation generates a matrix of direction 
cosines (for a rotation angle given by 
cos ^  sin ^ 0 
— sin^ cos^ 0 • (2-34) Q« = 
0 0 1 
which leads to the BOND rotation matrix 
cos-(^) sin^(^) 0 
sin^(^) cos-(^) 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
= 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 cos(^) — sin(^) 
0 sin(^) cos(^) 
-^sin(20 rsin(20 0 0 0 
sin(2^) 
- sin(2^) 
0 
0 
0 
cos(2^) 
(2.35) 
Similarly, the matrix of direction cosines for a rotation through an angle TJ about the 
x2-axis is given by 
cos Tj 0 — sin r/ 
Q" = 0 1 0 (2.36) 
sin T/ 0 cos TJ 
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leading to a BOND rotation matrix given by 
M" = 
COS'^(T]) 0 sin^(r;) 
0 1 0 
sin^(77) 0 COS'^{T}) 
0 0 0 
5sin(27/) 0 -5sin(2r?) 
0 0 0 
(2.37) 
0 — sin(277) 0 
0 0 0 
0 sin(277) 0 
cos(77) 0 sin(/7) 
0 cos(2r/) 0 
— sin(77) 0 cos(7/) 
Two Matlab subroutines (rotCz.z.rotCy.m) were written to perform the transforma­
tion. Both routines accept as an input the stiffness matrix in crystal coordinates and 
the angle of rotation ^,77 about the x3,x2-axis. The stiffness matrix in the rotated co­
ordinate system will be returned by the function £is an output argument, as defined by 
Eq.(2.35). The Matlab code listed below shows the rotCz.m matlab-file. 
function [Cp] = rotCz(C,xi) 
•/. ROTCZ(C.phi) 
•/, Rotation of the Stiffness matrix C of xi deg [radians] about the Z-axis 
•/, Using Bonds rotation matrix (Auld voll p. 77 eq. 3.42) 
M=[cos(xi)"2 
sin(xi)"2 
0 
0 
0 
sin(xi)"2 
cos(xi)"2 
0 
0 
0 
-0.5»sin(2*xi) 0.5»sin(2*xi) 
Cp = M»C»M.': 
0 0 0 sin(2*xi) 
0 0 0 -sin(2fxi) 
1 0  0  0  
0 cos(xi) -sin(xi) 0 
0 sin(xi) cos(xi) 0 
0 0 0 cos(2»xi)] 
Navier's Equation 
Combining CAUCHY'S equation of motion, Eq.(2.9), with the general constitutive 
equation, Eq.(2-10), leads to 
= f^i- (2-38) 
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Substitution of the strain-displacement relation 
1 / dui 
2 i dxjfc dxt (2-39) 
gives 
2 dxj \dxk dxi + (2.40) 
Using the symmetry conditions we find 
which is NAVIER'S equation for a homogeneous, non-dissipative general anisotropic solid. 
In the case of isotropy, the elastic stiffness tensor reduces to 
+ ^il^jk), (2.42) 
in term of the LAME constants, A, and /I, leaving NAVIER'S equation in the form 
iL 11 • 
ChristofFel's Equation 
To find a solution to NAVIER'S equations in terms of monochromatic plane waves we 
substitute 
Ui = (2.44) 
into Eq.(2.41) and obtain 
~ (2-45) 
where d = ci,e, is the polzuization vector and U is the displacement amplitude. In terms 
of the propagation direction 1 = /iCi -I- ZoCa + h^3 
{C^kihik-frv%i)di = 0, (2.46) 
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where we used FCJ = kli. The result is known as CHRISTOFFEL'S equation. For simplicity 
it is possible to define the so-called CHRISTOFFEL tensor F as 
TI/ = (2.47) 
where, for the most general case (triclinic symmetrv*) the F^'s have the form 
Til = C^ili + C^l2 + C^ll + 2C^l2l3 ++ 2C^lil2j 
Too = C67r+C2^/i + C4732+2C2>J3 + 2C^J/3/l+2C2^Zl/2, 
F33 = CI^Z?+C,^Zi + C3%2+2C372^3 + 2C3^/3/l+2Cr5/i/2, 
Fi2 = C^eil + C^Bll + CT,ll + {CTe + CT5)l2l3 + {CT4 + C^e)i^ii + iCT2 + Cr6)lii2, 
Fn = C^sll + CTsll + C^,ll + {CTs + CTe)l2l3 + {CT3 + C^B)i:iii + iC'r, + Cre)lil2, 
r-is = C^ei\+C^All + CTA + iCT4 + CT3)klz + {CTe + CT,)hli + {CTo + CTe)lil2, 
r^i = F12, 
^31 = ri3, 
F32 = F23. (2.48) 
Using Eq.(2.47) we can write the CHRISTOFFEL equation as 
{TII-FRV%I)DI = 0. (2.49) 
or. in terms of Qu = F,/ — pv^Su, 
^ijdj = 0. (2.50) 
The latter equation defines a set of three homogeneous linear equations for the unit 
displacement components {di,d2,d2). The phase velocity for a given direction 1 is un­
known, but the existence of a non-trivial solution of the s>*stem of equations in Eq.(2.50) 
requires the determinant of the coefficients of that system to vanish. This constitutes 
an eigenvalue problem with the eigenvalues identified as pv^. The eigenvector (rfi, rfo, ^3) 
associated with each eigenvalue defines the polarization d. Because of the symmetry of 
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r the eigenvalues are real and the associated eigenvectors are mutually orthogonal to 
each other. The next chapter describes how to solve CHRISTOFFEL'S equation and dis­
cusses aspects of the numerical algorithm. When dealing with reflection and refraction 
problems it is convenient to reczist CHRISTOFFEL'S equation in a different form. If we 
divide Eq.(2.46) by v- we have 
(C^ki^jSk - pSii) di = 0, (2.51) 
where s = l / v \  defines the slowness vector (inverse velocity). We can write the latter 
equation in a short form as 
G.jdj = 0, (2.52) 
with Gij = C'^f.^sisk — pSij. Equation (2.51) is obviously an alternative expression to 
Eq.(2.46). In the next chapter Eq.(2.46) will be solved for pv- for a given propagation 
direction and that direction will then be varied to map out the complete slowness surface. 
In chapter four Eq.(2.51) will be solved instead for a particular component of the slowness 
vector which is needed as part of solving for reflection and transmission coefficients at a 
plane interface. 
3 THE SLOWNESS SURFACE 
The last chapter derived CHRISTOFFEL'S equation, Eq.(2.49), for an anisotropic solid. 
This equation describes the plane wave propagation in an anisotropic solid and is essen­
tial for the rest of the thesis. This chapter will show how to solve Eq.(2.49) numerically 
which leads to the so-called slowncss-surfaces, defined by a solution of an eigenvalue 
problem, and the associated eigenvectors which give the polarization of the propagating 
waves. A detailed discussion of the numerical procedure, including matlab-examples. is 
given in a separate section. The important concept of the group-velocity will also be 
di.scussed and again related to the physical behavior of wave-propagation. 
Finally, we will show how to obtain locally the slopes and cur\-atures of slowness-
curves. These quantities are needed, as we will see later, as part of the solution process 
for obtaining the radiated wavefields of transducers in the paraxial approximation. 
To solve Eq.(2.49) we first write down its matrix form 
The latter equation has a nontrivial solution if the characteristic determinant vanishes 
As we will see when we discuss the numerical solution of Eq.(3.2), it is convenient to 
assume 1 lies in an Xi — plane so that the I2 component vanishes. Then Eq.(2.48) 
(3.1) 
l^yl = IFy -/W-JijI =0. (3.2) 
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reads as 
Tu 
r 22 
Fas 
ri2 
ri3 
r2i 
Tai 
1^32 
o f +  C S / I  + 2 0 5 1 3 / 1 ,  
Cm/2 , /^n>/2 , o/^">/ / 66'l ' '-'44'3 -^46'3'lr 
cr,il + c^ i^l + 2CTM  ^
Crsl! + CT,ll + {C'r,+Cre)hli: 
Cr6l\ + CTA + {CTe+CT , ) l z l i ,  
ri2, 
= r 13; 
r23- (3.3) 
Determination of the Eigenvalues A 
Using the the substitution A = pv- we can write Eq.(3.2) as 
A'^ - tr{r}A" + tr{adj{r}}A — det{r} = 0. (3.4) 
where tr{-} defines the trace. adj{-} the adjoint and det{-} the determinant of a matrix. 
The operation in Eq.(3.4) can be written explicitly in component form as 
tr{r} = r„ (3.5) 
tr{ad j{r}} = — (Clfc/Clmnr'fcTnrIn  ^2fc<f2mnrAOTr'in  "f" f3A:K3mnrfcmr/n) r (3-6) 
det{r} = (ijh^li^2j^3k- (3.7) 
Once the material properties and the propagation direction are chosen, the latter equa­
tion can be solved for A. The roots of the cubic are the eigenvalues A of the CHRISTOFFEL-
matrix Fy from which the phase-velocities are then given by 
j 
= . Q = 1.2,3 (3.8) 
VP 
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For an arbitrary- direction there exist - in general - three different phase-velocities. Two 
of those phase-velocities can be equal to each other in certain symmetry' directions. The 
eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues are the polarization directions. The po­
larizations will not be purely longitudinal (along I) or transverse (perpendicular to I), 
but there will usually be a wave with mostly longitudinal polarization and two shear 
waves with mostly transverse polarizations. The wave of mostly longitudinal wave type 
will be referred to as quasi-pressure (qP) and the other two shear like waves will be 
called quasi-shearl,2 (qSl,qS2). We will subsequently refer to Q as the wave type where 
Q =qP,qSl.qS2. The deviation of the polarization direction of a wave of type q from 
a purely longitudinal or transverse direction is commonly known as the deviation or 
skewing angle [39]. 
Determination of the Eigenvectors 
As we will see in the next chapter a key problem in solving for the reflection and 
transmission coefficients is the computation of the displacement vectors (eigenvectors). 
However, general methods for obtaining eigenvectors in a manner that is convenient 
to implement numerically are seldom discussed. Direct methods, which involve the 
substitution of the eigenvalues back into Eq.(3.1) and solving a subset of those equations 
(see NAYFEH [39]) are not convenient because they fail under a variety of conditions. 
Here, we will describe a general procedure, based on CHEN [7] for determining the 
eigenvectors which effectively handles all the exceptional cases. 
We will have in general three eigenvalues for a given direction 1. To determine the 
corresponding eigenvectors for these eigenvalues clearly depends on the matrix Jl, and 
one has to distinguish two cases: 
1. The three eigenvalues are all different; In this case det{f2} = 0 and adj{f2} / 0 
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and Q is said to be planar. 
2. Two of the three eigenvalue coincide; In this case for the two coinciding eigenvalues 
det{n} =0 and adj{n} = 0 and f2 is said to be linear. 
For the first case we consider the problem of finding solutions of the homogeneous 
equation 
n - d  =  0 ,  ( 3 . 9 )  
with Q being planar and singular (that is det{n} = 0). Clearly d = 0 is a solution but 
we are interested in the non-trivial solution (that is d ^ 0). Moreover if a nontrivial 
solution exists it will not be unique. To see this consider 
fi • ad = afl • d = 0 (3.10) 
where Q is an arbitrary scalar. Eq.(3.10) shows that the homogeneous solution deter­
mines only the direction of the polarization vector not its magnitude. To overcome this 
problem we apply the constraint that the magnitude of the polarization vector has to 
equal unity, i.e. 
|d| = 1. (3.11) 
To obtain d in the first case we consider the identity 
n - W  = det{n}I (3.12) 
where W = adj{f2} and its components are given by 
= 7:^ikl^jmn^km^tn, (3.13) 
or written out explicitly 
H 11 = 1^22 ~ ^32^^23? 
1122 = ~ 
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W'33 = 011^22 — 021^121 
W,2 = 031^^23 
— ^21^33, 
"31 = ^12^^23 — ni3f^22» 
W23 — n32fiu- (3.14) 
Since is singular we have 
n - W  =  O I .  ( 3 . 1 5 )  
Dot multiplying this equation from the right by an arbitrary constant vector c we obtain 
n - ( W - c ) = 0  ( 3 . 1 6 )  
Comparing Eq.(3.16) with Eq.(3.10) we find the nontrivial solution as 
ad = W • c. (3.17) 
If we define the constant a as a = |W • c| we get 
Since c is arbitrary we can choose c = ^ to pick out the column r j  o f  W which is non 
zero: i.e 
d = —:W • e,, (no sum on q ), (3.19) |W • e^l 
or in index notation 
d? = / ^ Wir, (no sum on T} ). (3.20) 
For the second case, when two of the three eigenvectors coincide, the above method 
fails since the adjoint tensor W is zero for the coinciding eigenvalues. The matrix fl is 
said to be linear, and itself must be a single dyad [7], i.e n=ab. The homogeneous 
equation becomes 
n- d  =  a b - d  = 0, (3.21) 
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where 
(no sum on 77 ) (3.22) 
where 77 defines a non-zero row. Thus any vector d perpendicular to vector b is a solution 
of the homogeneous equation. If the vector b is in the direction of propagation, 1. we 
can take 
d''^- = 62, 
d " ® '  =  e o x i .  (3.24) 
(3.23) 
For the case that b is not in the direction of propagation we will take the polarization 
of the two coinciding eigenvalues as 
Numerical Solutions 
To determine slownesses and polarizations numerically, consider the two coordinate 
systems shown in Fig. 3.1. The slowness curve in the Xi — X3 plane shown in Fig. 
3.1 can be obtained by first rotating the stiffness tensor - which is originally defined 
in the material coordinate system ^ degrees about the x^ axis using 
the transformation rules Eq.(2.35). We then assume that the plane wave direction 
vector 1 lies in that plane defined by Xi and X3. The propagation direction in this 
coordinate system can therefore be defined by the angle 0. The slowness curve is then 
constructed by incrementally changing 0 from 0° to 360°. For each propagation direction 
the cubic equation. Eq.(3.4), is constructed and solved for its roots. The polarizations 
(eigenvectors) are determined by the scheme outlined in the previous section. Figure 3.2 
shows the slowness curves for InAs for the plane defined by ^ = 0°. Computing similar 
d''^- = bxi (3.25) 
d"^' = bxd''^^ (3.26) 
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Figure 3.1 Construction of the slowness curve in a specific plane (dashed) 
slowness curves in various planes by increasing the angle ^ from ^ = 0° to 180° we can 
construct an entire three dimensional slowness surface as shown in Fig. 3.3 for the qS2 
wave of an austenitic steel. 
After the determination of the three slowness values and polarizations one has to 
associate the appropriate mode with the slowness values. This association is needed 
since the slowness curves for the shear waves can touch (see Fig. 3.2) or cross, so that 
it is not possible to identify a particular shear mode by simply ordering the sizes of 
the slownesses. For the materials used in this thesis it is sufficient to cissociate the 
fastest mode with the qP-wave and distinguish the qSl-wave from the qS2-wave by an 
polarization argument. 
Since all modes have to be mutually orthogonal it is possible to use the dot-product of 
the current eigenvectors with the eigenvectors for a previous angle as an sorting criteria. 
In this procedure, the polarizations of the previous angle are stored and the dot product 
is taken with polarizations of the current angle. To illustrate the sorting algorithm 
consider Fig. 3.4. This figure shows small sections of the qS2 and qSl slowness curves. 
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Figure 3.2 Slowness curve: CSS ^ = 0°; The qP-wave is displayed as a solid 
line, the qSl as dotted and qS2 dashed 
The qP-mode is not shown since, as mentioned earlier, this mode is identified as the 
fastest mode. For the first angle 9 = 6i the quasi-shear eigenvalue with the largest xi 
polarization will be labeled qSl consequently the other one qS2. The starting angle 6^ is 
a generic value (depending on the part of slowness section desired), but if two slowness 
curves touch at this point it is taken to be the original value plus one degree. If we now 
increase the angle to Bi, we form the dot product of the eigenvector at the point P[ with 
the eigenvector at the point P,. If the value of the dot product is close to unity the point 
P.j will be labeled qSl, otherwise qS2. Doing so for all angles will sort the two 
shear modes. The matlab-code (SortEVSd.m) shows the sorting algorithm in vectorized 
form. 
idx = find(abs(dot(P_qS2(:,[Irend-l]),P_qS2(:,[2:end]))) < 0.5); 
if 'isempty(idx) 
idx_l = length(idx); 
if idx_l == 1 
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Figure 3.3 Slowness surface of the qS2-wave traveling in austenitic steel 
idx(2) = theta_maix; 
end 
for rr=l:2:(idx_l-l) 
if isempty(idx(rr+l)) == 1 
idx(rr+l) = theta_max; 
end 
idx_v = (idx(rr)+l):idx(rr+l); 
First save the information in a temporary variable 
tmp_s = s_qSl(idx_v); 
tmp_P = P_qSl(: ,idx_v) 
Switch modes and polarization with index idx_v 
s_qSl(idx_v) = s_qS2(idx_v); 
s_qS2(idx_v) = tmp_s; 
P_qS 1(:,idx_v) = P_qS2(:,idx_v); 
P_qS2(:,idx_v) = tmp_P; 
end 
end 
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Figure 3.4 Illustration of the sorting algorithm 
Group Velocity 
Up to now, we have considered the phase velocity or its inverse the slowness. But 
dealing with anisotropic media it is important to discuss another velocity called the 
group velocity. Originally the word group velocity has its origin in hydrodynamics [53]. 
For harmonic waves of frequency LJ and a corresponding wave vector k the group velocity 
is described mathematically by 
du) 
g = gj, (3.27) 
or in Cartesian coordinates 
du {3.28) 
With k, = kli we can also write the group velocity as 
dv .  (3.29) 
Consider now CHRISTOFFEL'S equation in the form 
CijklUjCli = f3V%, (3.30) 
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Multiplying both sides of Eq.(3.30) by di  and taking the derivative d/d lp  we get 
C i j M i l k +  I j  
d 
Ci jk id id i { lk6 jp  + I jS icp)  — Ipv-Q^v 
d 
Cipkid-idilk + Cipjidilj — '2pvV 
CIPKIDM = (3-31) 
We can use the definition of the group velocity (Eq.(3.29)) to obtain 
9] = —Cijkikdidi. (3.32) pv 
In chapter 4 the group velocity will be used to determine the direction of the energy. In 
this chapter an explicit form of Eq.(3.32) will be given, involving the reduced stiffnesses. 
It can be shown [44] that the physical meaning of equation (3.32) is that the kinetic 
energ}- of a plane wave is equal to the stiffened strain energ\'. It can also be shown [39] 
that the direction of the group velocity coincides with that of the energy flow. This 
knowledge can be used to compute numerically the group velocity surfaces, also known 
as energy ray surfaces. The velocity of the energ>* transport in an anisotropic medium is 
the group velocity [48]. The group velocity has a interesting physical meaning. Consider 
two transducers (TA,TB) located as depicted in Fig. 3.5. If a wave is radiated from 
transducer TA into an anisotropic solid, the beam (highly idealized in Fig. 3.5) will 
travel along the trajector\' shown, which is the group-velocity direction Igr. Even 
so the phase-fronts travel along the phase-velocity direction 1. As a consequence the 
receiving transducer TB must be offset in order to receive the beam. The angle between 
the group velocity direction igr and the phase-velocity direction 1 is known as the power 
flow angle w. and is given by 
tl' = arccos(l - Igr), (3.33) 
or in Cartesian coordinates 
Uf = arccos[/j(^gr)j]. (3.34) 
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Figure 3.5 Beam trajectory in an anisotropic solid 
Figure 3.6 shows the power flow angle on the slowness-surface and depicts that the group 
velocity vector g is normal to the slowness curve a result that is shown by NAYFEH [39]. 
One has to realize however that in general g does not necessar}* lie in the si—s^ plane as 
depicted in Fig. 3.6 since the normal to the slowness surface may have an sn component. 
In an isotropic medium the frequency is proportional to the wave number k .  There­
fore, the group velocity direction will be also the phase velocity direction, resulting to a 
zero power flow angle. Furthermore the magnitude of the phase velocity t' - in a lossless 
medium - is equal to the magnitude of the group velocity fgr. 
Figure 3.7 shows the group velocity cur\-es for Graphite-Epoxy and Indium Arsenite. 
Si 
Figure 3.6 Determination of the group velocity direction Igr 
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Figure 3.7 Group velocity curves for Graphite-Epoxy (left) and InAs (right) 
for ^ = 0° " 
Approximation to the Slowness Surface 
The properties of the slowness surface play a key role in the beam models discussed 
in later chapters. The beam models which are based on the paraxial approximation 
use the local slopes and curvatures of the slowness curve in the vicinity of a particular 
direction of propagation (later called a fixed ray direction), as measured in a particular 
coordinate system. Specifically, in those paraxieil models the xa-axis is taken along the 
fixed ray direction and the ii — X3 plane is taken as the plane of incidence (which will 
be defined in the next chapter). Mathematically, what is needed for those beam models 
are the values for the first and second order terms in the Taylor series expansion of the 
slowness .s" expressed in the form 
about the point (0,0. s"). Since the slowness-surface is not given explicitly but is con­
tained implicitly in the CHRISTOFFEL equation we expand the slowness surface in the 
form of a TAYLOR-series and determine unknown coefficients numerically from the eigen­
5''(5?,4.S?)=0. (3.35) 
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value problem. For example, consider the slowness-surface near the point P as shown 
in Fig. 3.8. We can compute a slowness patch in the vicinity of P - indicated by the 
mesh in Fig. 3.8- by solving the eigenvalue problem for the directions defined by the 
poin ts  on  th is  mesh .  We then  t ransform those  poin ts  in  a  coordina te  sys tem {s° ,  s? ,  s ° )  
where the .s^-axis  is  al igned with the vector  originat ing in the origin and point ing to P. 
furthermore the plane defined by s° — s" will be a plane of incidence. In this new 
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Figure 3.8 Slowness patch of InAs with its approximation (white circles) 
coordinate svstem we can write the slowness surface as 
s° = S°(6^s?) « S°(0,0) + dS'' 
1 r d-S'' 
•^2 
ds^ (0.0) as? 
s? -t-
(0.0) 
a2oQ 
(0 0) asias2 + 
525" 
(0,0) 3(s?)2 
(5?)^ (.3.36) 
(0,0) 
where we have truncated the Taylor-series after the second order terms. If we now define 
the parameters Sq.A°,B°.C°,D°.E° as 
Sn = 
A"" = 
S''(0,0) 
dS"" 
(0,0) 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
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= 
dS° 
dso 
C° = r 
(0,0) 
1 
D" = 
2a(s?)2 
925° 
(0,0) 
E" = -
ds°ds2 
1 d-S'' 
2 5(s?)2 
(0,0) 
(0,0) 
(3.39) 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
(3.42) 
we can express the slowness as 
s" s: s? + .4°.s? + + ^ (s?)^ + + E''[s%)'. (3.43) 
Here sj represents the slowness of a plane wave propagating in X3 direction, the param­
eters .4° and determine the change of the slowness curve with propagation direction, 
and hence determine the group velocity. To show how the group velocity is functionally 
dependent on the parameters .4" and 5® we consider 
g° = 9% (3.44) 
with the energy* propagation direction defined - in a local plane of incidence coordinate 
system with the xs-axis along the central ray - by 
VS° P = 
V IVS'^I 
where S" = .s" — S°(s°,s?). With the definition of the gradient 
dS''. 95". dS°. 
= a;?" 
and Eqs.(3.38)(3.39) we get for the energy propagation direction 
jo _ ~ -B°e2 + 63 
y(.-lo)2 + (B°)2 + l' 
The phase velocity is related to the group velocity through the relation 
(3.45) 
(3.46) 
(3-47) 
u® = g"" cos (3.48) 
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which can also be written as 
(3.49) 
Comparison of Eq.(3.48) with Eq.(3.49) yields for the cosine of the power fiow angle 
Substitution of the power flow angle - as defined bj- Eq.(3.50) - into Eq.(3.48) defines 
the group velocity to be 
It can be seen form Eq.(3.51) that the group velocity is + 1 larger than the 
phase velocity. 
The parameter C°,D° and E" define the curvatures of the slowness, and therefore 
determine the rate of divergence or convergence of the beam due to diffraction. Those 
slowness surfaces are widely used in the literature [37]. [35], [41]. The local properties 
of the slowness surface A°, D°, E° near the fixed ray are then determined as 
follows. Near the fixed ray - specified by ^o , 9 q  - the slowness surface is sampled n  
times as shown in Fig. 3.9. The deviation angles A^. A0 are taken to be 20deg 
to get a good long range approximation as discussed by MINACHI [37]. The slowness 
values for all of these angles are computed. The slowness vectors are then transformed 
into ray-coordinates where an n x -5 overdetermined system of equations 
is assembled 
cosi//° = 1 (3.50) 
(3.51) 
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Figure 3.9 Illustration of the deviation angles A^, Coordinate system 
in rav coordinates 
(ij'" («n ,»n ))* («" •"" K'" («"'«-) (^2 ° (Cr, ,ffn ))-
A" 
B" 
C 
D" 
E" 
' (3.52) 
This overdetermined system. Eq.(3.52), is then solved in a least square sense, which 
minimizes the sum of the squares of the deviation of the computed slownesses from the 
fitted slownesses. The assembling of the matrix and the least squares solution is done 
by the routine nun2dpfit of the Mastering Matlab toolbox from DUANE HANSELMAN 
[18]. Below are a couple of matlab lines out of the routine GetABCDE.m which determines 
those parameters 
'/i... Collocate at n-points arount cr.Xi 
phi = rad((Xi-dXi)+(j-l) .»((Xi+dXi)-(Xi-dXi)) VCn-D); 
7* Collocate at n-points around cr.T 
theta = rad((T-dT)+(j-l).*((T+dT)-(T-dT))./(n-l)); 
7»... Get Slowness for the points , Returns Slovness for desired mode 
[sgmt] = Slow3d(phi,theta); 
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7.... Tranform Slowness-Segment into Ray-Coordinates 
[sgmt] = crys2ray(sgmt); 
*/.... Fit parabola to slowness 
Compute Coefficients 
p = nffli2dpfit(sgmt.sx , sgmt.sy , sgmt.sz,2,2); 
Pass back the coefficients 
SO = p(3); A = p(4); B = p(6); C = p(5)+l/(2*s0); 
D = p(7); E = p(8)+l/(2*s0): 
Figure 3.10 shows an example of an approximation to a slowness patch. The white 
circles represent the approximated slowness, using the best fit parameters on top of the 
solution of CHRISTOFFEL'S equation. As we will see in chapter 5 the parameter C and 
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Figure 3.10 Slowness patch of InAs with its approximation (white circles) 
£•" enter in the form [C° — l/(2so)| and [f — l/(2so)] in paraxial beam models and 
are responsible for beam focusing effects in anisotropic materials. It is therefore inter­
esting to see the angular dependence of those parameters. Since most of the important 
variations in these quantities are associated with the qS2 wave for the examples shown 
here, only the qS2 mode will be discussed. The slowness curves for both austenitic steel 
£md graphite epoxy are shown in Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12. In Fig. 3.13 the parameter 
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is displayed as a solid line and l/(2so^^) as a dashed line for austenitic steel.At 
an angle of 9 = 15° the quantity - l/(2so^^)] changes its sign from positive to 
negative and at 75° back to positive. The quantity [E° — l/(2so)] only changes its sign 
once at an angle of 57° as seen in Fig. 3.14. Similar plots for the qS2-wave are shown 
for Graphite-Epoxy in Fig. 3.15 jmd Fig. 3.16. At points where these curves cross 
we expect that beam models based on the paraxial approximation will fail so that it is 
important to know where these points occur on the slowness surface. 
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Figure 3.11 Right quadrant of the austenitic slowness curve 
= 0°.T] = 0°); Displayed are the qP-wave as a solid 
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Figure 3.12 Right quadrant of the Graphite-Epoxy slowness curve 
= 0°,r} = 0°); Displayed are the qP-wave as a solid line, 
the qSl-wave dotted and the qS2-\vave dashed 
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Figure 3.13 Parameter and l/(2so^") as a function of the angle 0 for 
austenitic steel 
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Figure 3.14 Parameter and l/(2s3^^) as a function of ttie angle d  for 
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Figure 3.15 Parameter and l/(2so^^) as a function of the angle 9  for 
graphite epoxy 
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Figure 3.16 Parameter and l/(2s3^*) as a function of the angle 9  for 
graphite epoxj' 
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4 REFLECTION AND REFRACTION OF OBLIQUE 
INCIDENT PLANE WAVES ON A PLANE INTERFACE 
BETWEEN A FLUID HALFSPACE AND AN GENERAL 
ANISOTROPIC HALFSPACE 
Plane wave reflection and refraction from an interface between two isotropic media 
has been studied intensively in the literature and can be found in numerous books such 
as those by ScHMERR [50], ACHENBACH [1], AULD [3] and GRAFF [16]. If we allow 
one medium - or both media - to be anisotropic, we add further complications to the 
problem, arising from the variation of the slowness with the direction of propagation. 
Also in the anisotropic medium, the incident, reflected and refracted plane waves do 
not have in general purely longitudinal or transverse polarizations. Even so the three 
polarizations are still mutually orthogonal to each other [38]; a fact that can often be 
used to help solve reflection and transmission problems. Although in later chapters we 
are interested in modeling the reflection and refraction of bounded beams from finite 
transducer sources , the plane wave results presented in this section are needed for those 
models. Reflection and refraction problems in anisotropic media have been discussed 
by several authors, including MUSGRAVE [38], FEDOROV [11]. HENNEKE [19], ROKHLIN 
[46] and MANDAL [28]. The main ingredient in the studies of all these workers is the 
slowness curve, as discussed to some extent in the previous section. However, as we 
will see in this chapter when discussing reflection and refraction problems, it is more 
convenient to recast the solution of CHRISTOFFEL'S equation in a different form. 
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The reflection/refraction problem in anisotropic media we will consider here is for a 
plane boundary between a fluid and an anisotropic solid, as shown in Fig. 4.1, where the 
incident wave will be taken to be in the fluid. We let s' be the incident slowness vector, 
let s"" be the reflected slowness vector, and give the slowness for the three refracted waves 
as respectively. The incident and reflected wave can be expressed as 
s''-" = -F. (4.1) 
U! 
where i''"" denotes the propagation direction of a incident or reflected plane wave in a 
fluid. We will assume that the incident propagation direction, as shown in Fig. 4.1, 
lies in the xi — Xs-plane, which is the plane of incidence for this problem, where the 
plane of incidence is defined as the plane containing both the incident wave direction 
and the normal to the interface. Due to SNELL'S law the other propagation directions 
jr.qP.qsi.qsa jjg plane. If we take the origin of our coordinate system on 
the interface x.-j = 0, the intimate contact between the media requires continuity of the 
normal displacement 
uj, + U3 = ^ U3 : Q = qP, qSl. qS2 (4.2) 
Q 
and the stress component 
<^33 + f^33 = H <^33 ; " = qP' qsi, qS2. (4.3) Q 
.A.lso. the shear stresses must vanish for the solid at the interface, i.e. 
0 = 52^?3 ; Q = qP,qSl,qS2. (4.4) 
a 
and 
0 = : a = qP,qSl,qS2. (4.5) 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of the Reflection/Transmision problem 
Stress Components in the Fluid 
The stress components in the fluid can be given by the stress-strain relation for a 
isotropic media 
where /i = 0 and A = p / v j .  This gives 
^33 = + ^ 22 + ^ 33) (•^•7^) 
As mentioned previously, due to our choice of the coordinate system the plane of inci­
dence (POI) is the Xi — X3 plane. Furthermore, since only longitudinal waves - polarized 
in the POI - propagate in the fluid, the displacements of the incident and reflected waves 
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are given by 
= U'-'dYe'''"''"', 
= 0, 
where { m  —  1 , 3 )  are the only non-zero components of the wavenumber vector in the 
fluid and throughout we will suppress the common time dependent factor exp(-tu;<). 
Since the strains are given by 
i.r _ £< 
" dxi 
4'5 = ^ = 0 
C / X o  
« = g («) 
we get for the stress in the fluid due to the incident and reflected waves 
<Tji' = + (4.10) 
Using for the wave vector components 
k [  =  k f S i n O ' .  k [  =  k f  s i n  6 ' ^ ,  
k^ = kf cos 9', k^ = —kfCOsO^ 
and for the polarization components 
<i\ = sin d\ d\ = sin 
rf, = cos 6\ d^ = — cos 0""'° 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
with SNELL'S law 0' = 9'^ we can write for the stress 
= IPJVJKFU'-'E''''-^"^. (4.13) 
Defining now 
= PFVF (4.14) 
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we arrive at 
(4.15) 
where we used k /  =  u j f v f .  
Stress Components in the Anisotropic Solid 
For the determination of the <7^3 components in the anisotropic media we first express 
the displacements as 
(4.16) 
and then write down the stress-strain equation for the solid 
(4.17) 
and the strain-displacement relation 
••-KS-S) 
Using the displacements then we can write the stress components as 
TRS = (4.19) 
With and defining a quantity 
Df = (-1.20) 
we arrive at 
AF3 = (4.21) 
The Z?|"'"s can be given explicitly in terms of the reduced stiffness components as 
— (®?C'i5 4- S°C55)d° -t- (s^Cse + .'53C45)d? + (Sj C55 + S^C35)d° 
D2 = (sfCi4 -h S3C45)df + (5^C46 + S3C44)df -h (s"C45 + S^C34)d2 
^3 — (•5?C'I3 + •SaC'ao)^? + {siCzs + S3C34)d? -I- (s^Cso + SgCaa)^! (4-22) 
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The phase matching at the interface leads to a generalized SNELL'S law at the incident 
side 
sin ^ '= sin S"", 
and on the transmitted side 
s'l = s ^ .  (4.24) 
Substitution of Eq.(4.16) into Eq.(4.2) and Eq.(4.19) into Eq.(4.3), (4.4), (4.5) gives rise 
to a four by four system of equations. 
U'd' + U'd' = 
Q 
0 = 
Q 
0 = 
Q 
D? = (4-23) 
a 
Definition of a reflection coefficient R  =  U ^ / U *  and three transmission coefficients T °  =  
U°/U^ then yields the following matrix equation 
d f  d f '  d f '  - c T ,  
D f  Df D f -  0 
Df Df^ Df- 0 
D f  D f ^  D f '  - D l  
where recall, the incident X3-component is given by 
jqP 
* * 
d\ 
J'qSl 0 
< \ i 
JqS2 0 
R 
I * K / 
(4.26) 
and for the reflected wave 
^3 = COS^i, (4.27) 
(4.28) 
One can now solve Eq.(4.26) to obtain the reflection and transmission coefficients 
—-li + A2 R = 
Ai + A2 
(4.29) 
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7"^ = ' I p f V j c o s e ' C ' ^ / A  
7"^^ = 2p/t;/cos0'G^®7A 
=  2 p f V f C o s e ^ - / A  (4.32) 
(4.31) 
(4.30) 
where 
A = AI 4- A2 (4.33) 
AI = p/v/ 
Aa = (G^^Df + --f--) cos 9 '  
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
and 
QqP = £,qS2£,nSl _£,qSl£,qS2 
G''^' = D f D f ^ - D f ^ D f  
G q S 2  ^  _  D f o f ^  (4.38) 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
To evaluate Eq.(4.29) through Eq.(4.32) the polarizations {d°, d°, d^) and slowness vec­
tor values appearing in those equations have to be found. For that we go back to SNELL'S 
law and some of the consequences arising from it. We mentioned earlier that because of 
SNELL'S law all slowness vectors lie in the plane of incidence (POI). It is therefore conve­
nient to select a coordinate system in such a way that the interface plane coincides with 
the (xi;x2) coordinate plane and the POI coincides with the (xiiars) coordinate plane. 
Therefore, the stiffness tensor Cijki has to be transformed from the crj'stallographic 
coordinate system into the POI-coordinate system (xi,x2,ar3), using the 
transformation rules established earlier by Eq.(2.22). In the POI coordinate system all 
slowness vectors have only two nonzero components Si;s°. We also know that all s°-
components are equal to each other by SNELL'S law and are known because for the 
incident wave is a given input parameter. Thus, the only slowness components which 
are left to determine are the s° (a =qP, qSl, qS2). Below we will outline a computa­
tional method for the determination of these s" components. To find s" it is convenient 
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to write an alternative expression for CHRISTOFFEL'S equation Eq.(2.51), which is here 
repeated for convenience in the form 
Giidt — 0. (4.39) 
where 
Gil = CijkiSjSk - pSii. (4.40) 
Again, for a solution of Eq.(4.40) we need to set det{G} = |G| = 0 which can be 
expanded out as a sixth order equation for sj since Sj = 0 and is known to give 
|G| = |.4i.42-43| + ^|-4I-42B3| + |.4iB2-43| + | Bi .42.43 (js" 
+ [|-4I.42A3| + i-4iB2B3| + I.41D2.43I + IB1-42B3I + IB1B2.43I + |Di.42-43|j (.S3 )• 
+ ^|.4IB2Z?3| + \ AiD2B'3,\ + \B\A2Dj\ + IB1B2B3I + |BIZ?2-43| + |Z?I.42B3| 
+ \ D , B . A ^ \ ] { s t f  
+ [i.4iD2Li3| + |B,B2£>3| + ID1.42D3I + ID1B2S3I + \D^D2A:i\]{s°)' 
+ [\B:D2D3\ + ID1B2D3I + IDiD.B^l] {s^f 
+ \ D , D 2 D , \ { s - f .  (4.41) 
where .4,. Bj. Di denote the i-th columns of the matrices 
.4 = 
B = 
^Cu(s?)--p Ci6(S?)2 C,,(s?)'-'^ 
Ci6(s?)2 C66(.5?)^- C56(5?)-
Ci5(s?)' Ci6(s?)2 C55(S?)-
2Ci5 C15 + C36 C13 + C55 
^*14+ C56 2C46 C36 + C45 
^13+ C55 C36 + C45 C35 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
D = 
Cso C45 G35 
C45 C44 Cm 
C30 C34 C33 
\ 
(4.44) 
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The slowness-component is an input parameter and is given by 
= sif = s? = — sin 9 \  (-1.45) 
V f  
For a given six solutions will be found in the anisotropic medium as shown in Fig. 4.2. 
To determine which of these solutions represent acceptable solutions for the refracted 
waves, we must consider separately a number of different cases. 
If the angle of incidence corresponding to the Si-component is smaller than the critical 
quasi longitudined angle. 9^^, all six roots will be real (see case 1 (Cl) in Fig. 4.3). In this 
case three waves will be transmitted into the solid. To choose those three roots which 
lead to a transmitted propagating wave the energj' of the associated wave has to have a 
component in the +I3 direction. In Fig. 4.2 the vectors correspond to the energ\' flow 
Figure 4.2 Six solutions of the polynomial (4.41) for a given incident angle 
6' 
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Figure 4.3 Different roots for different incident angles 
(group velocity) direction 1°^ of the different wave types are shown. One can see explicitly 
which roots have a positive .s.-j components and, hence, lead to transmitted waves. It has 
to be noted that the sign of the X3- component of the slowness is not sufficient enought for 
a selection criterion. One easily can find (especially in a material with cubic symmetr>') 
examples where a root has a negative ss-component yet still can be transmitted into 
the solid because it has a positive ^fa-component for the group velocity (see Fig. 4.4). 
Figure 4.5 shows a schematic representation of the three transmitted waves of Fig. 4.2 
propagating in the direction of the energy flow 1°^ and the direction of the phase velocity 
Ip^. This phenomena only occurs in the anisotropic case. For a isotropic material the 
wave fronts will be be always orthogonal to the propagation direction 1°, which implies 
C3 
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Figure 4.4 Austenitic steel slowness curve for ^ = 0° showing a case where 
S3 < 0 but 53 > 0 
that the energ>' flow direction coincides with the phase velocity direction lgr,iso = 
If the incident angle is larger than the critical quasi-longitudinal angle, two of the 
six roots are complex, and the corresponding waves will be evanescent. To be physical 
the imaginarj' part of the complex solution must lead to an exponential decay of the 
amplitude with distance from the interface; case 2 (C2) in Fig. 4.3 shows such a case. 
Increasing further the incident angle and passing the first critical quasi shear wave 
angle, four of the six roots will become generally complex (see case 3 (C3) in Fig. 4.3). 
The same criteria have to applied for choosing the three physical roots. 
To compute the energy flow in xs-direction we consider Eq.(3.32) and write 
9^ = (4.46) 
Expanding the latter equations out and again adopting the contracted notation for the 
stiffnesses Cy«, we can write the xa-component of the group velocity as 
93 = -(Ci5d?+C56d?+C5od?)5?rff + (Ci4d? + C46d? + C45rff).S?tf° + 
P 
{Cizd° + + Cs^d^) s'^d° + (C^rf" + C45C/2 + ^ *35^3) + 
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Figure 4.5 Energ>- direction vectors (subscript gr) and the phase direction 
vectors (subscript ph) which are normal to the wavefronts cor­
responding to Fig. 4.2 . 
(C45rf? ^ C,,d^_ + Cud^) + (Caorf? -f + C33f/?) 
(4.47) 
Numerical Solutions 
The numerical implementation is again done in matlab. The subroutine CalTrCoef .m 
returns the reflection and transmission coefficients for all incident angles in question. 
The subroutine accepts the incident angles and the material properties - stored in a 
structure named material - as input. The computational procedure is summarized in 
the following steps: 
1. For a given incident angle 0' the si-component is determined by Eq.(4.45). Us­
ing this component the coefficients of the sixth-order polvTiomial are determined 
(Eq.(4.41)) and the roots of this pohnomial ,s°, are found using the matlab func­
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tion roots. 
2. The wave polarizations corresponding, to each root are computed using the pro­
cedure outlined in the last chapter. As mentioned there the case where the wave 
normal lies along an acoustic axis must be treated separately. 
3. From the six roots obtained in step 1 only three are physical (either evanescent 
or propagating). The xa-group velocity component is computed using Eq (4.47), 
based on the polarizations obtained in step 2, to select the propagating waves 
which are transmitted into the solid. 
4. With the slowness components (.s°. .s") and the corresponding polarizations d") 
in the solid, the linear system of Eq.(4.26) is assembled according to (4.20), (4.14), 
(4.27). (4.28) and solved for the reflection and transmission coefficients. 
5. Finally the transmission coefficients are then sorted using the polarization argu­
ment given in the previous chapter. 
Reflection and Transmission Coefficients at a Fluid/Transversely 
Isotropic or Cubic Solid Interface 
The formalism discussed above - \-alid for triclinic solids - also holds for higher sym­
metry' classes such as monoclinic, orthotropic, transversely isotropic, cubic and isotropic 
materials. Traveling along symmetry direction of those materials will lead to a decou­
pling of the SH-wave motion and will further simplify the computation. Especially for 
transversely isotropic symmetrj- and higher it will be possible to write down explicitly 
the S3 component since the sixth order polynomial (Eq.(4.41)) will reduce to a quadratic 
equation in (s?)^. For these cases the reflection and transmission coefficients stated in 
Eq.(4.29) through Eq.(4.32) can be ^vritten explicitly. 
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The stiffness constants for a transversely isotropic solid, with xi —xn plane being the 
plane of isotropy, are given by (see Appendix A) 
Cii = C-yi'.^Cxi 
C\2 := C\2 
C\:i — ^23 C'lS 
C44 = C55 := C44 
C'ee = (C*!! — Ci2)/2 
In those cases the plane of isotropy is the X\ —x^ plane and as a consequence the qSl-wave 
will have a pure horizontal polarization (qSl=SH), i.e 
(4.49) 
The other two waves of the type Q = qP, qS2 will be polarized in the POL i.e 
jqsa ^ (^S2 o^^S2) 5^^ 
Using these polarization components and the stiffness constants for a transversely isotropic 
material we can write for the D's 
Df = C44(.sX+«) 
D? = 0 Q = qP,qS2 
^3 = + SjCaad" (4.51) 
for the waves polarized in the plane of incidence, and 
Df« = 0 
= s°C^d% 
£>f« = 0 (4.52) 
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df'^ cos 9' 
(4.53) 
for the horizontally polarized wave. Substituting Eqs.(4.51) and (4.52) with the polar­
izations defined above into Eq.(4.26) we find 
0 
D f  0 D f ^  0 
0 Df" 0 0 
Df 0 Df -p,v, 
It can be seen that indeed the qSl=SH wave decouples from the other waves, i.e. 
^3^ - cos d' 
Df Df 0 
Df Df -prvr 
r ' 
T'qP cos 6' 
j-SH 0 
< * = i 
7'qS2 0 
R k 4 P(V{ k > 
JqP COS 
* jqS > = i 0 
R k i Pfff k > 
(4.54) 
where we wrote qS=qS2 for simplicity. In fact, from Eq.(4.53) we see that = 0 
so that the transmitted SH-wave is zero. This system of equations can be solved using 
CRAMER'S rule to give 
—Ai + Ao 
where 
Ai + Ao 
=  - 2 p f V f C O s 9 ' D f / A  
= 2 p f V f C o s 9 ' D f  / A  
A = A1 + A2 
A i  =  { D f d f . - D f d f ) p f V f  
Ao = {Df Df - DfDf) cos 6' 
(4.55) 
(4.5G) 
(4.57) 
(4.58) 
(4.59) 
(4.60) 
To determine the s" component we substitute the stiffnesses Eq.(4.48) into the sixth 
order polv-nomial Eq.(4.41). For the cases of symmetr>' considered here that sixth order 
polynomial reduces to 
|G| = + K\{s^r-- (4.61) 
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where 
Ko = 
f C*!! Q4 
^44 C33 [ 
Cu 2 Ps 
C33 ^--33 
-
Ps 1 
C33C. '-44 
s- + — + — 
^ C.\A Cz3 
(4.62) 
(4.63) 
(4.64) 
and P s  =  p \ s  the density of the solid. Eq.(4.61) is a quadratic equation in (s")" and can 
be solved to give 
sf = (A-, - /K; -
sf = (A-, + /a-? - 4A-JA-3) 
(4.65) 
(4.66) 
Only two of the four solutions will represent physical waves. To decide which two to 
take, the same arguments apply as discussed previously for the triclinic case. For the 
real roots one has to choose those solutions with a energy flow direction pointing into the 
solid, whereas for complex roots those having an imaginary' part leading to exponentially 
decaying waves in the solid have to be selected. For the waves of type a = qP.qS2. 
CHRISTOFFEL'S equation reduces for a transversely isotropic solid to 
d-
d^ 
= 0. (4.67) ^ll(-^'?)" T- C'ii(.53)* — ps (C13 + C44)S"53 
(Ci3 +C44)sf53 C44(S°)- + C33(S3)'^ — Ps 
For given s° the homogeneous system of equations can be solved with the requirement 
|d°| = 1 to give for the qP-polarization 
= 
d^^ = 
C33(sf)=+C44(s?'')2-ft 
N (Cll(sf )= + C„(sf)' - ft) + (C33(5f )2 + C„(sf - ft) 
(C„(sf )2 + C«(sf )2 - ft) + (C33(sf )2 + C„(»f )= - ft) 
(4.68) 
(4.69) 
and for the qS-wave 
df = \ 
C33(sf)2 + C44-5?-Ps 
{ C n i s f r  +  C , , { s f r -  -  P s )  +  (C33(sf )2 + C44(sf )2 " Ps) (4.70) 
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df = - Cn(sfr- + C,4-^f)'-p. 
\  ( C u( s f f  + C„(sf - ft) + (CjsTsf + C«(sf )2 - ft)• 
Those analytical expressions for the reflection and transmission coefficient will also hold 
for cubic symmetry. 
For an fluid/isotropic solid interface the reflection and transmission coefficients are 
given by Eq.(4.55) through Eq.(4.57) are still valid. The slowness components for the 
transmitted P-wave are given by 
sf = l/ufSin^' ("l-"'-) 
S3 = 1/trpcos^^ (•^•"3) 
with the displacements 
f/f = sin0^ 
d3=cos0^ (^-"5) 
since the P-wave will be polarized in the direction of propagation. The slowness and 
polarization components for the transmitted SV-wave (polarized in the POI) are given 
by 
A-Sv = i/ufsin0' (4.76) 
= l/usvcos0^^' ('i-77) 
the displacements by 
= cos0®^ (4.78) 
= — sin0^^ (•1-79) 
and the refracted angles are determined by SNELL'S law 
sin0' _ sin0^ _ sin0^' 
Uf Up Vsv 
(4.80) 
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The D's are given in Eq.(4.51). 
The following figures will show the reflection and transmission coefficients for a va­
riety of materials. In all cases the P-wave transmission coefficient will only he plotted 
up until the first critical angle. Figure 4.6 shows the reflection behavior of a water/steel 
interface. Since the solid is isotropic only a pure P-and SV wave will propagate. The 
1.02 r 
0.92 • . 1 
0.91 ' ' ' ' ' ' 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
Figure 4.6 Reflection coefficient for water/steel interface. Solid line is com­
puted with the anisotropic scheme using isotropic stiffnesses. 
The analytical isotropic reflection coefficient is plotted as circles 
SH-wave motion is decoupled and its transmission coefficient is zero (see Fig. 4.7). The 
first critical angle is found at 15 degrees, beyond this angle the transmission coefficient 
for the SV'-wave become complex (see Fig. 4.8) for the transmitted phases). Beyond 
the second critical angle (27.5 degrees) total reflection will occur as seen in Fig. 4.6. 
Figures 4.6-4.8 demonstrate that the general numerical scheme for isotropic solids as 
outlined in this chapter gives results identical to analytical solutions for the isotropic 
case. 
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Figure 4.7 Transmission coefficients (absolute value) for water/steel inter­
face. Solid line is computed with the anisotropic scheme using 
isotropic stiffnesses. The analytical isotropic transmission coef­
ficients are plotted as circles and squares for the different modes 
Figures 4.9 through Fig. 4.11 shows a comparison of the general anisotropic scheme 
with the analytic solution found earlier by Eq.(4.57) for a transversely isotropic solid 
(centrifugally cast stainless steel (CSS)) haxdng the etxis of symmetry aligned with the 
axis. Again the agreement of the general scheme with the analytic solution is excellent. 
The shape of the curves are very similar to the isotropic case. However as it can be 
seen in Fig. 4.10 that a second shear wave will appear coming from the same branch of 
the qS2-mode [3]. This anomalous shear behavior occurs in the range 23° to 27° for the 
CSS. In this range two solutions of the sLxth order polynomial will be real, resulting in 
two propagating waves. 
Finally Fig. 4.12 through Fig. 4.17 show the reflection and transmission coefficients 
for a Graphite-Epoxy (GrEp) solid. For Figs. 4.12-4.14 the fibers of the imidirectional 
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GrEp are aligned with the X3 axis which defines the xi — X3 plane as the plane of 
isotropy. Again as in the case of the CSS the qSH-wave mode will decouple Fig. 4.13. 
The reflection (Fig. 4.12) and the transmission coefficients Fig. 4.13 show in principle 
the same behavior as the examples before. The dips near the critical angle are sharper 
which arises from the fact that the GrEp slowness deviates more from the isotropic one. 
If we now tilt the material q = 90° and define the plane of incidence to be ^ = 24° a 
coupling between all three waves types occur. These results are shown in Fig. 4.15-4.16. 
40 
0 25 
9' 
Figure 4.8 Transmission coefficients (phase) for water/steel interface. Solid 
line is computed with the anisotropic scheme using isotropic stiff­
nesses, The analytical isotropic reflection coefficient is plotted as 
circles 
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Figure 4.9 Reflection coefficient for a water/CSS (^ = 0°; r; = 0°) interface. 
Solid line is computed with the anisotropic scheme. The ana­
lytical transversely isotropic reflection coefficient are plotted as 
circles and squares for the different modes 
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Figure 4.10 Transmission coefficients (absolute value) for a water/CSS in­
terface = 0°;i] = 0°). Solid line is computed with the 
anisotropic scheme. The analytical transversely isotropic trans­
mission coefficients is plotted as circles. The transmission co­
efficient for the qSl-wave is zero 
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Figure 4.11 Transmission coefficients (phase) for a water/CSS interface 
= 0°;77 = 0°) . Solid line is computed with the anisotropic 
scheme. The analytical transversely isotropic transmission co­
efficients are plotted as circles and squares for the different 
modes. The transmission coefficient for the qSl-wave is zero 
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Figure 4.12 Reflection coefficient for water/GrEp (^ = 0°: r/ = 0°) interface. 
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Figure 4.13 Transmission coefficients (absolute value) for water/GrEp in­
terface = 0°:T] = 0°) 
a = qS2 
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Figure 4.14 Transmission coefficients (phase) for water/GrEp interface 
(^ = 0-77 = 0°) 
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Figure 4.15 Reflection coefficient for water/GrEp (^ = 24°; t} = 90°) 
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Figure 4.16 Transmission coefficients (absolute value) for water/GrEp in­
terface = 24°: T] = 90°) 
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Figure 4.17 Transmission coefficients (phase) for water/GrEp interface 
(^ = 24°: r/= 90°) 
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5 BOUNDARY DIFFRACTION WAVE MODEL 
Brief Overview 
The primary purpose of this thesis is to develop models of the sound fields generated 
in immersion NDE inspections, where a transducer is located in a fluid and radiates 
through an interface into an anisotropic solid. Since it is difficult to have a single, 
general model to handle all possible cases, three different models will be developed, each 
of which is appropriate for certain applications. 
In this chapter, we will develop a boundary diffraction wave model which is a general­
ization of similar models developed for isotropic materials by SCHMERR [50] for tiie case 
where the interface is planar and the solid is a one of general anisotropy. This bound­
ary diffraction wave model represents the radiated field as a superposition of direct and 
edge wave terms and relies on the paraxial approximation to obtain expressions for the 
radiated field in terms of simple line integrals that can easily be evaluated numerically. 
This model can handle planar transducers of various shapes and can serve as the basis 
of fast simulations. 
Like all models based on the paraxial approximation, this boundarv" diffraction wave 
model can however fail under certain conditions such as in the very near field. Our 
model for an anisotropic material may also fail at points on the slowness surface where 
the curvatures are large or for points in the solid where a focal point is developed (due 
to material focusing effects). Although these cases where the boundeu:>- diffraction wave 
model breaks down are rather special and are not likely to occur often in practice, they 
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must be identified if the model is to be used reliably. 
In the following chapter, a multiple Gaussian beam model will be developed which 
removes some of the limitations of the boundarj- diffraction wave model. This model 
also is based on the paraxial approximation and represents the fields as a superposition 
of a small number of Gaussian beams. Unlike the boundar\' diffraction wave model, 
the multiple Gaussian model is designed to handle both general cur\'ed interfaces as 
well as a general anisotropic solid. The multiple Gaussian model can fail for points 
on the interface where the surface curvature may be rapidly varying and for points on 
the slowness surface where the curvature is rapidly changing. But the multiple Gaussian 
model does not break down at any points in the solid due to focusing effects caused either 
by the curved interfaces or the material properties. The multiple Gaussian beam model 
can easily accommodate non-planar (focused) transducers but it is restricted at present 
to transducers of circular cross-section. This multiple Gaussian model is even more 
numerically efficient than the boundar}- diffraction wave model since it only requires a 
small number of function evaluations rather than a numerical integration. 
Finally, in chapter 7. we will consider a more exact model based on an angular plane 
wave spectrum approach. This model will treat the radiation of a planar transducer 
through a planar interface into a general anisotropic solid. This model will not rely on 
the paraxial appro.ximation but will use a two-dimensional numerical integration of an 
angular plane wave spectrum representation of the fields in the solid. Thus, this model 
can be used to test the paraxial models and study where the paraxial approximation 
may fail. This more exact model, however, requires one to perform a two-dimensional 
numerical integration so that it is considerably slower than the paraxial models. 
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Boundary Diffraction Wave Model 
Figure 5.1 shows the general setup that will be simulated with the boundarj- diffrac­
tion wave model. A plane transducer is located in a fluid and is oriented at an angle 
to a plane interface between the fluid and a general anisotropic solid. In analyzing this 
problem, it will be convenient to use a number of different coordinate systems, as shown 
in Fig. 5.1. One "transducer" coordinate system, which will be identified by a't' su­
perscript, will be located at a fixed point on the transducer face and will have one of 
its axes oriented normal to the planar transducer and the other two coordinates in the 
plane of the transducer face. The normal to the transducer and the normal to the inter­
face together define a plane (which contains both normals) that we will call the plane of 
incidence. If a point x in either the fluid or the solid is measured in the't' coordinate 
system ( i.e x = (xj, Xn- x\) ) then the x\ coordinate is measured in the direction normal 
to the transducer, the x' coordinate is in the plane of incidence and the x^, coordinate 
is in a direction normal to the plane of incidence. Similarly, for a point y = {y\ 
Figure 5.1 Schematic of a piston transducer radiating into a fluid 
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y3=0) on the transducer face the y\ and j/2 coordinates are taken to be in and normal 
to the plane of incidence, respectively. A second "interface" coordinate system will be 
identified by an 'i' superscript. The origin of this coordinate system will be located at a 
point on the interface where an incident ray extending normal to the transducer from the 
origin of the transducer coordinates intersects the interface. In this interface coordinate 
system the (x',, Xj) coordinates will lie in the plane of incidence with the X3 Hixis taken 
normal to the interface as shown in Fig. 5.1, and the Xo coordinate will be normal to 
that plane. Finally a third coordinate system will be a refracted 'ray' coordinate system 
denoted by a 'r' superscript. The origin of this coordinate system will be the same as 
for the interface coordinates with the (xi ,x\ ) coordinates again lying in the plane of 
incidence, but where now the x\ axes is oriented along a refracted ray whose direction is 
obtained from the incident ray direction and SNELL'S law. Note that these refracted ray 
coordinates therefore depend on the type of transmitted wave being considered by the 
model. Again, the coordinate is normal to the plane of incidence. The distance from 
the transducer to the interface is given by the water path D[. The angle of incidence 0' 
is given by the angle formed by the transducer normal n' and the xjj-axis. The refracted 
angle 0" on the other hand is given by the angle between the refracted base ray and the 
XJ-AXIS. 
The pressure field of an piston transducer, at a location x in the fluid can be repre­
sented as a superposition of sphericed xvaves over the entire aperature of the transducer, 
and is given in the form of the RAYLEIGH-SOMMERFELD integral [50] 
Since we are later interested in predicting the wave fields on the other side of a planar 
interface it is useful to represent the spherical waves in terms of an angular spectrum of 
lujpvo (5.1) 
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plane waves by employing WEYL'S [65] formula 
iA:f|x-y| i yy 1 ^ , 
I R = 5^ / / DTIRDI-,. (3.2) |x - y| 2jr J J kh 
— OFR-OO 
where kf = fcjf, ^3f} in the 'transducer' coordinates (see Fig. 5.1). The derivation 
of WEYL'S integral is straightfonvard using spatial Fourier transforms [50]. In Eq.(5.2) 
is given by 
' - k) : k) < + (k^,f 
kh = (5.3) 
^kj - {k\,)' - {kl,)^ : kj >(k\,)^ + {ki,r-
It can be seen from Eq.(5.3) that for some parts of the {k\(, kkf) integration the plane 
waves are inhomogeneous. This occurs for kj < (A:{f)"+(A:2f)" so that k\f becomes positive 
and imaginary; which physically means that the corresponding inhomogeneous waves 
propagate parallel to the — plane and decrease exponentially in the X3 direction, i.e. 
they become evanescent. Substituting £q.(5.2) into RAYLEIGH-SOMMERFELD integral 
Eq.(5.1) then gives 
=w fi {12 ^  "•••' "'4 
Eq.(5.4) is in a form that makes it eas>' to propagate the transducer wavefields across 
the interface. To see this, consider an incident plane wave in the form 
P = PEIKF.(X-Y) (5 5) 
The displacement vector that this plane wave transmits through the interface into a 
anisotropic solid is given by [50] 
u° (5.6) 
where the displacement amplitude U° can be written in terms of the transmission coef­
ficient T° as 
Tap , 
U° = (5.7) 
lUipfVf 
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The transmission coefficient here is- defined as the ratio of the incident displacement 
to the transmitted displacement, which is •consistent with the coefficients obtained in 
chapter 4. Since Eq.(5.4) is a superposition of waves similar to that in Eq.(5.5). it 
follows by superposition that the displacement in the solid is given by 
i  t'n- r r { 7 7  ^i{k''-{x-y)+{klt-ky'')DfCosB') ] II (_// 
(5.8) 
The above equation is an exact expression for the displacement in the solid. However this 
expression involves a surface and two spectral integrals, and is therefore - in its current 
form - not practical to evaluate numerically. The next section shows how a combination 
of the paraxial approximation and the method of stationary phase will allow us to reduce 
the above integrations to a single line integral that can easily be evaluated numerically. 
A key point in this reduction is the evaluation of phase of the integral appearing in 
Eq.(5.8). a topic which will be considered in the next section. 
Phase Evaluation at Stationary Phase Point 
Consider the phase in Eq.(5.8) and introducing a point on the interface x/ (see 
Fig.5.1). we can rewrite the phase as 
<?)° = k° • (x/ - y) + k" • (x - X/) + {klf  — A:3°)£)/cos0'. (5.9) 
Using SNELL'S law we may express the first term in Eq.(5.9) as 
k" • (x/ - y) = kf • (x/ - y) - (Ar^f - cos 0' (5.10) 
Then we have for the phase 
0''=k°-(jc-X/)+kf(xA-y), (5.11) 
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Expressing the phase in the (xi,x2,x3) coordinate system (see Fig.5.1) and defining the 
vector X/ = Df cos 0*63 we can write out the phase in a more explicit form 
0° = fcfzi + k2X2 + (x3 — DfC0s6^)k^ + k^fDjcosO* - kf -y. (5.12) 
As shown in the last chapter k° is determined by the shape of the slowness surface, 
which is the solution of an eigenvalue problem, so it is not given in an explicit form 
for a anisotropic medium. To overcome this problem we expand the slowness surface in 
a TAYLOR series about the origin of a coordinate system where the X3 axis is aligned 
with the refracted central ray (see Fig.5.1). As mentioned previously, this is the ray 
coordinate system (xpxj,^^). To proceed, we first transform the phase of Eq.(5.12) 
into the interface coordinate system with the transformation rules for the wave vectors 
= kr. 
LQ L.'.O 
^2 Kn , 
k^ U:n 
^3F = ^3F-
and for the spatial coordinates 
XI = XI+DFSIN0'. 
XO ~ X2, 
X3 = X3 + £)fCos0'. (5.14) 
Using those transformations and defining the x'j — x^-plane as the plane of incidence we 
get for the phase 
0® = A:i°(xi + D/sin0') + + k^fDtcosd' — kf • y. (5.15) 
We now transform the wave vector and the spatial components into the ray coordinates 
system by a rotation of 6^ degrees about the xi-axis. The wave vector components then 
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transform as 
= k^^'cose" + k'3'°smd°, 
= -k['°sind° + k'3'°cose'', (5.16) 
and the coordinates transform as 
I'l = x\ cos 6° + x\ sin 0°. 
Xj = — sin^" + cos0°, (5.17) 
(see Fig.5.1). After some minor algebra we get for the phase 
(t> = + £>fsin0'cos0°+A:^fA/cos0=+^-J°Dfsine'sin0"-kfy. (5.18) 
In Eq.(5.18) the only term not explicitly expressed in ray coordinates is fcgf. This term 
can be written - using SNELL'S law - as 
T', = -  [kTY - (4")'. (519) 
Using again the transformation rule, Eq. (5.16), and = ATO" we can also write 
= ^Jk} - cos-f ArJ" sin - [k^Y. (5.20) 
When Eq.(5.20) is substituted into Eq.(5.18) the phase is expressed entirely in terms 
of wave vector components and coordinates in the ray coordinate system. However the 
component /:3 appearing in Eq.(5.20), is still unknown since it is given implicitly from 
the CHRISTOFFEL equation. To obtain this form we expand the slowness surface - as 
discussed in chapter 3 - locally about the refracted ray in a TAYLOR series 
sT) « 5^ + + C°(sr)" + D'^sTsT + (5.21) 
and express the slowness surface as 
= + (5.22) 
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or 
6-^ = v/(s-)2 - (5^)2 - )'. (5-23) 
If we assume 6i'°,S2° are small and expand the square root in a power series, we find 
sj" = S°(s;", sj°) + H.0.T^ , (5.24) 
and substitute Eq.(5.21) into Eq.(5.24) we find 
+ 
1 C° -
(25?) - [sTf^+n.O.T. (5.25) 
If we now neglect the higher order terms and let = k^/u: (m=l,2,3) we obtain 
ITR = 
1 1 
+ - - (2.5?) E" 
1 
(2sS)J (KSY). (5.26) 
Substituting Eq.(5.26) into Eq.(5.20), expanding the squares and grouping the wave 
vector components yields 
~ {kf — u!~(so)' sin" 0° — A:["°[2u;sq--1" sin" 0'^ + U-'SQ sin(202)] 
- 2K^'°UJSSB"SIN^D° 
- sin^ 0" + (2C°s? - 1) sin" 0° + .4" sin(20'') + cos" 
- (^^-[1 + (5")- sin- + (2E"5? - 1) sin- 0°j (5.27) 
- A:r"A:r[2£)°s^ sin" 0" -r B° sin(20") + 2.4°B° sin^ - .}3 
Expanding now the square root of the latter equation in an power series 
i-' — \Jlt( — u;-(if?)- sin" 0°{1 — (fe[^°[2u;SO-4"sin" 0° + JJSQ sin(202)] 
+ 2A:?°IJS^B''SIN2 0° 
+ (fc[=°)2[(.4°)- sin- 0° + (2C°sJ - 1) sin^ 0'' + -4" sin(20°) + cos- 0°] 
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+ (A:$=°)2[l + {B")-sin^ 6° + (2E'^5? - 1) sin'"' 
+ k\'''k'2-''[2D''s^ sin^ + B° sin(20'») + 2.4"B'' sin^ 0°])/2{k^( - u;-(sj)- sin" 0°) 
- ((fc[=°)2[2u;s°-4" sin'^ 6° + u;s^ sin(20°)]- + 4u;2(A:$=")2(s^)2(5'')2 sin"* 9" 
+ 4A:['°A:2°[2a;SO.4"sin"9° 4-WJSQ sin(20'*)]u;soB"sin^9° + -  ^ x 
^ 8(A:I?-U;2(SG)2SIN^0°)2 
and substituting that result and Eq.(5.26) into Eq.(5.18) we obtain after considerable 
algebra 
0" = k(D{ + LJSQX^^ -  kf • y  + {x\ + A°'xl)k{ •+• (x.^ + NO 
i r - 4  
2S?. 
x\ — 
x\ — 
Z?f (.4° sin 6° + cos9°)' 
2k, 
Df 
C0S2 (A-R)^ 
{k^r-
D° 
-x:-, -
Df 2.4°B°sin-0° + B"sin(20°) » r;Q f HQ 
n. I Kr) . (5.29) 2k{ cos- 0' 
Equation (5.29) expresses the phase term of Eq.(5.8) in an explicit form which wa.s 
obtained by expanding the exact phase expression to second order about a fixed refracted 
ray direction in the solid. This expression is the paraxial approximation of the phase, 
which physically is a statement that all the waves in the solid travel approximately 
normal from the transducer face along a ray path into the solid which satisfies Snell's 
law. Consistent with that approximation we keep the amplitude terms in Eq.(5.8) only 
to first order, i.e. we set T'^{k\{, ky, k^) = T°(0,0, fcjf) and k^( = k, to give 
U''(X.A.-) = //{//E--DMRDT5R} 
I.—OE-00 ) 
DSR. (5.30) (27R)2U; ° 
where = T° (0,0. k^f) is the transmission coefficient along the fixed ray direction. In 
the next section we will evaluate Eq.(5.30) by the method of stationarj* phase. That 
stationar>' phase evaluation will require that we obtain the value of the phase term at 
the stationar>- phase point. In preparation for the full evaluation of Eq.(5.30) we will 
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obtain here the stationary phase evaluation of Since the integration in Eq.(5.30) is 
with respect to 'transducer' coordinates it is convenient to transform the wave vector 
components back into transducer coordinates. For that we express 
ku = Ar'r (5.31) 
with 
^if = fc'if cos 0'+ fcjf sin 0' 
= A:[="cos0° + A:5="sin0° (5.32) 
to get 
k\f cos 0' + klf sin 9' = Arf'" cos 9° + k^'^ sin 0°. (5.33) 
Substituting now Eq.(5.26) into Eq.(5.33) and considering only linear terms, we obtain 
k\f  cos d' + sin 9' = k[° cos 9° -f k'^'" (u,'s° + + H.O.T) sin 9°. (5.34) 
If we now approximate k^f = k( and substitute back into Eq.(5.34) we yield after ne­
glecting the higher order terms 
Arlf cos9' + k(sin 9' = A:['" cos9" + k^'' (u;s^ -f -f sin 0". (5.35) 
Applying SNELL'S law in the form 
fcf sin0'= u;so sin0°, (5.36) 
yields after rearranging 
r;a _ k\fCos9' -  MfS°sing° 
' .4° sin + cos ' 0. t) 
Similarly we get for 
kT = (5-38) 
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Substituting the latter relations (Eq.(5.3S), Eq.(5.37)) back into Eq.(5.41) yield finally 
- after some minor algebra - for the phase 
= k^Df + ujsqx\ -  - (I^ + A^xl) 
+ 
,  .B^SIN^" ,B'^cose° 
4 - ^2 - ^— + A—^— 
+ M^ ° - 4  'COS0' 
~F~ 
£i 
2k( 
cos 9' 
~T^ 
ik'u? 
]k\f (5.39) 
u; V 2s2j J uj\ 2sgJ ^ u ' F 2k( 
+ 
^ ^ 2 / 0  —  
U; F° ^ U; I 2SS / ^ F° 
sin 0°" cos 0' 
F° 
JUT I.T 
(5.40) 
(5.41) 
where F° = .4''sin0'' H-cos®". To compute the stationary- phase point we write the 
phase in the more compact form 
0" = FCFDR + A;S°X5 - cik\^ -  cok'^^ +  ^ {k\c)'-  + (5-42) 
with 
'n = 9 2s8, 
'cos 9' 
.~F^ 
— 
D° cos 0' 2 1 \ r 
£l  
2k,_ 
B° sin 9° cos 9' 
•3N? I 
UOO — — 
sin 0" D[ 
F 2kr 
c? = y\- {x[ + -4' 'x5) cos 9' 
Co = -  \x\- y\~ x\ 
Fa 
B° sin 9^ 
+ X. 
B" cos 9 
-) (5.43) fa 3 po 
At the stationary phase points we must set the derivatives of the phase with respect to 
the wave vectors to be zero. i.e. 
dk\, 
_A 
dkk 
4,^ = 
(P == 
0 ,  
0 .  
(5.44) 
(5.45) 
2F 
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Those conditions lead to the stationary phase point (^''f defined by 
KLF — 
ruof — 
^22^? — A^JC? 
" 
G^IC? - GFGC" 
A° 
(5.46) 
(5.47) 
where 
A" = a^Qo, — (5.48) 
and the's' superscript is used here to indicate explicitly the components here are eval­
uated at the stationary phase point. Substituting the stationary* phase point back into 
the phase of Eq.(5.42) we get after simplification 
^ar,t;s r. , o_r (c?)^a22 , C?C?of2 ,n\ 0 {kif .k^f) - k(D{ + u)S(^X2 1 — (o.49) 
From Eq.(5.43) one can see that the quantities a°i,a°2,0'°2 depend on the properties 
of the slowness surface along the fixed ray and the geometrical quantities (distances, 
angles) also associated with that ray. The quantities cf and c.? are both of the form 
C? = YI - 2/10 
C? = 1/2- 2/20 
(5.50) 
(5.51) 
where ( y \ . y h )  are general points on the transducer and 
cos 0' 
B" cose° 
2/10 = (XI + -4"X5) 
Vio = Xo 
fa 
sin 0"^ 
-hX'r,  
(5.52) 
(5.53) JTo •> fa 
can be represented as some fixed point yo = (2/to>2/20RO) on the plane of the transducer 
face (Fig.5.2). If instead of using the coordinates (2/1,2/2) represent the location of 
the general point y, we introduce polar coordinates (p, ip) centered at yo, we have 
c? = -
c" = -
(I; + A'4)^ -  SI 
X2 — x[ PA + XT 
pCOSip 
B" cosd'' 
- 2/2 = psmip 
(5.54) 
(5.55) 
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V-
Figure 5.2 Location of y and yo 
With the relations (5.54) and (5.55) the phase tlien can be written as 
kof) = k(D{ + 4- (A'f cos" + K° sin cos ip + A'" sin" (p)p'/A'^ (5.56) 
with 
AT = 
Ko = A°2 
A3 = --On (5.57) 
For the case of propagation in plane of symmetr\' = D" = 0 and the fixed point 
yo = (yi07f/20!0) can be given an explicit geometrical interpretation. In this case we 
have 
COS 0^ 
yio = (x^+-4°X3)-^ (5.58) 
t/20 = ^2- (5-59) 
But, as shown later in chapter 6 (see Eqs.(6.213) and (6.214)) for this case we also have 
A" = — tan^" and = cos{6° +1/'")/ cos^" where is the angle the group velocity 
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direction makes with respect to the refracted ray (Fig.5.3). Thus, Eq.(5.59) gives 
, ,» r • n rx COS 0' Y,0 = 
COS 0' 
= X' 
'COS(0" + v°) (5.60) 
2/20 = A 
where (xfjxfjxf) are coordinates in a coordinate system where the axis is along 
the group velocity direction. Eq.(5.61) shows that the points (t/io,j/2o) are obtained by 
following a ray from point x along the group velocity direction in the solid and parallel 
to the incident ray direction in the fluid (sec Fig.5.3) where only j/io is shown since 
y>o = A) 
group 
velocity 
phase 
velocity 
Figure 5.3 Geometrical interpretation for the case of propagation in a plane 
of symmetry 
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Stationary Phase Evaluation 
In the last section we derived the phase at the stationary phase point. Having this 
phase expression now at our disposal we can continue with the complete stationarj-
phase evaluation of the spectral integrals. For that we return to Eq.(5.30). Since the 
phase term in the integrand of Eq.(5.30) varies rapidly only certain regions contribute 
significantly to the integral. The assumption of high frequencies is not very critical 
in most NDE problems, since the characteristic lengths involved with most transducer 
applications are many wavelengths long. Assuming now high frequencies we can apply 
the stationary- phase method [50] to approximate the spectral integrals appearing in 
Eq.(5.30). If we now write Eq.(5.8) in the form 
with 
00 OC 
1 = 1 1  e ' " "  d k \ t  d k k t  ( 5 . 6 2 )  
—oe-oc 
and <p"(k°.kf) = • (x — y) + — k2°)Df cos6', we can apply the stationary- phase 
method to the integral, Eq.(5.62) to give 
/ »= 'e"°. (3.G3) 
Where is the Hessian of the phase and u'° ?in additional phase term. , k^c) is 
the phase at the stationary phase point as determined in the previous section and given 
by Eq.(5.56), but we still need to be determine the Hessian of the phase, H°, and the 
additional phase function The Hessian of the phase is defined by 
dik\,p \ak[,ki,) • 
With the phase given by Eq.(5.42) and the definition of the determinant, Eq.(5.48), the 
Hessian can be written cis 
H" = - (a?2)^ = (5-65) 
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The phase exp{w°), appearing in the stationarj- phase approximation, is defined by [57] 
= —a. (5.66) 
4 
The function a can be computed, from Eq.(5.42), with 
£7 = sgn{(Ti}+sgn{(72} (5.67) 
1 1 
1 fl d-<i>° \ - , d-c/)" (1 „ (^012) 
^2 = O-HTTTT?- O^TTTT /:57JR^ = O°II " 2d{k\f)^ \2dk\fkkfJ '  d{k!^y^ \2 FL22 
{K?r-
= + (5.69) 
where sgn{-} is the signum function, to give 
v' = -| (sgn{AT} + Sgtt IA-J - I) . (5.70) 
Going now back to Eq.(5.63) and substituting Eq.(5.63) into Eq.(5.61) we obtain 
u°(x,-;) = -! 'j^TSd'e"^ f ''dS(y) (5.71) 
To further evaluate the integral in Eq.(5.71) we set up cylindrical coordinates {p.^) in 
the transducer plane about the point yo as shown in Fig.5.2 and consider three cases 
separately: (1) Point x in the main beam of the transducer, (2) point x outside this 
main beam, and (3) point x on the edge of the main beam. 
Case 1: Point yo on the transducer face. In this case (see Fig.5.4) p varies from zero 
to the edge value of p (pe('T^))- Thus we can write Eq.(5.71) in cylindrical coordinates as 
u°(x,ui) = 4 
2lt Pe(^), 
^ J J (i(pdp (5.72) 
0 0 
To evaluate the integral with respect to p the quantity 
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Figure 5.4 Geometry for yo on the transducer face 
o" = (A'" cos" + A'o sin cos ip + K° sin' v?) (5.73) 
is defined so that Eq.(5.72) is simplified to the form 
2JRPE(V) 
U°(x.^) = -! |2=7JdV"'"E'<*'°'+'"S*S' / ! pe'^''A^Ap. (5.7J) 
i i 
The p integration can be done exactly to give 
u°(x.a.>) = 7 (^- (5.75) 
^-Ujy/\I^\ ° i  2ici>- Y ^ V Y 
or finally 
2<r ^ 
2a,  °  ZTTJ ^  V j  V ^ I  
Case 2: Point yo outside the transducer face 
In this case p is not a single valued function of ^ (Fig.5.5). To account for this we divide 
the edge of the transducer into two parts C^. and C_, where the values of p are single 
valued functions Pg{^) and Pe[^), respectively. With this decomposition we can write 
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/ «P=<P+Y 
Figure 5.5 Geometr>* for yo out&ide the transducer face 
the integration in Eq.(o.71) as 
P7 
U°(X.^ ' )T [ f  pe '-^" 'dipdp.  
I  l-
The p integration can be performed to give 
U"(X.A;) = ; ^ ^0 #-r^#x • r\ */ /^» ^ U/.»e" \ 3^5) J  
2I0" 
•IS-
LO i" ' !-
(5.77) 
G" f ° _  E'®"- S T! -  j  '<9"^ 
(5.78) 
As increases from to + 7, C+ is traversed counterclockwise while C_ is traversed 
in a clockwise fashion. If we now reverse the direction of integration on C_ also to 
counterclockwise, and let Pe = on C+ and Pe = p~ on C_ we can write Eq.(5.78) 
compactly as 
u°(x,a;) =-i''" e'^f^ /" J- DV (5-79) 
27R J (PO V / 
c ^ 
2-' ° 
where C = C+ + C_ is the entire edge traversed counterclockwise. 
Case 3: Point yo on the edge of the transducer face (Fig.5.6) 
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C-C 
(p=<p+7l 
Figure 5.6 Geometry for yo on the edge of the transducer 
To compute the displacement for this case we consider the limit of yo moving from 
outside the face of the transducer to the edge. Since the displacement is continuous as 
we go across the beam we could obtain the same limit coming from the inside. Going 
back to Eq.(5.79) 
u^ix.aj) = j J- (5.80) 
2 ur 
and letting yo be near the transducer edge, we see that on C_ = Ce we have Pj « 0 and 
therefore exp )^/Ac) « 1 so that with = /?, we get 
l i;o U"(X,^) = --
J UJ ° 
0^3)^ lim [— f ie"^°^d(p— f dip \ 
2T Q-O I y 0a 7 0° ! 
\ C'^Ct CE / 
(5.81) 
Since the angle varies from + TT to (^_ the Q integral can be written as 
f ^ dip = f dip 
= - f -^^dip 
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' 1 1 1 1 (5.82) 
Since (p"(7r) = 0°(O) and 0"((p_ + tt) = <p''((^_) the latter two integrals cancel out and 
we get 
/• J_ D(^ = - / DV? 
= -I f  -J—dip,  
2 J .<P°((^) (5.83) 
and substituting Eq.(5.83) into Eq.(5.81) gives 
u"(x.a;)  = f  ^  ( \  -  d^ (5.84) 
2 a,' ° 2nJ 0-\2 ; y V ; 
Comparison of Eqs.(5.76), (5.79) and (5.84) suggests that we can combine all three 
cases by defining the quantity 
1 : yo inside the transducer face 
0 = < 0 : yo outside of the transducer face (5.85) 
 ^ : yo on the edge of the transducer face 
leading to the compact form 
Q giu;(C" COS-vJ+C? sin (jScosiiJ+Cj sin-1^)^-/(5'* 
V Co sin cos v? + C3 sin" 
1 /• W - E-V-
2^ J C? cos-n ^ d^p (5.86) 
where 
CR = 
Q = 
r^a _  C3 — 
2s^J '  pa 
D°'^^xl-2lC fa 2sSj  '  
B" sine° cos 6'  
D{V{ 
C-  — , 
2S?; 
.4" sin 6° + cos 6° 
I \ ^ cos 9' 
F° XS -
3 pa 
D{V{ 
(5-87) 
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with 
<5° = ACfC^ -  (c^y.  (5.88) 
and 
TT f sgn{C{'} + sgn Ir-  _ { ^ 8Cf (5.89) 
Reduction to Transversely Isotropic Symmetry 
The expression above is valid for all symmetry classes. If we consider a transversely 
isotropic solid the anisotropic parameters 5° and D° vanish, i.e. 
B"" = D° = 0. (5.90) 
.A.S a consequence the quantities CF.COJC" reduce to 
CR = -
C? = 0 
C? = -
which can be rewritten as 
CR = 
C? = 0 
1 
9EQ 
E' - —) I; - — 
2SS ' 2 
f-'r 
C? = — 
{-2E-s^ + 1)XI + D,-L 
(5.91) 
(5.92) 
or 
cr 
C? 
*^3 
{l-2E-s^)—xl + Dr 
V{ 
= -UFA" 9 ' » 
= 0 
(1-2CX) / cos 0' N ^ v" 
V"F^J 
+ £>F (5.93) 
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and using Eqs.(5.93) we get 
J'' = (5.94) 
The superscript 'ti' here indicates the transversely isotropic symmetrj'. Substitution of 
Eq.(5.93) and Eq.(5.94) into Eq.(5.86) gives for the displacement 
/ •> •* \ 
.• 1 1. / C05* o , Sin" ^ I •> 2N 1 J*" 
u"(x.u;) = f S - e  ;_j; 
UJ ,  f \ i i  /TTi  "  27r J cos-g) , sin-a 
V V F 0 AY ^ A'J,' 
(5.95) 
where 
A': = (l-2CX)(^) ^^5 +A (5.96) 
a;' = (l-2£°s;)-i; + Dr (5.97) 
Vf 
f" = -j(sgn{Aii}+sgn{Ai'}). (5.98) 
Reduction to Isotropy 
If we further increase the level of symmetry, we have for the isotropic case the same 
structure for the displacement as in the transversely isotropic case, i.e 
1 1 
u"(x.a-') = ^ f L__! 
a; ,  °  2Ti J  £2512 + sin- 0 V-^XY Y 0 ^ A;,"> 
(5.99) 
is still valid. But since we have .-I" — B° = C° = D° = E"' = 0 the isotopic parameters 
reduce to 
V iso f cos 0' \ ^  f'* 
—^3 + A \ i :os9'^J V[ 
Af = —4 +A (5.100) 
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since F" = cos0°. The additional phase tenn, reduces to 
(sgn{A;,^°} + sgnlAJ,"®}) . (5.101) 
Since Alf and Aj° are always positive for the isotropic case we get 
exp = —i: (5.102) 
and we can write the displacement, Eq.(5.99), as 
2;R + 
u"(x,-;) = f ®JLL_- di^. (5.103) 
y-^xy-^y 0 A^" ^ A;;° 
Eq.(5.103) coincides with the result obtained previously by SCHMERR [50] (Eq.(8.227) 
in that reference) if we take into account that ScHMERR uses a transmission coefficient. 
Ti", based on a stress/pressure ratio instead of the transmission coefficient used here, 
Tq, based on displacement/displacement ratios. Thus, setting 
Ps^'  
we find Eq.(5.103) is identical with Eq.(8.227) of [50]. 
Comparison of some Isotropic Results 
In a later chapter the anisotropic BDW model is compared with a variety of models 
for many different cases. Here we will evaluate the anisotropic BDW* model for the 
isotropic problem considered previously by LERCH [21]. All the examples here model a 
lucite/steel interface where the shear strength of the Lucite is neglected, allowing the use 
of a fluid-solid model. The transducer is taken as a 5MHz, 1/2 inch diameter, unfocused 
probe in all cases. The incident angle was adjusted to produce refracted angles of 45° 
and 60° for both P-P and P-SV waves. The distance D/ in the lucite wedge was 1.8 
cm. Fig.5.7 and Fig.5.8 show central axis scans at a refracted angle of 60°. Both figures 
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give responses which are identical in form to those shown by LERCH in his thesis, but 
since LERCH did not give the normalization factor used in his plots different amplitudes 
appear in Fig.5.7 and Fig.5.8. One should also note that the x-axis in our plots displays 
the actual distance on the central ray axis XJ whereas the x-axis used in LERCH [21] 
is taken along the x^-axis. Figure 5.9 shows the P-SV wave displacement in a cross 
axis profile taken 1 cm deep into the elastic solid. The transducer is oriented so its 
P-SV central axis is refracted at 45 degrees, and Figure 5.9 shows for the same setup a 
cross axis scan 2 cm deep into the solid. Again both figures show excellent qualitative 
agreement with the results obtained by LERCH. 
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Figure 5.7 P-P on-axis scan: 60° into steel 
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Figure 5.8 P-SV on-axis scan: 60° into steel 
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Figxire 5.9 P-SV cross axis 1 cm deep into steel (0^^ = 45°) 
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Figure 5.10 P-SV cross axis 2 cm deep into steel (0^^ = 45°) 
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6 GAUSSIAN BEAM MODEL 
This chapter describes the development of a Gaussian beam model. Throughout the 
derivation the validity of the Fresnel or paraxial approximation is assumed. Due to this 
assumption the beam profile radiated by a circular transducer remains Gaussian in all 
cross-sectional planes. This is in general true for the case of propagation through a 
curved interface between a fluid and a anisotropic solid. Typical NDE transducers do 
not produce Gaussian beams but the next chapter will show how to model wave fields 
of a circular piston transducer by simply superimposing ten Gaussian beam solutions of 
the type discussed in this chapter. The beam model resulting from this superposition 
will be referred as the multi-Gaussian beam model (MGB). 
The setup for the derivation of the Gaussian beam propagating through a curved 
fluid-solid interface is given in Fig. 6.1. For the development of Gaussian propagation 
laws, it is assumed that the beam has in the X3 = 0 plane the cross sectional variation 
. , , \kr{ix\r  + {x}, f)  
^(xi.xo.o) = poexp • 1  1 . 2  —  =  - ^ +^T o) (6.1) 
qo RQ KFU'O 2qo 
where IVQ is the half width of the Gaussian, and Ro is the radius of curvature of the 
wavefronts. It has to be pointed out that due to the sign convention the beam converges 
for Rq < 0 and diverges for Rq > 0. see Fig. 6.2. 
THOMPSON and LOPES [59] developed a simple propagation rule to propagate such 
a Gaussian beam through a curved interface. Later THOMPSON and NEWBERRY [41] 
extended that procedure to the case where the materials on either side of the interface 
could be anisotropic, and replaced the Gaussians with a set of Gauss-Hermite basis 
i03 
Figure 6.1 Schematic of a piston transducer radiating into a fluid 
w 
Wo 
Phase Front 
Figure 6.2 Schematic illustration of a Gaussian beam 
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functions. Although the formulation considered in THOMPSON [59] and NEWBERRY [41] 
were quite general, explicit results of the propagation rule were only developed for special 
cases (plane of incidence aligned with the principle axes of the surface, propagation along 
a material plane of symmetry, etc.). Here, we will describe a new approach, based on 
the use of an angular eikonal, that produces simple, explicit expressions for a Gaussian 
that propagates across a general curved interface into a general anisotropic solid. Since 
many of the details for the anisotropic case are nearly identical to that for an isotropic 
solid, we will first present the Gaussian beam model for that simpler case below. 
Gaussian Beam Incident on an Isotropic Solid Interface 
To consider how a Gaussian beam propagates through an interface, consider a Gaus­
sian pressure profile on the plane X3 = 0 given by Eq.(6.1), and compute the 2-D spatial 
Fourier transformation of that pressure given by 
oc oc 
p{k[, ,k! , , )= I  d4. (6.2) 
-00 —oc 
Using the known integral formula [14] 
I d x  = : 3?{a} > 0. (6.3) 
(where 3?{-} indicates ''real part of ") and completing the square in the exponent, the 
2-D spectrum of the incident pressure can be written as 
p{k\f, kki) = exp (6.4) 
Given the spectrum of the pressure distribution at the transducer surface, the spectrum 
of the pressure at a distance D[ in the fluid is (see. Fig.6.1) 
p~{k\i, Ar^f) = p{k\f, Ar^)e'*^3f^/^ (6.5) 
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so that the spectrum of the pressure in the fluid right in front of the interface, p {k\(, kkf), 
is explicitly given by 
p-{k\f, ^2f) = exp (^{k\f)- + {k^ff) exp [ik'^fDj] . (6.6) 
Using the paraxial approximation for fcjf, i.e 
( M r ) ' +  
—m? —) '  ' ' 
and substituting Eq.(6.7) into Eq.(6.6) gives 
- , ,  t  ,  t  N  •  ' - ^ P o 9 o  
P («if'«2f) = T—exp k{ ((Mr)' + (Mr)') expfifcfD/]. (6.8) 2kf  
with q{D()  = qo +  D{.  Since the displacement in the solid at the interface depends on the 
pressure distribution in the fluid at the interface it is reasonable to assume, following the 
approach of WALTHER [62], that a linear integral transformation connects the spectrum 
of the displacement u.°{k['°. ko"). with the pressure spectrum given by Eq.(6.8), i.e 
oc oc 
u°(A:r°.  A:r)  = J J  K" {k\ f ,  k \ f ,  k 'o".  k^ ' ' )  p-{k\( .  kh^)  d/ t{  dkl  (6.9) 
—oc —oc 
The kernel in the integral transformation can be split up into an amplitude function 
A{k\(.k}2(.k2°-^2") an path function U'(A:jf, Arjf. 
K^{k\f. k^,f. k^°, k!;°) = A{k\f, Ar^f. k^°, k'i°) exp [zH'°(A:!f. Ar^f, k'^°. Ar-D] - (6.10) 
It is seen that to determine the displacement field spectrum in the solid we have to 
first find the kemal K° (A;JF, AROF, A:.?°, A:?"). In the paraxial approximation the contri­
bution to u° of the amplitude part of K° (Arjf, Ar^. Aro^.Aro") can, as we will see, be 
determined by simply considering the transmission of a plane wave across a planar in­
terface. However, the path function lF(A:{f, Ar^f, A:?", ATJ") is more complex. To see what 
requirements ir(A:{f, A:^, ko"^, Ar?'*) must satisfy, we connect the pressure in the fluid at a 
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point x' = (X\,X2>3:3) and the displacement at x"" = with a similar integral 
relation 
oc oo 
u"{xi, l 2,x5) = j  j  K" (xi,X2, X3,Xi,X2,X3) p~(Xi,X2,X3) dx'i dx.v (6.11) 
—oo —00 
This relation can be obtained by substituting Eq.(6.9) into 
00 00 
u°(x^,x5,x5) = I I (6.12) 
-00 -oc 
and calculating p~{k\{,k2() by means of an inverse Fourier transform. In Eq.(6.11) the 
K.? kernel can then be defined, leading to 
oo oo 00 oo 
K? (xi,X2.X3.XpX5,X3) ~ / / / / (^if-
-00 -oo -00 —00 
X exp i[(/:['''xi + k^^x^ + dAr'f dk^t-
(6.13) 
To see what relations are satisfied by K?, we evaluate the quadruple integral by the 
method of stationary phase. Substituting Eq.(6.10) into Eq.(6.13) gives 
00 oo 00 oc 
K? (x',.x^,x.^.x.^) = 1111 
— oo — jc —oo —oo 
X exp [2[U'°(A:;f, k\f, Arp", Ar^) + 
— (Arjfx'i + kkfXo + A:3fX3)]j dki° dA:?" dA:{f dAr^f. (6.14) 
To apply the stationar>' phase technique to the integration over A:["°,A:2°,A:'if,A:.2(- we set 
the derivative of the phase function with respect to the wave vector components to zero, 
i.e. 
AU- dk\, 
dk\f  '  dk\f  ^  
= 0, 
dw ,  dk\f  ,  
dk\f  
= 0, 
dk^" ' 
= 0, 
AW*'' , dk'^'" , 
= 0. (6.15) 
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Those conditions can be rewritten in the form 
dW" dk\c ,  
" dk\^ dk'/""' 
dk\r , 
UK*y^ 
x\ 
dW dk^" , 
dw- c ) f c r  ,  , , , , ,  
' ' 
For the case where the x' point is taken to be in the X3 = 0 plane and the point x"''" lies 
in the X3°=0 plane the stationary conditions become 
ail'" 
x\ 
x-i = 
x'. 
dk\ ,  
d\V° 
dk^f  
ari'° 
dw° 
2^2 = -7T77T3- (6-1") 
To determine the function \V°'{k\f,k2f:k2°.ko'^) explicitly, we need to consider in detail 
some of the properties of propagation of waves through an interface. Let point y be a 
point in the fluid, point x a point in the solid, and point x, a point on the interface. If 
XQ is a fixed point on the interface, then the total change of phase for a wave traveling 
from y to x, 0", can be written as (see Fig.6.3) 
0" = kf^{-Ks + rio) • (x, + Tio) + v^(r2o - x,) • (rao - xj (6.18) 
where 
rio = xo-y 
r2o = X - Xo 
(6.19) 
(6.20) 
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Figure 6.3 Location of y, x. x,. Xj and XQ 
and X, is the position vector of Xj as measured from Xq. The quantities kf .k" are the 
wave numbers for the fluid and a wave of type a in the solid, respectively. 
If we fix points y and x the phase is a function of the point x, only, which can 
be parameterized as x, = Xslsi.so), where Sq (a = 1,2) are the surface arc length 
coordinates of Xj. Thus, we also have 0° = so). If we assume point Xq is a 
stationary phase point on the interface, then 
dsa Xo 
. dy., chcs 
—  k f — — '  Bri  — k  — • er2 
US q d^Ck 
= 0 (6.21) 
Xo 
which is just a statement of Snell's law. 
Xow. consider the function 
W = 0° + k/ • y - k° • X (6.22) 
where 
kf  = kf^u 
k" = 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
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Geometrically, VF" is the total phase change experienced in going along the path 00' 
shown in Fig.6.4. Since ksj = Ar3/(fci/, Aro/), = A:®(A:f, A:"), and for y and x fixed, U'" = 
\V°{kif, k-if, kf, ko, si. So) in general. However, at a stationarj' phase point Eq.(6.21) can 
be considered to be a relationship specifying Sq = Saikij.k^/.ki.ko), so that when the 
stationar>' phase condition is satisfied we could write 
W = W°{k,f,k2f,k^,k^). (6.25) 
It follows from Eq.(6.22) that at the stationarj- phase point we have (using Eq.(6.21) to 
eliminate the terms depending on (f>°) 
d\V° dk:i( 
"t7— = 2/1 + 
ukif  vA-if 
dW dk3{ 
= J/2 + "XT—2/3 
dk.,{ dhif 
dk 
-^1 - ^ ^3 
d\V° ^ 
9^^'°  dk° 
= -^2 - :^-r3 (6.26) 
dkf  dkf  
d\V _ _ 
dk2 dko 
and if we choose coordinate systems at y and x such that y = (j/i.i/2.0) and x = 
(xi.xo.O). as shown in Fig.6.5, Eq.(6.26) reduces to 
dkif  
dW 
dk-if  
d\v° 
aA-t 
dW 
= 2/1 
= 2/2 
= -Xi 
= -xo. (6.27) 
dk^ 
In optics, a phase function defined by Eq.(6.22) and satisfying Eq.(6.27) is called an 
angular eikonal [62]. These are also the same equations satisfied by l-F" (see Eqs.(6.17)) 
so it is reasonable to assume IF" is the angular eikonal (i.e.W''° = ir°), a result we will 
assume henceforth. 
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Figure 6.4 Geometrical interpretation of 11'° 
Figure 6.5 Location of particular coordinate systems 
I l l  
Since we can write the phase 0° in the alternative form 
0° - kf (x, - y) + k" • (x - Xs) (6.28) 
it follows that 
U'° = (k/-k°)-x, (6.29) 
is also an expression for the angular eikonal provided the expression in Eq.(6.29) is made 
stationar>' with respect to SQ (Q = 1,2). In Appendix C, these stationary conditions 
are applied to Eq.(6.29) for the case of refraction through a general curved fluid-solid 
interface for a general anisotropic solid to obtain an explicit expression for 11'° in the 
paraxial approximation (i.e. to second order in k\{, k\'", fc-V"). For the isotropic 
solid considered here, the result can be simply written in terms of 2x2 matrices, P", Q" 
and R° in the form 
1 ir°(A:lf. k'ot)P' '{k\ f .  k '^^f  + {k\ f .  kkf)Q' '{k[°,  k '^-y 
(6.30) 
with 
P° = 
Q° = — 
/L2'I COS- 0' — /L 12 COS 0' 
—hiocosd'  h i i  
/L22 COS 0' COS —hi2  COS 0' 
—/ll2COS0° /ill 
/L22COS-0° —HI2COS6° 
—hi2C0sd°' /ill 
r° = {k° cos^" — A:rcos0')( / i i i / i22 — / i i2)-
(6.31) 
R° = 
r° 
Determination of the Displacement u'' in the Solid at the Interface 
In the last section we derived the angular eikonal as it appears in the integral trans­
formation (6.9). We also determined the pressure spectral distribution at the incident 
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side of the interface, Eq.(6.8), repeated here for convenience in the form 
P (A:lf,/C2f) = -Gf-a,) 
where 
a£ = 
k\  
kh 
•, and G f = ^  
k{ 
q {D f )  0 
0 q{D() 
(6.32) 
(6.33) 
and the T superscript in Eq.(6.32) denotes the transpose of the vector. To determine 
the displacement on the refracted side of the interface we perform the integration as 
required by the integral transformation (6.9). For that we substitute the pressure spec­
trum Eq.(6.32), the angular eikonal, Eq.(6.30), and the integral kernal, Eq.(6.10). into 
Eq.(6.9). Defining the vector 
' kr 
/i:.r 
the spectrum of the displacement at the interfixce is given by 
oc oc 
u "  ( e x p  [ik{D{] f  f  Aik\ t .  khf .  k[-° ,  k!;°)  
kr  J J  
Sir = (6.34) 
X exp r.i i -  ((at)'^(P° - Gf)at -r 2at^Q°ar + (ar)^R°ar) dArlr dk^.  (6.35) 
However. 
at^Q^ar = (Q°ar)^at (6.36) 
so 
= z^^^exp[zArfA] /  J A{k\f ,k\ f ,k '{ ' ' ,k '^ ' ' )  
kr  
X exp 4 ((at)'"(P'' - Gf)at + 2(Q''ar)^at + (ar)^R°ar)l dk\i dAr^f. (6.37) 
If we let P° = (P° — Gf) and define a vector q° by 
q°=at + (P")"'Q"ar, (6.38) 
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the terms in the exponent linear in Hr can be removed, leaving Eq.(6.37) as 
u'^(A:r, A:.r) = ' exp - (a^)^ (Q°)^ (P")"' Q°a,) 
X 11A{k\ , .k} ,„kr,kr)^p[i^{(<i ' fp ' '<f)  dk\fdklf. (6.39) 
Letting 
5(fcr,  k ^ ° )  = 1 1  A { k \ f ,  k ' , „  fcr, A:r) exp [4 ((q")^ P"q°) d^if dkkf  (6.40) 
the displacement spectrum is then given by 
.27rpo9o 
u°(k2°,  Ato")  = exp [ik[D(] exp ^(ar)^G''ar) 
kt  
where we defined 
la frt<^\T/T>Q (Q'^)' (P° -Gf)-^Q" -R°. 
S(fcr.A:.r), (6.41) 
(6.42) 
We have now derived an expression for the displacement spectrum at the interface in the 
solid, but the function B is still unknown. In order to detennine this function we need to 
transform the spectrum on both sides of the interface back into spatial coordinates. To 
accomplish these transformations as a first step the displacement in the .solid is written 
as the two dimensional FOURIER transformation 
00 oc 
u''(x^,x^.O) =-^ I I (6.43) 
— 00 —00 
If we now approximate B{ki'°,k2°) to first order\ i.e. 
B(A:[=",A:r) 6(0,0) := BQ-
and substituting Eq.(6.41) into the Eq.(6.43) we get 
(6.44) 
u"(xJ,x5.0)=i^Boe''^f^f/. 
' I irkf  (6.45) 
'A justification will be given later (see disctission on Eq.(6.60)) 
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Then the only remaining integral to calculate can be written as 
OO OO OO OO 
1 = 1  I  =  y "  j  e " ' e ' ^ - d k ' ( ' ' .  (6.46) 
with 
01 = -i-(a/G"ar) 
02 = i ik[ ' ' 'x \+k'^ ' 'x '2) .  (6.47) 
To evaluate the spectral integrals we expand the phase (j>i as 
01 = (a/G°ar) = -4 (6.48) 
and 
0 = 0 1 +0., = _iG^i(fcr") '  -  -  ^ G!2(^r)"+(6.49) 
Hence we can write the spectral integrals, Eq.(6.46), as 
/ = 1 y exp -^G?i(A:r°)- - + ix[k'{'' + ix^k^" dk^-^dk!^ '" .  
(6.50) 
and evaluate them using Eq.(6.3) to obtain 
OC OO 
= iS 7 [- ^ - -I t) dfc.^ LHQ 
27rG?, 11 
iG?iVi(G?iG22-(C??2)2) -exp 
(G?o)^(xO^ + - (G?,)-x5 
2G?i(G?IG?2 - (G?2)-^) 
(6-51) 
Note that special attention has to be given to the evaluation of the square root terms 
because of the conditions imposed on the phase terms in Eq.(6.50) by Eq.(6.3). The 
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phase term of the final expression given in Eq.(6.51) can be conveniently expressed in 
matrix notation, by defining 
X = (6.52) 
to give for the displacement in the solid at the interface 
u",x:,4.0) = (6.53) 
which can be written alternativelv as 
= UV*3fOfexp 
with the displacement amplitude given by 
'4 (x^'CCj-'x) (6.54) 
U° = i  •Po<lo / 1 ^11 
-Bo. (6.55) 
k( V V - (G?,)-) 
Similarly, the pressure spectrum on the fluid side at the interface can be transformed 
back into space by the means of the 2D Fourier transformation. We ha\'e 
oc oc 
= — I (6.56) 
— 30 —00 
Ubing the pressure spectrum at the interface defined by Eq.(6.8) and applying Eq.(6.3) 
the Fourier transformation of Eq.(6.56) can be evaluated as 
>f((xl)-^ + (x,^)2)1 
p (X1.X.2.X3) = po exp [ik(D{] exp 
9(A) 
= P exp [ik{D{] exp 
2q{Dr) 
29(A) 
(6.57) 
(6.58) 
where the incident pressure amplitude is defined £is 
P = Po 90 
9(A) (6.59) 
and q{D{) = go + A- If we examine Eq.(6.58), we see that to first order (in phase) it 
represents merely an incident plcine wave on the interface. Thus, to first order U'' is just 
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the displacement amplitude of a plane wave transmitted across a plane interface given 
by 
; a = P,S (6.60) 
lUjpfVf  
where d" is the polarization of the wave of type Q. T° denotes the transmission coefficient 
(based on velocity or displacement ratios) going from medium 1 (fluid) to medium 2 
(solid), and Uf,/3f represents the velocity and density in the fluid. This approximation 
is consistent with the paraxial assumption where we keep amplitude terms to only first 
order about a fixed ray but retain phase terms to second order. 
The coefficient Bq can now be found by equating Eq.(6.60) and Eq.(6.55) to obtain 
Bo = - 1 
n \ 
u;p{V(q{D() iG'ii _i{GiiG^ — (G^a)*) d. (6.61) 
Substituting Eq.(6.61) into Eq.(6.41), the displacement spectrum in the solid at the 
interface can be written finally as 
'2TrpoqoT° 
u°(A:r°,A:.D = -i 
ujptV{q{D{) 
X exp [i/:f£?y]exp 
1 r Gr. 1 
[iG't i l  [ i{G^iGh -  (G?2)-)J 
d° 
,1 
Determination of the Displacement u'' in the Solid 
(6.62) 
Equation (6.62) gives the displacement spectrum at the interface. To obtain the 
displacement field in the elastic solid at a distance froni the interface we again consider 
OC oc 
u°(ar^,x.^.x5) = I I (6.63) 
Substituting Eq.(6.62) into Eq.(6.63) gives for the displacement field 
U°(Xl,X2,X3) = - i-
with 
PaqoT"' 1 2 r G^i 
' 2Tru} ptV{q{D{) [iG^il  Li(G?iG,%-(G?2)^)J 
oo oc 
1 = 1  j  d A r ^ ' ' d A r ^ ' '  
(6.64) 
(6.65) 
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where 
1 r 4>i = G°Sir 
<p2 (6.66) 
and k3° = yj{k°)^ — — {k2°) '  with k° being the wave vector in the solid. If we 
now expand this square root in a power series and keeping only terms up to second 
order, we can write for the wave vector component 
/ {kr)-  + {kr)- \  A:5'° w 1 - (6.67) 
X 2(A:«)2 J •  
Substituting Eq.(6.67) into the phase expression Oo of Eq.(6.65) we get for the sum of 
the phase expressions 0i and (po 
4,  = 01+02 = (^-r°)'-iG?2^r''A-r-^ (g?O + 
(6.68) 
Defining 
Gvr = 
= 
12 — 
G%, + -f-
K 
G?2 
(6.69) 
(6.70) 
(6.71) 
we can finally express the phase in a form similar to Eq.(6.49), namely 
0 = __Gf°(fcr)^ -  iOX^k^^kq" -  ^GV°{k^' 'Y + ix\k[ '°  + (6.72) 
The integrals in Eq.(6.65) evaluate in exactly the same way as previously shown for 
Eq.(6.50), with the phase now defined by Eq.(6.72). We find 
1 = 27r •2trGr° '11 
i{GvrG^-{G^r) exp (6.73) 
where the vector, x. is defined as. 
X = < 
4 
(6.74) 
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Again, in evaluating these square roots, one has to ensure that the condition present 
in Eq.(6.3) is satisfied. If we now substitute Eq.(6.73) into Eq.(6.64) we get for the 
displacement in the solid at a location 13 
u"(x,,x.2,x3) = —i5d°exp[i{k{D{ + Ar^Xg)]exp 
with 
ujpf Vf q{D{) 
5 = 
y (x^(G-'=°)-'x) , (6.75) 
I  gtr  :  
\/I^ 
and using the definitions Eq.(6.69) through (6.71) we can write in matrix notation 
(6.76) 
X, Q z a  ^  Q O  ^  
k° 
where recall 
G° = -  Gf)-'Q° -  R" 
(6.77) 
(6.78) 
Unfortunately, G° expressed in terms of the P",Q° and R® matrices is not a useful 
form since it becomes indefinite in the limit as the interface becomes planar (/in = /112 = 
/i22 = 0). This problem, however, c£m be avoided by simply rewriting the form of G° in 
terms of new matrices A°. B". C° and D" defined bv 
B° 
C° 
D° 
-(Q°)-l 
_(Qa)-lpa 
-R°(Q°)-l 
(Q'')^-R°(Q°)-^P° 
(6.79) 
(6.80) 
(6.81) 
(6.82) 
then G° can be expressed in a completely non-degenerate form as (see Appendix D) 
G'' = (C°Gf - D")(B" - A''Gf)-^ (6.83) 
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Substitution of Eq.(6.31) in Eq.(6.79) though Eq.(6.82) yields after some algebra, which 
is conveniently done in Mathematica, 
and 
A° = 
B° = 
C" = 
D° = 
_ Ar" cos 0" — k{ cos 0' 
cos 0' cos 6° 
cos 0' Q 
cos0° 
0 1 
cos 9° „ 0 
cos 9' 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
G f = ^  
k{ 
^11 hi2 cos 0' 
12 cos 9° h22 cos 9^ cos 0° 
/  \  
9(A) 0 
(6.84) 
(6.85) 
(6.86) 
(6.87) 
(6.88) 
V 0 7(Df) y 
Planar Interface 
If we consider the special case of a planar interface the curvatures will all be zero. 
I.e. 
/ill = 0 
/122 = 0 
h\2 = 0. (6.89) 
so that = 0 and the matrix multiplications in Eq.(6.83) yield (with the aid of 
Mathematica) 
= 
q {D i )  cos- g" £5 ^ 
k{ cos^ A:° 
g(Df) Xj 
fcf A:" 
(6.90) 
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Similarly the inverse is given by 
(G-°)-' = A:° 
0 
0 
1 
A) J 
(6.91) 
so we can write for the displacement, finally 
. PqT'' qo 
u " ( X p X 2 , X 3 )  =  — i  
ujp iVt  q {D{)  
(  
d°  exp [ i {k (D{  +  it"x5)] 
X exp jx^r-
'  9 ( A ) ^ + : r 5 |  + (6.92) 
Gaussian Beam Incident on an Anisotropic Solid Interface 
The derivation for the propagation rules for an anisotropic solid follows closely the 
derivation of the isotropic case. We again invoke the paraxial expression, where we we 
expand the slowness curve to second order close to the base ray, to account for the 
anisotropic effects. The geometry and the coordinate systems are shown in Fig. 6.1. 
The Angular Eikonal; Anisotropic Case 
.A.S in the isotropic case the kemal of the integral transformation, Eq.(6.9), has to 
be determined to find the displacement spectrum at the interface in the solid. The 
derivation of the angle eikonal follows closely the isotropic case. The starting point is 
again the angle eikonal at the stationary point, as derived in Appendix C , and repeated 
here for convenience 
= -2(knhJ-hl ,W ^ ' (6.93) 
with 
— If '"I * (6.94) 
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M'' = 
AT" = 
(6.95) 
(6.96) 
The integral transfornniation, Eq.(6.9), requires the wave vector components of the fluid in 
transducer coordinates, and the solid wave vector components in ray coordinates. Since 
are expressed in interface coordinates a transformation has to be performed 
to get the components in the desired coordinate system. The transformation of the wave 
vector components in the fluid is identical to the one performed in the isotropic case. 
The x', components of the wave vector in the fluid are given by 
k\^ = A-'if cos 0'+ fcf sin 
P — le^ A,2f — 1^2(1 
(6.97) 
(6.98) 
(for detailed discussion see Appendix C). Since the transformation is about the xj, axis 
we can write in the solid for a rav close to the central rav 
ti;a kHq RTO RT'> • (6.99) 
and 
= cos(r + d9'*)k[° + sin(r -r d0°)A;r. (6.100) 
However, in contrast to the isotropic media the Arg" component now is not given by 
a simple algebraic expression. In general ArJ'" is found by the solving a sixth order 
polynomial as discussed in chapter 4. To overcome this problem we again use the 
procedure discussed in chapter 3 and chapter 5. where we expressed the slowness surface 
in a TAYLOR series in the ray coordinate system. For a detailed discussion see chapter 
3 and chapter 5. Here we just quote the result from Eq.(5.26) as 
A:?" = u;s° + 
-f 
1 
c° 
2s? 
(A:p°)-+ + 1 
2s? 
{kl D'}. (6.101) 
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where we only retain terms up to second order. Substitution of Eq.(6.101) into Eq.(6.100) 
gives 
= cos {9°' + d0°)A:[i° + sinC^" + d0'')|a;sj + .4°A:[=" + 
1 
UJ 
c - (2sS) (2s?) (6.102) 
or 
Arf = (cos 0° cos d0" — sin 0° sin d0°)fci" + (sin 0° cos d0° — cos 0° sin d0°) 
u,-ss + + B^'kr + n.o.r 
If we again assume that d0° ss 0 we get 
iti"* = cos + sin 0° {ujs^ + + B°k^° + U.O.T) 
As in the isotropic case we take for A/"" the central ray value 
M° = fcf cos 0' — k° cos 0°. 
The wave vector in the solid for the central ray is given by 
= UJSQ. 
(6.103) 
(6.104) 
(6.105) 
(6.106) 
Substituting Eqs.(6.97), (6.104) into Eq.(6.94), Eqs.(6.98), (6.99) into Eq.(6.95) and Eq. 
(6.106) into Eq.(6.105), and applying SNELL'S law kfsin0' = USq sin0°. gives 
M" 
k\fcos0' + A:fsin0' - {cos9^ + A°sin0'')k['° - sin+ ^.0.7(6.107) 
Arof - k'^° (6.108) 
Arfcos0'— WSq COS0'*. (6.109) 
Substituting Eqs.(6.107), (6.108) and (6.109) into Eq.(6.93) and keeping at most quadratic 
terms in gives 
1 
2{hiihzi — /ii2)(ArfcosS' —u/Sg cos0°) 
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^ I ^^22 (^if COS + A:f sin — (cos + .4° sin — 5° sin 9° A:^'") ^  
- 2/II2 (fc'if cos0' + Arfsin0' — (cos0° + sin0®)A:['° - JB"sin9°k2°^ (k^t ~ ^2") 
+ A II {ki, - krf |, 
which can be simplified and rewritten in matrix form as 
1 
with 
H-(A:lf, kl,. k^, k^n = —(H- + 11- + H?.) 
»Ti = 
/?22COS^0' —h 12 COS 9' 
4 
k\i 
—hi2COs9' hii k^2{ 
k  i 
and 
("'1^)21 ("'r2)22 
where the components of 11'1" are given by 
= -{k\,,k},,} kr 
/t.V" 
Similarly, 
^^22 
(HTok 
("72)22 
ho2 COS 9' (cos 9° + A° sin 9°) 
(—/112 + hooB'^ sin9'^)cos9' 
-hi2{cos9° + .4° sin0°) 
hii — /ii2B°sin0°. 
(WS)ii ("^)l2 
(«*S)21 (1^?2)22 
A:',-
i 
A:2=° 
k 4 
with its components 
("*22)11 = /I22(COS0'' + A''SIN0°)2 
(H2'^)i2 = (—/112 + /i22-6° sinfl°)(cos0° + .4° sin0°) 
("^)2i = (—/ii2 +/i225'*sin0'')(cos0° + A°sin0°) 
(W:S)22 = f i l l —  2 h i 2 B ° s m d °  +  h 2 2 i B ' ^ s m 9 ° )  
(6.110) 
(6.111) 
(6.112) 
(6.113) 
(6.114) 
(6.115) 
(6.116) 
(6.117) 
(6.118) 
(6.119) 
(6.120) 
(6.121) 
(6.122) 
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and 
r° = —(A:fcos0° — wSq cos" 0)(/in/i22 — (6.123) 
If we now define P". Q'' and R° matrices, as done in the isotropic case, we finally find 
the angle eikonal in the form 
k 
khf 
kr 
k'o'° 
with 
and 
where 
k?' (6.124) 
P° = — 1_ 
pa 
Q° = -T^ 
hxjcos'-ff' —hiocosd' 
—/ii2cos0' /in 
/i )j cos 0' (cos + .4" sin 0°) (—/i 12 + h nB" sin 0") cos 0' 
—/ii2(cos6'° + .4°sin0") hn — sin 0^^ 
(6.125) 
r° 
•"11 "12 
/?° p° 11.21 
(6.126) 
(6.127) 
Rfi = /i22 (COS 0° + .4" sin 0°)" 
(—hi2 + A225''sin^)(cos0° + .4°sin0'*) 
= (—/112+ /i22^''sin0'')(cos0''+ .4°sin0°) 
R22 — /ill — 2/112B" sin0° +/i22(5° sin0°) 
(6.128) 
(6.129) 
(6.130) 
(6.131) 
Displacement in the Anisotropic Solid 
For the deriN'ation of the displacement field in the anisotropic solid we can use some of 
the results already obtained in the isotropic case. In that case we found the spectrum of 
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the displacement by means of a integral transformation, Eq.(6.9). The incident pressure 
spectrum wais given by Eq.(6.8). The unknown amplitude term was determined by 
comparison of the pressure distribution in the fluid with the displacement field in the 
solid at the interface. In the derivation the G° played an important role and was given 
by 
G° = (Q°)^(P'' - Gf)-'R°. (6.132) 
The result obtained for the displacement spectrum in the isotropic solid is also valid 
for the anisotropic case, except that we now have to use definitions of the Q^.P^.R" 
matrices given by Eqs.(6.r25), (6.126) and (6.127). Then the displacement spectrum at 
the interface in the anisotropic solid is given by 
..a/i.r:o i.r-.a\ -'^PoQo'^ U . ^ 2 ) — —I 
UJprUfqiDf) 
1 2 [ 1 
i [G?iG?2 - (G?.)-]. 
with 
at = 
k' If 
ar = 
kr 
k'o'" 
jagjfcfD/g-|i(ar^G"ar) 
(6.133) 
(6.134) 
The displacement field in the elastic anisotropic solid at a distance x\ can be obtained 
bv 
(27r)^ J J (6.135) 
Substitution of the displacement spectrum, Eq(6.133), into Eq.(6.135) gives 
u"(Xi.X.2,X3) = — t 2iTpoqoT° 
ujptU{q{D() 
1 
i [GiiGoi — (^?2)"] (6.136) 
with 
3C •C 
=  /  / e x p  exp + it^-"x^)] dA:p° dAr^. 
—oc —oc 
oc 00 
J j exp[Ol]exp[(p2]dA:p''d^-2'°- (6-137) 
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where 
(Pi = -i-Ca/Car) 
(6.138) 
As in the derivation of the angle eikonal we expand ArJ" about the central ray in a 
TAYLOR series Eq.(6.101) which is rewritten here for convenience as 
lc^'° ai Kn ~  
+ 
C" 1 { k r f +  
£)" 
rt J A.0 
cJ + 
1 
uj 2U;SQ (ArD'-. (6.139) u; 2u;so 
If we now substitute Eq.(6.139) into the phase 02 of Eq.(6.137) we get for the sum of 
the phases Oi and <p2 
0 = Ol "i- 0'2 — 
2£° 1 
(A:[=°)2 - i - —X3) 
{k^°f -f- i {x[ + A"4) 
+ i (x.^ + B°x5) A:.r. 
Then, by defining the following quantities 
(6.140) 
Grr = -(¥ (6.141) 
= c.%-(¥ (6.142) 
Gn II 1 D\r UJ ^ 
(6.143) 
Xi = Xi + -4 (6.144) 
X2 = X2 + B °x5 (6.145) 
we can write the phase term in the form 
0 = _lGrr(Arr°)' - -  ^G5i°(A:?")2 +xiA:r° +X2Arr (6.146) 
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This phase term is in the same form as Eq.(6.49) and we can use the results of the 
integration of Eq.(6.50) to obtain 
/ = 27r 
iGif \ 
where the vector, x, is given by 
2TrGVr 
i (G;rGs° - (6.147) 
X = < 
Xi x\ + 
> — i i 
Xo Xo + B'^x^ 
(6.148) 
If we now substitute Eq.(6.147) into Eq.(6.136) we obtain the displacement in the solid 
at a location as 
= -/£2ZI!._^sd"exp[2(ArfDf + A:"x^)]exp ffi(x^(G--'")-^x) 
uJp[V{(l(D() L 2 J (6.149) 
where 
5 = 
Using the definitions Eq.(6.141) through (6.143) we can write in matrix notation 
(6.150) 
Ge = G" + 
2C'' L 
^ UjsS 
D" 
jJ 
2£® I 
(6.151) 
and again we can rewrite G° in terms of the refraction matrices A°,B°,C° and D°: 
(see Appendix D for the derivation) in the form 
G" = (C°Gf - D°)(B° - A"Gf)-\ (6.152) 
where, recall 
A° 
B'' 
C 
D° 
-(Q-)-l 
_ ( Q a ) - l p a  
_R'»(Q'')-i 
(Q°)^-R''(Q°)-^P°. 
(6.153) 
(6.154) 
(6.155) 
(6.156) 
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Substitution of Eqs.(6.125), (6.126) and (6.127) into Eqs.(6.153) though Eq.(6.156) yields 
(after some manipulation which is conveniently done in Mathematica) the refraction 
matrices explicitly as 
u;.So cos 0° — kf cos 0' A = 
cos 0' (cos 0°" + A° sin 0°) 
/ill — /iiaB^sin^" (/ii2 — sin0") COS0' 
/ii2(cos0° + -4°sin0") /i22cos0'(cos0° + .4°sin0") 
(6.157) 
B = 
C = 
D = 
1 
cos 0° + .4" sin 9° 
cos 0" —B° sin 0° 
0 cos 0° + A° sin 0° 
COS0' 
cos 0° + .4" sin 0" 0 
sin 0° cos 0' 
0 0 
0 0 
and as before 
q{ D r )  0 
0  q { D { )  
(6.158) 
(6.159) 
(6.160) 
(6.161) 
Planar Interface /in = 0, /112 =0, /122 = 0 
If we now consider the case of a planar fluid/anisotropic solid interface the curvatures 
are zero, so 
h i i  —  0 .  
/I22 ~ Or 
hi2 = 0. (6.162) 
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As seen form Eq.(6.157) the refraction matrix A° will vanish: i.e A'* = 0. Performing 
now the matrix multiplications, as required by Eq.(6.152), with Mathematica we obtain 
GQ II ^12 
with 
G" = 
GO /^O 12 ^22 
Gl, 
G?, 
_ q(Dr)(cos0° + A° sin0°)-
k( cos^ 0' 
q{D{) [cos + .4" sin sin 9° 
k( cos- 0' 
q{D{) [cos-0' + (B°sin0°)2] 
k( cos- 0' 
(6.163) 
(6.164) 
(6.165) 
(6.166) 
(6.167) 
Thus, the matrix given by Eq.(6.151) is now 
_ q{D()icose° + A°sme°)'- ^ 
Cxii = ; H 
A-'f cos- 0' 
= 
= 
k{ cos- 9' 
(1 2C"\ 
Vw.sg u; J 
sin0° D° , 
—^3 
U0 
f 1 2E' 
Xx 
-h IC!° JSQ k{ cos- 0' 
As required in the phase function the inverse can be computed as 
G2:ck 12 
x\ 
(G=»)-' = 
G5i° 
GC:Q/-»z:Q //^r:Q\2 /^Z'.ct/^ZIQ //^C;Q\2 II ^22 V^12 / ^11 ^22 \^12 / 
Gz:a ^  12 -
G2;Q/^i;a //^z:a\2 /^z;a/^z;a //^z;a\2 II ^22 ^ V^12 ; ^11 ^22 ^ 1^12 ) 
Substitution of Eq.(6.168) into Eq.(6.149) then yields for the displacement 
(6.168) 
(6.169) 
u"(Xi,X2-^3) = PoT° go j j p f V f  q { D f )  Sd° exp [ik{D{ + k'^x^] exp 
1 ( {x\ + .4°x5)-
L'2VGirG2?-(Gi")^ 
+ 2 
-Gn (^i + (4 + -B°X5) , Gfr (x'o + B'^x^y 
Gz'.aj^zia ^z;a 11 ^22 ~ ^12 Gi^Gir - (GI^)VJ 
with 
S = 
G?, 
(6.170) 
(6.171) 
and the G^j" defined by Eqs.(6.168). 
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Propagation along Axis of Symmetry /112 = 0, B" = 0, = 0 
As in the BDVV chapter we consider now the special case of propagating along an axis 
of symmetry. In this case the anisotropic parameters J5°, vanish, i.e j5° = Z?" = 0. 
If we also propagate along a principal axis, hio = 0 and the refraction matrices reduce 
to 
f l u  0  
0 /122 cos d'{cos 6° + .4° sin 6°) 
0 
A° = JJSQ COS0° — KI cos 
B" = 
C° = 
D° = 
cos 0' (cos 6° + A° sin 0") 
1 
cos + A° sin 9° 
cos 9° 
0 cos 0° + .4° sin 6° 
1 
cos 6' 
cos0°+ .4°sin0° 0 
0 cos 
0 0 
0 0 
The transformation of the Gf matrix through the interface was defined by 
G° = (C"Gf - D°)(B° - A"Gf)-'. 
so with A^.B^.C^.D" given by Eq.(6.175). we get for G'* 
0 G° = 
0 22 
with 
Gti = 
G?o = 
q(Dt) (cos 0° + A° sin0°) a \ 2  
fcf cos^ 0' + g(Z?f)/in(Arf cos 0' — u,'SQ cos 0°) 
9(A) 
(6.172) 
(6.173) 
(6.174) 
(6.175) 
(6.176) 
(6.177) 
k{ + q(Dc)h22(kf cos 0' — a;sj cos 0°) 
The determination of the G"''' matrix is straight forward and can be written as 
(6.178) 
(6.179) 
= 
Gtr 0 
0 G^"" 
(6.180) 
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with 
Grr = 
= 
q{D{){cos9°' + A° sin^")' 
^ ;  | .  j - r  
fcfcos^^' + q{D{)hii{k(cosd^ — ljsqCOSO^) ^ 
1 2C"" 
.u;Sn 
q{Di) 
+ 
1 2£"' 
fcf + 9(I?f)/i22(^f cos(9'— u;so cos0°) ' ^ 
(6.181) 
(6.182) 
Since is a diagonal matrix its inverse is simply given by 
0 (G-'')-' = G\T 
0 ^ 
''lO 
(6.183) 
and we can write finally for the displacement field 
Q/ r r r\ ^fO Jjq r*//, ri i i ct r\i \r y 
ujp^v^q[D^) 
X exp 5 I Gtr Gf, (6.184) 
with 
G ? o  
Gir 
G.V,° 
(/(Df)(cos0° + .4° sin0°)-
A-F cos- + (7(£)F)/IN(A:F COS0' — WSQ COS0°) 
g(^f) 
K( + Q{D{)H22IK{COS9' — UJSQ COS9°) 
</(Df)(cos0° + .4° sin (9°)-
k{cos- 0' + q{D()hii{k{cos0' — a;.s^ cos0") " ' u--
9(A) 
A:f + 9(£>f)/i22(^f COS0' — u;socos0°) + JTj 
+ X3 
1 2i:" 
1 2G°' 
- • . 5 g  
(6.185) 
(6.186) 
(6.187) 
(6.188) 
Reduction to Isotropy .4° =Q,B° = 0, C° =0,D° = 0.E° =0 
Substituting the isotropy conditions, .4° = 0, B" = 0, C° = 0, Z?" = 0, £•" = 0, into 
the refraction matrices defined by Eqs.(6.160) gives 
A = _ cos 0" — k[ cos 0' 
cos 0' cos 9'^ 
hii /li2COS0' 
hi2 cos 0° /I22 COS 0' cos 
B = 
cos 0' n 
0 1 
(6.189) 
(6.190) 
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C = 
D = 
cos 9° 0 
cos 0' 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
(6.191) 
(6.192) 
which agree with the previously determined refraction matrices from the isotropic case 
(see Eqs.(6.84)-(6.87)). Furthermore the vector x reduces to 
X = < 
X2 
(6.193) 
and the displacement is given by 
u°(x^,4.i5) = exp[i{k{D{ + fc"x5)]exp (x^(G-*=°)"^x] 
ijp{V(q(U() L ^ ^ JJ 
agreeing with the isotropic case (see Eq.(6.92)). 
(G.194) 
Transformation of the Beam-Waist and Curvature Parameters through an 
Interface: A Comparison 
In NEWBERRY [40] a transformation is given for relating the parameters of a Gaussian 
beam on both sides of an interface between two anisotropic solids. The q-parameters of 
the beam on the incident side were given by NEWBERRY as qx and qy, describing the 
radii of curvature and width of the beam in the x and y directions. They were related 
to their counterparts (see Eq.(63a) and Eq.(63b) of NEWBERRY [40]) on the refracted 
side bv 
1 \ / 1 \ _ / So cos- u 
V Sfc COS'' V J • 
i';°cos-0'\ /1 / 
yicos2 0'»j \qx) I V 
cos- tl ' ^ ^ i S a / S b  COS 0' — cos 9°' 
Bx cos^ (p'* 
and 
/ , \ iVB , 
I  ^'a / 1 j ^o/1 
J T \^y / I 
(6.195) 
(6.196) 
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where and By are the radii of curvature defined as positive for a concave surface; 
i.e. Bx = —1/hu, By = Eqs.(6.195), (6.196) were derived for the case that the 
incident plane is a plane of symmetry, therefore the results presented in the previous 
section ' Propagation along axis of symmetrj' h\2 = 0, B" = 0, D° = 0' will be applicable. 
Since in our case medium 1 is an isotropic fluid in Eqs.(6.195) and (6.196) we have 
•0'' = 0, 
<p' = e\ 
SQ — Sf. (6.197) 
In NEWBERRY the angle between the group velocity direction and the x\ coordinate 
is denoted (p°, whereas the beam skew angle is given by (see Fig. 6.6). If we also 
consider the case of an initially symmetric Gaussian, i.e. \/q = l/qx = l/f/y. we can 
write Eq.(6.195) and Eq.(6.I96) with the definitions given by Eqs.(6.197) as 
SB 
i) = 
( I x J T  
.Sf cos- cos- 0' \ /1 
s^cos-0° ) \(i) I 
XB 
I  c o s ' / . „ W - c ° s y ) ' |  
cos-
and 
_ s f  
+ h -n ( -r — 1 I • (6.199) 
^0 \(lj I 
where we set si, = Sq. To compare NEWBERRY'S results with ours, we will extract 
NEWBERRY'S parameters out of our scheme. The equivalent parameters for the beam 
in the fluid are given by 
0 
1 
G f - ^  =  A r r  1{D{) 
0 
(6.200) 
where 
Q { D f )  L 
N B  
(6.201) 
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Figure 6.6 Location of tlie group velocity and phase velocity with angles 
For the solid we can use some of the results already established in a previous section. 
The (G")~^ matrix was given by Eq.(6.177) and is repeated here in the form 
(G°)-^ = 1/G?. 0 
0 \/G% 
(6.202) 
with 
(C):,' = 1 ( cos* 0' 
{F-y^ V 9(A) — /ill(ij-Sg cos6° — k{ cos 0') 
9(A) — h22{uJSo cos 0° — k{ cos 0') 
(6.203) 
(6.204) 
where F° = cos 6° + .4°sin0° and hi2 = 0. For comparison with NEWBERRY'S results 
we set 
AT" k" 
9u 922 
(6.205) 
and we want to check if 
xVS 
9ii V9i> 9§j K Q y J r  (6.206) 
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To express the A° parameter in terms of the power flow angle li'" we refer to Fig. 6.6. 
The power flow angle is the deviation angle of the group velocity from the phase velocity 
direction and it's relation to the .4 parameter was already determined by Eq.(3.50), 
repeated here for the case B" = 0 as 
cosi/>''= , ' (6.207) 
v'w + 1 
This relationship can also be written as 
A° = ±J—I l = ±tani/»°. (6.208) 
Vcos2-0° ^ 
To determine the appropriate sign in Eq.(6.208) we consider 
v'* X g" = |v°||g®l sin i/j^eo (6.209) 
or 
|VA||GA 
With v° = l/.Soe5 and g" = l/.So(-.4ei +63) we find 
sin^'°e5 = -^—n-^. (6.210) 
so the sine of the power flow angle is given by 
sin 0°6-2 = —• 60, (6.211) 
sin^t'° = —=£—. (6.212) 
Dividing Eq.(6.212) by Eq.(6.207) gives 
tan^^;° = =-.4°. (6.213) 
cos 
which determines the appropriate sign to be minus. Then we can rewrite F° in terms 
of the angles •tp'^ and 0° (see Fig. 6.6) as 
F = cos 0° + .4 sin 6° 
= cos 9°' — tan sin 0" 
cos 0" cos — sin sin 0° 
cosip° 
^ cos {6° -r xl;°) _ cosfl!)° 
cos cos '0° 
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If we now return to Eq.(6.205) and substitute Eq.(6.214) into Eq.(6.205) we find, with 
the definitions of the (C*)"' matrix given by Eq.(6.203) and Eq.(6.204), 
k° COS" (kr  cos^ \  
^ (w -
Dividing both sides by = UJ/SQ then yields 
1 _ Sf COS^ COS^ 0' 1 COS'-^ !/'''(Sf/Sg cos — cos 0") 
qfi SQ cos^(p° (liD{) cos-0° 
Comparing Eq.(6.216) to NEWBERRY'S result, Eq.(6.198), we find complete agreement. 
Finally, substituting Eq.(6.204) into Eq.(6.205) gives 
k"" kf 
922 9(A) •+• cos0° — k(cosd') (6.217) 
or 
^ —/i22 fcos — cos 1 . (6.218) 
922 So 9(A) V^O 
Comparison of Eq.(6.218) with Eq.(6.199) reveals that in NEWBERRY'S result the cosine 
functions are missing. Hence, Eq.(63b) given in NEWBERRY [40j is incorrect. 
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7 MULTI-GAUSSIAN BEAM MODEL 
In the last chapter we described a Gaussian beam passing through an interface. Using 
a series of such Gaussian functions it is possible to express the wave field of a circular 
piston transducer as a superposition of these basis functions. In the superposition the 
beam waist WQ and the focal length RQ are varied for each Gaussian in the sum. Since this 
Gaussian expansion breaks down only in the extreme nearfield (O.lxnearfield distance) 
it is a very attractive alternative to other modeling schemes. Another advantage of the 
multi Gaussian model is that propagation of a Gaussian beam though a interface can 
be completely described by simple analytic functions. This is one reason why the MGB 
model is currently of significant interest to the NDE community [30], [56]. '. 
The procedure for obtaining the wave field of a circular piston transducer from a 
superposition of Gaussian beams is described in WEN and BREAZEALE [64] so we will 
only quote their end results here. They show that the velocity potential of a circular 
piston transducer radiating into a fluid can be approximated as 
0-) = r H exp (-, ^"1 ^  + ifcf-RO") ("•!) 
k{ 1 + IBNCR V 1 J 
with the Rayleigh distance ZR = and 
^ = p/a , a = x\lzr, (7.2) 
where p = (x\)- + (ar^)'- WEN and BREAZEALE found this solution by expressing the 
boundary' conditions in terms of a nonorthogonal basis set and requiring that the field 
^Martin Spies calls the multi-Gaussian beam model Gaussian superposition 
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solution satisfies those boundary conditions. The beam waist parameters JB„ and the 
amplitude factors .4„ are then found by a numerical minimization procedure and are 
listed in Tab. 7. Figure 7.1 compares the surface velocity distribution obtained from 
Eq.(7.1) with the corresponding one of a rigid piston. In order to use the multi-
1.2 
1 
0.8 
0.6 
0.4 
0.2 
0 
-0.2 
-2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 
X 
1.5 
Figure 7.1 Velocity distribution on the transducer surface. Solid line real 
part of velocity distribution, dashed line imaginary- part. Dotted 
line represents ideal velocity distribution of rigid piston trans­
ducer. 
Gaussian beam model with the previously derived Gaussian beam model we simply 
have to relate the parameters of that model to the An and Bn- Recall that the incident 
pressure was defined as 
p(xi,x2,0) = poexp 
2<7o 
1 
<Zo — IT" + i 
R Q  k f W Q  (7.3) 
Comparing the exponent of Eq.(7-3) with Eq.(7.1) 
2qo 1 + -I- ikfZfta, 
(7.4) 
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and using furthermore the definitions for p.a, Zr we get for 
q{xl) = X3 - (7.5) 
Since q{x^^) = X3 + qo, Qq is given by 
Ma-1" = -'^- ('-6) 
To obtain the amplitude factor we have to convert the velocity potential expression of 
WEN and BREAZEALE [64] to pressure with P(X',X3,0) = -iuipcp. Comparison of the 
amplitudes ofEq.(7.3) with Eq.(7.1) gives 
--In 
xi=0 
= Po, ("•") 
1 + iB„a 
which gives 
PO = -"IN- ("-8) 
It is also possible to express the parameters RQ and WQ in terms of i?„. To do that, we 
consider 
1 1 
f/o RQ KFWQ 
From Eq.(7.6) we have 
1 2lBn (7.10) 
go " 
To determine RQ and WQ as a function of the real and imaginary part of Eq.(7.9) and 
Eq.(7.10) have to be equal. This condition leads to 
J_ = 2^{^n} 
RQ K{D^ 
^ = -2^ 
and 
2 ^ 2^{Bn} 
k f w l  k f o r  
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Table 7.1 Coefficients used in Gaussian beam model after Wen and 
Breazeale 
n 
-4n Bn Ro U/'O 
1 11.428 + 0.95175i 4.0697 + 0.22726i -1883.14 3.14769 
2 0.06002 - 0.08013Z 1.1531 - 20.933i 20.4443 5.91344 
3 -4.2743 - 8.5562z 4.4608 -h 5.1268i -83.4755 3.0065 
4 1.6576 + 2.7015Z 4.3521 -1- 14.997Z -28.5365 3.0438 
5 -5.0418 + 3.2488i 4.5443 -1- 10.0032 -42.7834 2.9787 
6 1.1227 - 0.68854i 3.8478 + 20.078Z -21.3149 3.23718 
7 -1.0106 - 0.26955i 2.5280 - 10.310i 41.50944 3.99378 
8 -2.5974 + 3.2202J 3.3197 - 4.8008i 89.1439 3.4851 
9 -0.14840 - 0.31193z 1.9002 - 15.8202 27.0519 4.6065 
10 -0.20850 - 0.2385If 2.6340 + 25.009z -17.1123 3.91260 
To show some typical values for RQ and WQ in [mm], the last two columns in Tab. 7 
list these parameters for a circular half inch diameter transducer radiating at 5MHz into 
water. 
Numerical Examples 
The numerical examples considered in this section all employ the Gaussian solutions 
just developed, with the multi-Gaussian approach described in this chapter. The prob­
lem which is considered is a circular non-focused piston transducer radiating through 
cylindrical fluid-solid interface into an isotropic elastic solid. A schematic representa­
tion of the problem is depicted in Fig. 7.2. Two sets of comparisons will be made. 
First, on-axis P-wave displacement profiles will be computed with the multi-Gaussian 
and Gauss-Hermite beam model for concave and convex interfaces, where the radius of 
cur%-ature is taken to be 50.8mm. The paraxial models will be qualitatively compared 
to the edge element results given in LERCH [23]. The second set compares the re­
fracted SV-wave on-axis- juid cross-axis scans of the multiple Gaussian beam model, as 
presented in this section, with the Gauss-Hermite beam model and a multiple Gaussian 
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( 
Figure 7.2 Configuration for cylindrical interface 
beam model independently derived by MARGETAN [29]. The two media modeled are 
water (6'f=1480m/s) and steel (r^=5900m/s;t;"^^ =3200m/s). The transducer is modeled 
as a 1/2 inch diameter. 5MHz, unfocused probe. The water path is taken as £>f=2cm. 
Figure 7.3, 7.4 show the on axis displacement for convex and concave water/steel in­
terfaces for the normal incidence case (0' =0). It can be seen - as expected - the 
defocusing effect of the convex interface (the case shown in Fig. 7.3) reduces the pre­
dicted amplitudes significantly below that for the planar interface amplitude (shown in 
Fig. 7..5). The opposite effect is produced by the concave interface (see Fig. 7.4). The 
multiple Gaussian beam model shows excellent agreement with the Gauss Hermite pre­
dictions. Furthermore both models show also excellent qualitative agreement with the 
results given in LERCH [23] (comparisons not shown here). 
The second set of comparisons considers the setup shown in Fig. 7.2 with a = 0 , 
but examines the refracted SV'-wave behavior in the solid. Figures 7.6. 7.7 and 7.8 show 
the on axis and cross axis scans of the transmitted SV-wave in the near and far field at 
X3 = 15mm and = 80mm respectively. The transducer is adjusted (0' = 19.089°)to 
generate a 45° refracted shear wave (SV). All three models show excellent agreement 
in the near and far field. In Fig. 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11, a = 45° is taken so the plane of 
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Figure 7.3 On-axis P wave displacement profiles for a convex cylindrical 
water/steel interface 
incidence and the principal planes of cur\-ature do not coincide. The incident angle was 
kept at = 19.089°. Only a comparison of the two multiple Gaussian beam models 
are shown since the GH beam model is not capable of handling a general alignment of 
this typ. The two multiple Gaussian predictions show no difference in the displacement 
amplitude. In the last set of figures, Figs. 7.12, 7.13 and 7.14, the plane of incidence 
was adjusted (q = 90°) to coincide with the principal plane with radius of curvature 
ro = 50.8mm. Again, all models show excellent agreement. Since the angle Q has a 
significant effect on the response, Fig. 7.15 shows the changes of the on axis behaviour 
as Q goes form 0° to 90°. Note that this type of parametric study can not be done 
by the Gauss-Hermite because it cannot handle an abitrary transducer alignment. The 
multi-Gaussian beam model has no such restrictions. 
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Figure 7.4 On-axis P wave displacement profiles for a concave cylindrical 
water/steel interface 
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Figure 7.5 On-axis P wave displacement profiles for a planar water/steel 
interface 
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Figure 7.6 On-axis SV wave displacement profiles for a cylindrical wa­
ter/steel interface; 0^^ = 45°, Q = 0° 
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Figure 7.7 P-SV -cross axis scan at X3=15mm for a cylindrical wa­
ter/steel interface = 45°, a = 0° 
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Figure 7.8 P-SV x.j -cross axis scan at X3=80mm for a cylindrical wa­
ter/steel interface 0^^ = 45°, a = 0° 
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Figure 7.9 P-SV on-axis scan; = 45°, q = 45° 
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Figure 7.10 P-SV Xo -cross axis scan at X3=15mm: 0^^' = 45°, q = 
0.7 
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Figure 7.11 P-SV Xo -cross axis scan at ar5=80mm: 0^^ — 45°, q = 
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Figure 7.12 P-SV on-cixi.s scan: 9^^ = 45°. Q = 90° 
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Figure 7.13 P-SV I2 -cross axis scan at 13=15mm; 9^^' = 45°, a = 90° 
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Figure 7.14 P-S\* -cross axis scan at X3=80mm; = 45°, a = 90" 
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Figure 7.15 Comparison of the on-axis-scans; Collection of the 45° refracted 
shear wave on axis plot; Casel : a = 0°; Case2 : Q = 45°; 
CaseS: a = 90° 
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8 ANGULAR PLANE WAVE MODEL 
In chapter 5 we developed a boundary' diffraction wave model for the case where 
the interface is planar and the solid is a one of general anisotropy. In chapter 6 a 
multiple Gaussian beam model was introduced which could also handle generally curved 
interfaces. Both of these models are based on the para.xial approximation and fail under 
certain conditions as pointed out in the introduction of chapter 5. 
In this chapter we consider a more 'exact' model based on an angular plane wave 
spectrimi approach. This model will not rely on the paraxial approximation, but will 
use HOPKI.NS" method [20] for the two dimensional integration of an angular plane wave 
spectrum representation of the fields in the solid. The model will treat the radiation 
of a planar transducer through a planar interface into a general anisotropic solid. This 
model will be used to verify the paraxial models and can serve as an alternative beam 
model when needed. 
The displacement in a general anisotropic solid expressed in terms of a superposition 
of plane waves is given by Eq.(5.8) and is repeated here for convenience in the form 
. _ i t'o jiQ rr i 7 7— e""" [ J  J  dAr^fj dSr- (8.1) 
where the phase is given by Eq.(5.12) 
o" = Arfxi + koXo + {xs - D/cos^')^" + kz^D/cosd^ - kf -y. (8.2) 
For the location of the coordinate sv*stem see Fig. 5.1. Interchanging the surface and 
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the spectral integrations of Eq.(8.1) gives 
00 00 ,^o 
u°(x, IJ m„ kic)T'^k\„ kX,, kl,)^ di-5,, (8.3) 
—0©-0C 
where we defined the phase 
0 "  = k i X i  + Arfxo + (x3 — D f C o s d ' ) k °  + ArsfD/cos^' (8.4) 
and the quantity 
Wf.^2f) = //e-'''fMS(y). (8.5) 
The double integral over the surface of the transducer appearing in Eq.(8.5), can be 
evaluated analytically for the case of a circular transducer with radius a. The surface 
integral evaluates to (see Appendix E) 
nk\,.ki,) = 11 e-"" dS{y) (8.6) 
with kp = \/k\(' + k},f'. In Eq.(8.6) Ji is the Bessel function of tne'tirst kind of integral 
order one. Substituting Eq.(8.6) into Eq.(8.3) gives for the displacement field in the 
solid 30 
u"(x.^-) = f f Mkpa)T°{k\,,k^.kl,)-^dk\,dkk,. (8.7) 
27T ff _JJ  ^ k,,kl 
The integration in (8.7) over the components k\f and of the wave vector kf can be 
replaced by integration over the angles 0 and which characterize the direction of 
propagation of each plane wave (see Fig. 8.1). From Fig. 8.1 we have 
k\{ = Arfsin0cos$, 
k^f = fcfsin0sin$, 
k^f = A:fcos0. (8.8) 
The area element in polar coordinates 
dAr'if dAr^ = dA:^ d$. (8.9) 
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Figure 8.1 Definition of the angles 0. used in angular plane wave inte­
grals. 
can be written, using k^ = k^sinQ. as 
dk\( dA:.jf = kf sin 0 cos 0 d0 d$. (8.10) 
Substituting Eq.(8.10) and Eqs.(8.8) into Eq.(8.7) gives 
•>it ff/2 
f f Ji(Arfasin©)r{0.$)e'®'®-'^' d0d$. (8.11) 
2t Vr  J J 
0 0 
where 
(jj°(0,$) = \kfxi + {kii — A:" )£)f COS0'] . (8.12) 
The subscripts 0.$ in Eq.(8.12) denote that all the wave vector components are ex­
pressed in terms of 0.$ according to Eqs.(S.8)- It should be noted that strictly speak­
ing the limit of the 0 is 7r/2 — ioc, the imaginary part accounting for the evanescent 
waves. However since the ev-anescent waves contribute only in the region ver>' close to 
the transducer face the integration can be truncated to 7r/2. Actually, as will be shown 
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shortly, even this entire range on 0 is not needed since some waves will also be cut off 
by the interface. 
Since we need to write the phase explicitly in terms of the wave vector components 
of the fluid, we rewrite the phase as 
(;i>"(0,$) =  ^ k ^ x i  +  k 2 X 2  + { x 3  -  D f C o s 9 ' ) k °  +  k s f D f C o s d ' ^ ^ ^ .  (8.13) 
To denote that for a general anisotropic solid the wave vector component k° is given 
implicitly by CHRISTOFFEL'S equation we set k° = A:"(/:F, A:.?), hence 
0"(0.4>) =  [Arfa-i +  itjxo +  (^3 -  D f C O s e ' ) k ° { k ° ,  k ° )  + A:3f^/cos0']^ ^  . (8.14) 
The projections of the wave vector in the fluid and solid onto the interface are equal to 
each other so we can write 
<?)°(0.^>) = [fcifXi + /to-Tj + {x3 — DfCos6^)k°(ki[,k2{) + A:3fD/cos. (8.15) 
Since the integration is conveniently done in transducer coordinates, wc transform 
Eq.(8.15) into this coordinate system by applying the transformation (see Fig. 8.2) 
k i f  = COS0'+ AjfSin^'. 
k'2f — kiy^t 
ARGF = — FCJF SIN^'+ AGF COS0'. (8.16) 
If we further express the wave vector components in spherical coordinates we get 
ki( = kf (sin 0 cos $ cos 9 '  + cos 0 sin 9 ' )  ,  
k-2{ = A:fsin0sin$, 
Arjf = fcf sin0cos$sin6''+ COS0COS0') . (8.17) 
Substituting Eqs.(8.17) into Eq.(8.15) finally gives 
o" (0, $) = Arf ^(sin 0 cos $ cos 9' + cos 0 sin 0') xi + sin 0 sin $12] 
+(0:3 — Df cos9^)k°{Q,^) + Arf (cos 0 cos0' — sin 0 cos <5 sin0') £>/cos0'.(8.18) 
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Figure 8.2 Coordinate transformation 
The wave vector component has to be computed numerically. For a given 
the wave-vector components in the interface plane {kif.kof) are computed with 
Eqs.(8.17). Then the sixth order polynomial, Eq.(4.41). is solved to obtain In 
preparation for the numerical treatment of the spectral integrals we liave to consider, that 
the Bessel function appearing in Eq.(8.7) is also oscillator\-. This poses a problem with 
some numerical schemes because there are two competing highly oscillatory functions, 
Ji and exp[iO"| that must be integrated. This problem, however, can be avoided entirely 
by noting that at sufficiently high frequencies of oscillation the Bessel function can be 
written in terms of its asymptotic expansion whose oscillator}- behavior can be combined 
with the exp[iO°] term. We have [6] 
Figure (8.3) shows the Bessel function (dashed) indeed agrees well with its asymptotic 
expansion for all x > o. Using the asymptotic form of the Bessel function we can then 
write Eq,(8.7) as the sum of two integrals, i.e. 
(8.19) 
Mk(a sin 0)r(©, d0 d$ 
-2 
10 15 
Figure 8.3 Approximation of the Ji Bessel function. Shown are the Besscl 
function (solid line) and its approximation (dashed line) 
I 7^ o 1 
+ f f \ , ". ^ cos (k(asin0 - -TT) Tf©.d©d$ \ (8.20) 
J J \ irkrasmQ \ 4 / ' j 0  0 , '  • '  
If we now express the cosine function in exponential form 
cosx (8.21) 
we get 
a/ \ ''0 JO u (x.u; = d 
27r L'f 
2n-/2 
2x©i 
Jiiktasin©)r(©. d© d^> 
0 0 
I I I  
0 0, 
irk^a sin © r(©.$) 
gi®(©.<t')+(fcfosin0—Ijt) _j_ gii9(©.<l>)-(<rfasin0-jjr) d© d$|. 
(8.22) 
where the phase is given by Eq.(8.18) and repeated here for convenience 
(p"(©, $) = k{ ^(sin © cos cos 0' + cos © sin 0') Xi + sin © sin $X2] 
+(x3 — DfCos9^)k°[Q,^) + Arf (cos © cos— sin © cos $ sin 0') £>/cos fl'.(8.23) 
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The integration limit 0/ is determined by 
kfO sin 0/ = 5 => 0/ = arcsin (8.24) 
Numerical Integration of Angular Spectrum Integrals 
The numerical evaluation of angular spectrum integrals falls in the category of eval­
uating integrals with rapid, irregular, oscillating integrands. For this class of integrals 
employing a general integration scheme, like GAUSSIAN- quadrature. NEWTON-Cotes. 
etc. will prove inadequate. The reason is that due to the oscillating nature of the inte­
grand general integration schemes need many function evaluations to achieve the desired 
accuracy and hence are computationally ver\- demanding. 
For many problems like the one being considered here, oscillatory integrals iiave, in 
general, the form 
where the oscillator}* part exp[iP(0, $)] undergoes normally a large number of oscil­
lations over the aperature domain. This integral has attracted a large number of ap­
proaches in the past. One of the earliest methods was suggested in 1928 by FILON [12]. 
FILON'S method is equivalent to SIMPSON'S rule but for an oscillatory weight. Later, 
CLENDENIN [8] formulated a method equivalent to the trapezium rule and FLINN [13] 
developed a rule with poI\*nomials of degree five. All these methods rely on the basic 
idea of fitting the integrand to a polynomial. 
There are also other ways to approach finite range oscillatory integrals with non-trigonometric 
oscillations that do not fit the integrand to a polynomial and are therefore appropriate 
for treating non-trigonometric oscillations. EHRENMARK [10], for example, formulated 
a simple three point formula for the evaluation of general oscillatory^ integrals. The 
main advantage of EHRENMARKS formula lies in the simpleness of the formula itself, 
but the method has low accuracy. LEVIN [24] chose a different approach, in the spirit of 
(8.25) 
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FILON'S method, and reduced the problem of integration to solving linear systems. This 
method is well suited for multidimensional integration of rapidly oscillatory functions. 
Our method of choice, however, is HOPKINS' [20] algorithm since this method was found 
to be very stable and easy to implement, in contrast to LEVIN'S method, which we ini­
tially considered as a candidate numerical scheme, where the resulting linear system of 
equations were badly conditioned. 
Hopkins' Algorithm 
In HOPKINS' method the integration domain is divided into N x M rectangular 
subdomains (see Fig. 8.4). Each of the rectangles have the sides of length in 0-
direction and in «I> direction. In each subdomain the phase function is expanded in 
a Taylor series about the midpoint, discarding second and higher terms in the Taylor 
P(0. = P{Qm, <!>„) + P.e(0m. «'.){0 - 0m) + ^n)(^ " «>„). (8.26) 
where P.e represents the derivative of P in respect to 0. If we further approximate the 
amplitude function .4(0.$) with the value of the function at the midpoint .4(0,„.<^,„) 
we can express the integral over each subdomain in terms of a simple formula, and find 
the value of the integral by adding the contributions from all subdomains. Thus we have 
for one subdomain 
series, i.e. 
This integration can be done anahtically to \-ield 
'©m-rT<5s + 
I-mn — d0^<>-'l(0nn ,IP(©„. ,<(>„) sine ^()eP0(0mT^n) sine ^(JoP«(0m, ^ n) r (8.28) 
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Figure 8.4 Integration domain discretised into little rectangular elements 
where sinc(x) = sin(a:)/x. The whole integral i.s then found by summing all contributions 
• 1  E Ed0d<i.--l(©„..$„)e'''(®'-®'>)sinc 
m=1n = 1 
^n) smc 
(8.29) 
Both spectral integrals appearing in Eq.(8.22) will be evaluated with HOPKINS' method. 
For the first spectral integral containing the Bessel function explicitly the 0—^>-domain is 
discretized using a 128 x 128 fine grid. For the second integral containing the asymptotic 
form of Ji the 0 — ^-domain is discretized by a 128 x 64 mesh. For the 0-integral special 
attention has to be paid for the case where ^3(0,$) becomes complex. For this case 
the wave vector components A:3(0, $) are evanescent in the solid so that they do not 
contribute to the bulk refracted wave and are not taken into account. The computational 
procedure for finding the k^{Qnj^m) and r''(0„,$TO) values is described below. 
A schematic representation of the (0 — $)-domain is given in Fig. 8.5. The double 
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line in this figure represents the transition of 3° from a real quantity to complex. Hence, 
to the right of that hne the waves are evanescent and this region does not contribute to 
the response we are calculating. To accurately determine this transition line the following 
procedure is employed. The whole domain is divided into three regions (see Fig. 8.5). 
Region 1 is a rectangle taken from © = 0° to a ©-value where s° first becomes complex. 
In this first zone the s°{@rni^n) and the T°{©rn^^n) are evaluated with the procedures 
described in chapter 4 for a coarse 16 x 16 mesh. Since the numerical integration scheme 
requires a finer mesh, for accuracy in evaluating the phase term, those additional points 
needed are found by means of interpolation. In Region 2 (which normally is very small 
in comparison to Region 1) the values ^"(©nt^m) and r°(©„,.^»n) are found directly 
on a fairly fine mesh (16 x 16). With this fine mesh it is possible to then determine the 
transition line and carry out the integrations over Region 1 and Region 2. 
o 
Reel 
0=0 
Reg ion 3 
0=Jt/2 
Figure 8.5 Schematic represention of the computational region, separated 
into three zones 
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9 RESULTS 
Isotropic Cases 
In this chapter the beam models presented in chapter 5 through 8 will be evaluated 
and compared to each other. For the first cases we consider a 1/2 inch 5MHz piston 
probe mounted on a Incite wedge radiating a 45° refracted P-wave into steel where the 
shear strength of the lucite is neglected so we can use our fluid solid model. The distance 
D/ in the lucite wedge was 1.8 cm. Fig.9.1 shows a central axis scan of the P-wave at 
a refracted angle of 45°. Both paraxial models are compared (multi-Gaussian (solid). 
BDW (circles)) along with the angular plane wave spectnim model (dashed) and the 
surface integral model of LERCH (cross) [21]. Good agreement of all four models is found 
in the far field as cxpected. In the near field the predictions of paraxial models differ 
somewhat from both of the more exact models. To examine their differences in the ver>' 
near field more closely we present a scan along the x'[-axis (parallel to the interface) 
4.5 cm below the interface (Fig. 9.2). It can be seen, that the general shape of the 
curve is predicted well by both paraxial models. Overall, the paraxial models locate the 
main null adequately, although their profiles are slightly shifted. This shifting is likely 
the cause of the on-axis disagreement in the neeir field. The detailed off-axis structure 
is not as well predicted, as expected. Fig. 9.3 shows a cross-axis scan along the x\ 
-direction, also in the near field but not as close to the interface. Excellent agreement 
is found between the paraxial models and the APW model. As shown in Fig. 9.4 the 
paraxial models have no problem in predicting the far field cross axis response. Figures 
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9.5 through 9.7 show the same kinds of plots for a 45° refracted SV'-wave. It is interesting 
to notice that the paraxial models seem to predict the near field in the shear case better 
than in the P-wave case (compare Fig. 9.1 with Fig. 9.5). There are no significant 
difference between the exact and the paraxial models in the cross-axis scans (Fig. 9.6 
and Fig. 9.7). 
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Figure 9.1 P-P on-axis scan; = 45° 
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Figure 9.3 P-P cross axis scan along the Xj axis at x5=15min; 6^ = 45° 
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Anisotropic Cases 
The anisotropic examples we will discuss are divided into twelve different cases. The 
first six cases deal with planar interfaces to demonstrate the effects of the anisotropy 
upon the transmitted beam, whereas cases six through twelve examine the additional 
effects arising from a curved interface. Tab. 9.1 summerizes the parameters used for the 
different cases. 
Table 9.1 Different cases for anisotropic examples; The (*) in the (9' column 
indicates that the incident angle is adjusted to produce a 45° 
refracted wave. 
Case Interf. R. Rv a 6/' Material V Wave Tvpe 
1 planar X oc 0 0 CSS 0 0 qP 
2 planar oc oc 0 0 CSS 0 20 qP 
3 planar oc oc 0 10 CSS 0 0 qP 
4 planar oc oc 0 45(*) CSS 0 45 qS\' 
5 planar oc oc 0 45(*) CSS 0 0 qS\-
6 planar 3C oc 0 15 GrEp 5 20 qP. qSl. qS2 
7 curved -50.8 0 0 0 CSS 0 20 qP 
8 curved -50.8 0 0 10 CSS 0 20 qP 
9 curved 50.8 0 0 0 CSS 0 20 qP 
10 curved 50.8 0 0 10 CSS 0 20 qP 
11 curved -50.8 0 45 10 CSS 0 20 qP 
12 curved -50.8 50.8 0 10 CSS 0 20 qP 
The first five Ccises model a 1/2 inch diameter, 5MHz transducer. For case one. the 
transducer is radiating at normal incidence into austenitic steel (CSS). The coupling 
media is again lucite (£>/=1.8cm) and the grains of the CSS are aligned with the X3 
-axis (77 = 0°). The slowness curve for this case is shown in Fig. 9.9. As indicated by 
the arrow in the slowness curve the group velocity direction is along the -axis. Figure 
9.10 shows the beam profile for this case as predicted from the multiple Gaussian beam 
model. A comparison of the on axis responses as predicted firom all three beam models is 
shown in Fig. 9.11 for the on-axis displacement. \*er\' good agreement is achieved in the 
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far field and the near field by the paraxial models. Furthermore, good agreement is seen 
as well in the cross axis scans (taken in the plane of incidence normal to the refracted 
ray), shown in Figs. 9.12-9.15 at the distances Xj =5mm, x\ = 1cm, =2.5cm and X3 
= 5cm below the interface respectively, except near the central axis in the ver>' near field 
(Fig. 9.12). As we have seen in the isotropic case the paraxial models predict the general 
shape of all the curves very well. Differences normally are seen only in the detailed side 
lobe structure as expected. 
For case 2, we now rotate the austenitic steel so that the grains of the steel form a 
10° angle with the x\ -axis. As it can be seen from Fig. 9.16 the group velocity does not 
coincide with the phase velocity in this case. As a consequence the beam will shift to the 
group velocity direction as seen in the beam profile (Fig. 9.17). The cross-?L\is profiles 
taken at xf, =5mm. =10mm and x^ =50mm again show good agreement between all 
the beam models (Fig. 9.18-9.21). It is also interesting to note, that the paraxial models 
predict a symmetric beam profile (see Fig. 9.21) but it is really somewhat unsymmetric. 
In the third case of comparisons wp adjust the transducer to an incident angle of 10°. 
radiating into austenitic steel [q = 0°). The transmitted qP beam profile for this case 
is shown in Fig. 9.22. Figs. 9.23-9.26 show the P-qP wave displacements in cross-axis 
profiles taken 5mm. 10mm, 25mm and 50mm deep into the steel, respectively. Again 
very good agreement is seen between the paraxial models and the APVV model. Also 
the near field structure is predicted very well by the paraxial models (compare Fig. 9.2 
of the isotropic case). 
In case 4 we consider the focusing/defocusing effects caused by the properties of the 
qSV-slowness surface. Fig. 9.27 shows the beam profile for case 4 where we have a 
45° refracted qSV-wave into austenitic steel (7/ = 45°). In this case the phase velocity 
direction coincides with the group velocity direction and the slowness surface is concave 
near the refracted ray. The slo\vness surface together with the slowness patch is depicted 
in Fig. 9.28. To see the goodness of the fit for the D'^, E° parameters, Fig. 
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9.29 shows the slowness patch near the refracted ray as a mesh and the approximation 
plotted as stars. 
In case 5 we adjust the transducer to produce a 45° refracted qSV-wave, but this 
time the grains are in -direction and the slowness surface is convex near the refracted 
ray. The corresponding beam profile is shown in Fig. 9.30, the slowness surface with 
patch in Fig. 9.31 and the patch with its approximation in Fig. 9.32. Comparing Figs. 
9.27 and Fig. 9.30 one can see there are indeed significant changes in the beam patterns 
caused by the difference in the slowness surface properties. 
In case 6 we model a 2.25MHz, 1/2 inch diameter transducer radiating into a graphite-
epoxy solid = 5°,r; = 20°). In this case all three wave types (qP, qSl, qS2) will be 
generated. Fig. 9.33 through Fig. 9.39 show the beam profiles of the different type 
of waves. It can be seen from the beam profiles of the qSl and qS2-wave (compare 
Fig. 9.34 with Fig. 9.35), that the beam steering is to the left of the phase velocity 
for the qSl-wave and to the right for the qS2-wave. The corresponding slowness surface 
and their approximations for this case are shown for the qP and qSl wave in Fig. 9.36 
through Fig. 9.39. 
In the remaining cases to be discussed we consider the case where now the interface is 
curved and the solid anisotropic (see Fig. 9.8). In all these cases we return to a 5MHz, 
1/2 inch diameter transducer. First, in case 7 the transducer is adjusted at normal 
incidence to a cylindrical interface having a radius of curvature of -50.8mm (setup 2). 
The grains of the austenitic steel are at 20° to the xj-axis. Fig. 9.40 shows the beam 
profile of the qP wave. Two effects can be seen in this figure, the focusing arising from 
the cur\'ature of the interface and the beam steering due to the anisotropy. A cross axis 
profile, at a distance of X3=10mm below the interface, is shown in Fig. 9.41. Similarly, 
a beam profile and both on-axis and cross axis plots are shown for an incident angle of 
0' = 10° in Figs. 9.43-9.45. Figs. 9.46-9.49 show the beam profile and both on- and 
cross axis scans for case 9 with a transducer radiates at normal incidence into a concave 
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Setup I 
Figure 9.8 Different setups for curved interface calculations 
curvature {Rx — 50.8mni, setup 1), and in Fig. 9.50-9.53 for case 10 where = 10". 
Again beam steering, arising form the anisotropy, and now defocusing effects from the 
curvature can be seen. 
In Case 11 the plane of incidence and the principal plane of curvature does not 
coincide anymore (Q = 45°). The incident angle was kept at 10°. Fig. 9.54 shows the 
beam profile of the qP-wave in the x, — x^-plane whereas Fig. 9.55 shows the beam 
profile in the x., — xf, plane. Fig. 9.56 through Fig. 9.58 show on axis and cross axis 
scans at different locations. 
The last set of figures (Case 12, setup 3) considers the case where the curvature 
in r-direction is positive Rj. = 50.8mm and negative in y-direction {Ry = —50.8mm). 
Again Fig. 9.59 displays the beam profile in the x[ — Xj-plane whereas Fig. 9.60 the 
beam profile in the Xj — x, plane shows. One can see from Fig. 9.59 and Fig. 9.60 that 
we have definite focusing effects in one plane and defocusing effects in the other. Fig. 
9.61 shows the on-axis scan, which displays a combination of these focusing/defocusing 
effects (compare Fig. 9.43 and Fig. 9.51). 
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Figure 9.12 Case 1: P-qP cross axis scan along the x\ axis at X3=5mm 
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Figure 9.14 Case 1: P-qP cross axis scan along the x\ zixis at X3=25mm 
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Figure 9.15 Case 1: P-qP cross axis scan along the x\ axis at jr3=50inm 
Figure 9.16 Case 2: qP slowness curve for austenitic steel 
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Figure 9.17 Case 2; Beam profile for the qP-wave in austenitic steel 
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Figure 9.18 Case 2: P-qP cross axis scan eilong the Jixis at X3=5mm 
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Figure 9.19 Case 2: P-qP cross axis scan along the x\ axis at xrj=10mm 
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Figure 9.20 Case 2: P-qP cross axis scan along the x[ axis at j:3=25nim 
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Figure 9.21 Case 2: P-qP cross axis scan along the x\ axis at a:3=50mm 
Figure 9.22 Czise 3: Beam profile of a qP-\vave traveling in austenitic steel 
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Figure 9.24 Case 3: P-qP cross axis scan along the Xj axis at x5=10mm 
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Figure 9.26 Case 3: P-qP cross axis scan along the x\ axis at X3=50mm 
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Figure 9.27 Case 4: Beam profile of a 45° refracted qSV-wave (r/ = 0°) 
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Figure 9.28 Case 4: Slowness surface of a qSV-wave traveling in austernitic 
steel with slowness patch [q = 45°) 
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Figure 9.29 Case 4: Comparision of the slowness patch of Fig.(9.28) with 
its approximation as obtained by fitting (stars) 
Figure 9.30 Case 5: Beam profile of a 45° refracted qSV-wave (// = 0°) 
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Figure 9.31 Case 5: Slowness surface of a qSV-wave traveling in austernitic 
steel with slowness patch {q = 0°) 
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Figure 9.32 Case 5: Comparison of the slowTiess patch of Fig.(9-31) with 
its approximation as obtained by fitting (stars) 
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Figure 9.33 Case 6: Beam profile of a qP-\vave traveling in graphite-epoxy 
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Figure 9.36 Case 6: Slowness surface of a qP-wave traveling in graphite 
epoxy with slowness patch 
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Figure 9.37 Case 6: Slowness patch of Fig.(9.36) vnth its approximation 
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Figure 9.38 Case 6: Slowness surface of a qS2-wave traveling in graphite 
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Figiire 9.39 Case 6: Slowness patch of Fig.(9.38) with its approximation 
Figure 9.40 Case 7: Beam profile of a qP-\vave in an anisotropic cylinder 
Rj. = —50.8mm. Ry = 0 
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Figure 9.41 Case 7: P-qP x\-cross axis scan at i3=10mm 
Figure 9.42 Case 8: Beam profile of a qP wave in an anisotropic cylinder: 
Rx = —50.8mm, Ry = ^  
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Figure 9.43 Case 8: qP on-axis scan: = —50.8inm. Ry •=• Q 
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Figure 9.45 Case 8: P-qP x\-cross axis scan at X3=40mm below the inter­
face: Rx = —50.8mm, Ry = 0 
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Figure 9.46 Case 9: Beam profile of a qP-wave traveling in an anisotropic 
cylinder: = 50.8mm, Ry = Q 
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Figure 9.48 Case 9: P-qP x\-cross axis scan at 13= 
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Figure 9.49 Case 9: P-qP x,-cross axis scan at X3=40mm below the inter­
face: Rx = 50.8mm, Hj, = 0 
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Figure 9.50 Case 10: Beam profile of a qP-\vave in an anisotropic cylinder: 
Rx = 50.8mm, Ry = 0 
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Figure 9.51 Case 10: qP on-axis scan: = 50.8mm. Ry = 0 
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Figure 9.52 Case 10: P-qP -cross axis scan at X3=15mm below the inter­
face: Rx = 50.8mm, Ry = 0 
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Figure 9.53 Case 10: P-qP x\-cross axis scan at X3=50mm below the inter­
face: Rx = 50.8mm, Ry = Q 
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Figure 9.54 Case 11: Beam profile of a qP-\vave in the Xi-jj-plane traveling 
in an anisotropic cylinder: Rx = 50.8mm, Ry = 0 
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Figure 9.55 Case 11: Beam profile of a qP-\vave in the traveling 
in an anisotropic cylinder; Rx = 50.8mm, = 0 
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Figure 9.56 Case 11: qP on-axis scan in an anisotropic cylinder: 
Rx = 50.8nmi. fly = 0 
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Figure 9.57 Case 11: qP cross axis scan at = 10mm below the interface: 
RJ: — 50.8mm. Ry = 0 
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Figure 9.58 Case 11: qP cross axis scan at I3 = 50mm below the interface: 
Rx = 50.8mm, Ry =0 
Figure 9.59 Case 12: Beam profile of a qP wave in the Xi —Xg-plane traveling 
in an anisotropic cylinder; i?i = 50.8mm. = —50.8mm 
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Figure 9.60 Case 12: Beam profile of a qP wave in the x.Ji—x^-plane traveling 
in an anisotropic cylinder: = 50.8mm, Ry = —50.8mm 
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Figure 9.61 Case 12: qP on-axis sc£in in an anisotropic cylinder: 
Rx = 50.8mm, Ry = —50.8 
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10 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
VVe have developed in detail three beam models for an immersion testing setup where 
the waves must travel from a transducer located in a fluid across a fluid-solid inter­
face into an anisotropic medium. Two of these models, the Boundary diffraction wave 
(BDW) model and the multi-Gaussian beam model (MG), represent significant modeling 
advances. The third model, the angular spectrum of plane waves (APW) model, while 
not new, nevertheless is an important 'exact' model that can be used to evaluate the 
limitations other two models and to supply an alternative model when the others may 
fail. 
The BDW model as presented can model the propagation of a sound beam from a 
planar transducer through a plane interface into a general anisotropic medium. One 
important property of the BDW model is that it represents the solution in terms of 
direct and edge wave contributions that have an explicit physical meaning. In addition, 
the model can treat planar transducers of arbitrary shape, a feature that is not shared 
by many other models. There are however, two limitations of the BDW model. First, 
because the model is based on the paraxial approximation, it inherently can fail under 
special conditions such as in the ver\' near field, near critical angles in the solid where 
the transmission coefficient can be rapidly vjuying, at high refracted angles, and in cases 
where the material properties of the anisotropic solid may be rapidly varying over the 
beam of sound cross-section. Second, because the model is also based on a ray theory 
approach, it can fail at locations in the anisotropic solid where the anisotropy produces 
a focal point. This latter limitation occurs only for the shear waves in an anisotropic 
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medium so it does not arise for inspections tliat use quasi-P waves. Because many of 
these conditions do not ordinarily arise in many NDE tests, however, the BDW model 
can be a very useful model in practice. Since the model only involves a single integration, 
it is numerically ver\' efficient and can be used for real time simulations. 
The multi-Gaussian model presented here is major advance in that it is a model that 
can handle both general curved interfaces and general anisotropic materials and does so 
in a manner that only requires a small number of analytical evaluations. Although multi-
Gaussian modeling approaches are not new, our formulation of the MGB model using 
the angular eikonal approach leads to simple analytical expressions that are explicit, 
general and numerically efficient. Like the BDW model the multi-Gaussian approach 
relies on the paraxial approximation, so it also can fail under those special conditions 
where that approximation breaks down, but the MG model does not have difficulty with 
material focusing effects as found in the BDW model. Unlike the BDW model. However, 
the MGB model is currently limited to modeling only circular transducers. 
The angular spectrum of plane waves model is ba.sed on numerically integrating a 
spectrum of plane waves to simulate a beam response using Hopkins' method. Since 
the APW does not rely on the paraxial approximation, it is a more 'exact' model, but 
also one that is not computationally ver\' efficient. As implemented, the model is for 
the radiation of circular piston transducers through a plane interface into a general 
anisotropic solid, so it cannot deal with the complexity of a general curved interface. 
Nevertheless, it can serve to validate the paraxial models and to replace them in 
special situations where the paraxial models fail. 
.A.S can be seen from the many results discussed in this thesis and from the com­
parisons made between models, the pareixial models provide in many cases powerful 
modeling tools that are both fast and accurate. This is remarkable given that the MG 
model, in particular, can handle both complicated geometries and material behavior. 
There are. of course, a number of places where these models could be extended 
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or improved. The BDW model, for example, could be readily used to model planar 
transducers of shapes other than the circular ones considered here. The MG model, on 
the other hand, can be readily extended to treat the reflection and transmission of beams 
at multiple curved interfaces. Also, the MG model can be extended to handle focused 
probes. In fact, to model a spherically focused probe of focal length F and radius a, all 
that is needed is to modify the Wen and Breazeale Bn coefficients, e.g. 
B „ — +  ^  ( 1 0 . 1 )  
where ki is the wave number for the fluid. It may be possible to extend the MG model to 
model more general transducer shapes and output velocity profiles, but those extensions 
will likely not be easy to make. One modification of the MG model that would be easy 
is to use average interface surface curvatures in the model rather than the local values 
along the central fixed ray. as currently implemented. This would be in the same spirit 
a.s done with the slowness surface curvatures and might help improve the accuracy of 
the MGB model in cases where the curvatures vary over the beam "footprint" on the 
interface. The APW model also could be generalized in several ways. In particular, the 
spectrum kernel could be changed to handle other transducer shapes, such as elliptical 
or rectangular, without significantly affecting the numerical procedures. Also, other, 
more efficient numerical methods could certainly be used to replace Hopkins' method, 
which is based on a rather low order approximation. A more significant extension would 
be to find an 'exact' method that could efficiently handle the complexity of a curved 
interface as well as the material anisotropy. A boundary element approach that uses 
wavelets as a set of basis functions is one possibility that might be able to deal with the 
highly oscillatory fields found in such transducer models. 
Perhaps the most significzmt next step with jdl these models, however, is in the area 
of experimental validation. Experimental tests that define the range of applicability of 
the models in real testing situations are essential. Such experiments could eilso help in 
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obtaining more general acceptance by the NDE community of such modeling approaches. 
Another area that is a natural follow-on to the models presented in this thesis is the 
incorporation of these models into the general measurement model approach described 
in chapter one. To completely model ultrasonic responses in anisotropic media, how­
ever. effective models of flaw scattering responses in anisotropic media need also to be 
developed. 
Finally, one long term generalization of these beam models that could also be con­
sidered is their extension to inhomogeneous, anisotropic media. Such extensions are 
important because anisotropy is often accompanied with material texture, particularly 
in weld testing problems, for example. Although direct numerical techniques such as fi­
nite elements could be used for such problems, more explicit models of the type described 
here could be invaluable. 
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APPENDIX A SYMMETRY CLASSES AND STIFFNESS 
MATRICES FOR DIFFERENT MATERIALS 
This appendix lists explicitly the stiffness matrices for certain symmetry classes 
Matrix forms of stiffness 
Triclinic 
N / \ / \ 
CTii Cii C12 Ci3 Ci4 Ci5 Ci6 fll 
a-ri C12 C22 ^^23 C24 C25 C26 €22 
C33 ^*13 C23 C33 C34 C35 C36 ^33 
<^23 C14 C24 C34 C44 C45 C46 723 
Cl3 Cla C25 C35 C45 C55 C56 713 
fl2 y ^ C16 C26 ^36 C46 C56 Cee y I y 
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Monoclinic 
/ \ 
(^11 
^22 
<733 
(723 
^13 
ai2 
Orthotropic 
( \ 
On 
(T22 
C33 
o-a 
<713 
N / 
Transversely Isotropic 
CU CI2 *^13 0 0 C'LE 
C12 C22 *^23 0 0 C26 
1^3 2^3 *^33 0 0 *^36 
0 0 0 Cu "^45 0 
0 0 0 C45 5^5 0 
C16 C26 3^6 0 0 Cm 
CTI C[2 *^13 0 0 0 
C12 C22 *^23 0 0 0 
C'LS C23 *^33 0 0 0 
0 0 0 C4., 0 0 
0 0 0 0 C55 0 
0 0 0 0 0 C'EE 
( \ 
en 
^22 
^33 
723 
713 
712 
\ 
fll 
^22 
f33 
723 
713 
712 , 
(A.2) 
(A.3) 
/ \ 
c^ii 
^22 
0"33 
£T23 
0"I3 
V / 
Cn Cl2 Cl3  0 0 0 
C12 Cii Cl3 0 0 0 
Cl3 Cl3 C33 0 0 0 
0 0 0 C44 0 0 
0 0 0 0 C44 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
CI I  —  
' }  
( \ 
Cll 
€22 
^33 
723 
713 
712 
(A.4) 
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Cubic 
( \ 
On 
0*vy 
C33 
"•as 
fl3 
(712 
Cll  C\2  C12 
C12 Cii Ci2 
C12 C12 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
C'fie 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 C,  66 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 Cee 
( \ 
fii 
£22 
f33 
723 
713 
V / 
(A.5) 
Isotropic 
o-ii 
(Too 
^33 
<7^23 
<^13 
012 
C'li C12 
C\2 C*!! 
C12 C12 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
C12 
Ci2 
Cu 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
C4., 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
C44 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
C4.1 
\ / \ 
en 
f22 
f33 
723 
713 
\ ,'12 
(A.6) 
The constants Cu and C44 are defined, by the longitudinal 1,7 and shear velocity Vt. as 
C12 = Cu — 2C44 
Cn — pvj, 
^44 = ffl'l. 
(A.7) 
(A.8) 
(A.9) 
Stiffness matrices for various materials 
The units for 
Listed stiffnesses are 10®X/in-
Listed material densities p are lO^kg/m^ 
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Graphite-Epoxy (Transversely Isotropic) 
^GrEp 
GrEp 
145.8 3.72 3.72 0 0 0 
3.72 16.34 4.96 0 0 0 
3.72 4.96 16.34 0 0 0 
0 0 0 3.37 0 0 
0 0 0 0 7.48 0 
0 0 0 0 0 7.48 
= 1.6 
(A.IO) 
(A.ll) 
Graphite-Epoxy [03/90] (orthotropic) 
^GrEp 
94 7.4 8.2 0 0 0 
7.4 13 9.1 0 0 0 
8.2 9.1 34 0 0 0 
0 0 0 3.6 0 0 
0 0 0 0 7.2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 4.2 
(A.12) 
„GrEp _ 
= 1.6 (A.13) 
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Graphite-Epoxy [00/90] (orthotropic) 
^GrEp 
^GrEp 
70 6.9 7.0 0 0 0 
6.9 13 7.8 0 0 0 
7.0 7.8 69 0 0 0 
0 0 0 3.8 0 0 
0 0 0 0 5.6 0 
0 0 0 0 0 3.5 
= 1.6 
(A.14) 
(A.15) 
Graphite-Epoxy [00/45/90/-45] (orthotropic) 
^GrEp 
50 6.8 19.0 0 0 0 
6.8 13 8.2 0 0 0 
19.0 8.2 57 0 0 0 
0 0 0 3.5 0 0 
0 0 0 0 21.0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 3.3 
(A.16) 
GrEp 
= 1.6 (A.17) 
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Austenitic Steel (Transversely Isotropic) 
CAustenit I J  
Austenit 
( 2.4110 0.9692 1.3803 0 0 0 
0.9692 2.4110 1.3803 0 0 0 
1.3803 1.3803 2.4012 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1.1229 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1.1229 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0.7209 \ 
7.82 (A.19) 
InAs (Cubic) 
CIn.-\s I J  
.In.As - fl— 5.6 ( 
83.29 45.26 45.26 0 0 0 
45.26 83.29 45.26 0 0 0 
45.26 45.26 83.29 0 0 0 
0 0 0 39.59 0 0 
0 0 0 0 39.59 0 
0 0 0 0 0 39.59 
(A.21) 
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GaAs (Cubic) 
CGaAs I J  
„GaAs 
\ 
5.67 
83.29 45.26 45.26 0 0 0 
45.26 83.29 45.26 0 0 0 
45.26 45.26 83.29 0 0 0 
0 0 0 39.59 0 0 
0 0 0 0 39.59 0 
0 0 0 0 0 39.59 
(A.23) 
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APPENDIX B SLOWNESS SURFACES AND CURVES 
FOR DIFFERENT SOLIDS 
This appendix lists the three dimensional slowness surfaces for different materials for 
the qP.qSl and qS2 waves 
0.2 
0 
-0.2 
-0.1 
Figure B.l Slowness surface of the qP-wave traveling in graphite-epoxy for 
7/ = 90° 
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Figure B.2 Slowness surface of the qSl-wave traveling in graphite-epoxy for 
T] = 90° 
Figure B.3 Slowness surface of the qS2-wave traveling in graphite-epoxj- for 
77 = 0° 
Figure B.4 Slowness surface of the qP-wave traveling in austenitic steel for 
n = 0° 
' 2  V i  v . - ' / / / *  . . . .  .  »  ;  
Figure B-5 Slowness surface of the qSl-wave traveling in austenitic steel for 
77 = 0° 
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Figure B.6 Slowness surface of the qS2-wave traveling in austenitic steel for 
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APPENDIX C THE ANGLE EIKONAL W{k\i, 
As shown in chapter 6 the angle eikonal can be written as 
4f. M'"- 4'°) = + jV'="4 (C.l) 
where 
r-" = k\f - : M''° = 4f - {C.2) 
provided that Eq.(C.l) is made stationary with respect to the surface coordinates x\.ar.j 
(see Fig.(C.l)), i.e. 
Figure C.l Determination of the angle eikonal 
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= 0 
Since we are only interested in the close vicinity of the central ray we can express the 
local shape of the surface as 
1 . 2 • 1 • • 1 • 2 _ I3 = -kiix\ + -{h.12 + h2\)x\x\ + -hoox'^ , hi2 — hoi, (C.5) 
where htj is the curvature tensor. For cases where the plane of incidence is aligned 
with the principal directions of the surface the /ij/s are related to the principal radii of 
curvature ri,r2 by 
hii =  — .  
ri 
, 1 
^2 
hi2 = 0. (C.6) 
Requiring that the angle eikonal be stationary, the derivatives of the eikonal with respect 
to the interface coordinates have to vanish, i.e. 
=0 (C.7) 
—P = M'-'' + {hi2x\ + ^224) = 0. (C.8) 
Solving the latter sj'stem of equations for the stationary angular eikonal point then gives 
' (/lu/j-,2 - ' 
C}-h,2 - hnM-
' (/lll/l22-/lT2)^'°' 
SO that substituting the stationar>' angular eikonal point back into the angular eikonal 
yields 
[kAC'f - IknCM' + AuCM")'], (C.ll) 
2(«llrt22 — "12]-^ 
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with £''°, Al'-" and JV''° given by Eq.(C.2). This form of the angular eikonal involves 
wave vector components measured in interface coordinates. As required in the integral 
transformation (6.9) the wave vector components in the fluid have to be expressed in 
transducer coordinates and the the wave vector components in the solid in ray coordi­
nates. Consistent with the paraxial approximation, in both the solid and the fluid we 
will only keep wave vector components to second order. For performing that expansion 
we define the origins of the transducer and the ray coordinate systems to be at the point 
of intersection of the base ray with the surface. The xj and x, axes lie in the plane 
established by the base ray and the surface normal. For the central ray itself 
ARJF = =;• £ = 0 (C.12) 
due to S.n'ELL's law. Since lies in the plane of incidence 
= =0 => M = Q. (C.13) 
and 
= kfcosd' - cos0°. {C.14) 
If we now consider an ray close to the central ray (see. Fig.(C.2)) we can transform the 
wave vectors as measured in the interface coordinate system into wave vectors measured 
in transducer coordinates via 
Ar'if = cos(0'+ d0')A:5(-+ sin(0'+ d0')A:3f (C.15) 
= kkf (C.16) 
The component can be approximated by first expanding Eq.(C.15) using trigono­
metric relations, i.e. 
k[i = (cos 0' cos d0' — sin 9' sind0') -I- A'Jf(sin 0' cos d0' — cos0' sin d0'). (C.17) 
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Figure C.2 Geometry for ray close to central ray 
Since d6' is very small cos d0' ss 1, sin dd' as 0 and if we further expand the square root 
into a power series we find 
fcir = Ar'if COS0' + k{ ^1 - sin^'. {C.18) 
Xow k\(. khf are small for rays close to the base ray. so we may use the approximation 
k\f s: A:', COS0' + A:fsin0'. (C.19) 
For the wave vectors components in the solid we get. using the same arguments as in 
the fluid case 
kii° = k!^° (C.20) 
With those transformations then we find 
= A:'ifcos0'-A:r°cos0° 
M° = (C-21) 
Consistent with the second order approximation of C and M. we need only the base ray 
value defined by Eq.(C.14) for jV'. Substituting Eqs.(C.21) and Eq.(C.14) into Eq.(C-ll) 
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we get after some algebra 
1 
A:r, A:^) = u + "Ta + II22) 
1 
»2-. = 
/122 COS" 9* —h\2 cos 0' 
—/ll2COS0' /ill 
/I22 COS 0'COS 0" —/li2COS0 
—/ll2COS0° /ill 
hoo COS" 0° — 12 COS 0° 
—/ll2COS0° /ill 
r" = (fc.?COS0° — fci COS0')(/lii/l22 — /I12) 
If 
V y 
/ 
A:r 
V / 
V J 
(C.22) 
(C.23) 
(C.24) 
(C.25) 
(C.26) 
which can be rewritten in terms of P",Q" and R'* matrices 
k^°. A:.V°) = \{k\f. k\f)P°{k\f. k\ff + { k \ f ,  A:.^f)Q"(A:r°. A-D'^ + 
(C.27) 
with 
P" = 
Q° = 
R" = 
r° = 
j_ 
T" 
_]_ 
/l22COS-0' —/ii2COS0' 
—/ll2COS0' /ill 
/I22 COS 0' COS 0° —/ll2 COS 6^' 
—/ll2COS0° /ill 
/I22 COS" 0" — /l 12 COS 0° 
—/ll2COS0° /ill 
(Ar^cosd^" — Arf cos0')(/iu/i22 — /112) 
(C.28) 
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APPENDIX D DERIVATION OF THE REFRACTION 
MATRICES 
Defining the vectors 
at = 
k\ i;o 
k'o" 
ar = 
kr 
A:5,=° 
the angle eikonal at the stationary point, Eq.(6.30), is given by 
\V°{k\f. k\f. = ^at^P°at + at^Q^a^ + ^a/R^a^ 
1 
which can also be written as 
P° Q° 
(Q")7- R'' 
Differentiation with respect to the wave vector components yields 
= -{at.ar} at i  • 
ar k 4  
dk\r 
dW" 
= {P?.Qi°} 
= {P^Q?} 
at 
ar 
at 
ar 
• . 
= {(Q'')[,Rn 
at 
ar 
. 
(D.l) 
(D.2) 
(D.3) 
(0.4) 
(D.o) 
(D.6) 
(D.7) 
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where Mj represents the i'th row of the matrix M. We also know that from the definition 
of the angle eikonal [62] 
dk\f 
dW° 
= x\ 
= x\ 
dW 
dkh 
= x.', 
dW° 
Thus, defining the vectors 
Xt = Xr = 
x\ 
dk!; 
x\ 
r;a — ^2 (D.S) 
(D.9) 
we can write 
Xt 
< • = 
-Xp 
k 4 
(D.IO) 
P" Q« 
(Q°)7- RO 
If we rearrange Eq.(D.lO) to bring the variables in transducer coordinates on one side and 
the ray based variables on the other, the resulting form in terms of refraction matrices 
A. B, C. D is 
ar 
Xr 
at 
i 
1 
Xt 
(D.ll) 
B° -A" 
-D° C° 
To find these refraction matrices in terms of the P°. Q°.R° matrices we write the first 
row from Eq.(D.lO) as 
Xt = P°at + Q°ar 
(Q")-'xt = (Q°)-^P°at + ar 
which gives 
ar = (Q°)-^Xt - (Q'')-^P''at. 
And the second equation of system (D.IO) yields 
-Xr = (Q°rat + R"ar, 
(D.12) 
(D-13) 
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substitution of Eq.(D.12) into Eq.(D.13) gives 
-Xr = (Q"rat + R°(-(Q°)-'P°at + (Q'')-'xt), 
Xr = (R°(Q°)-'P°-(Q''r)at-R°(Q'')-'xt 
and we get from E.(D.14) and Eq.(D.12) 
_(Qo)-lpa (Qo)-l 
(R°(Q°)-^P° - (Q'')^) -R(Q°)-i 
Comparison of Eq.(D.15) with Eq.(D.ll) gives 
_(QQ)-lpQ 
-R°(Q°)-^ 
(Q")^-R"(Q°)-'P° 
ar 
Xr 
A" 
B° 
C° 
D° 
'' 
at 
i  
Xt 
k  4  
(D.14) 
(D.15) 
(D.16) 
(D.17) 
(D.18) 
(D.19) 
or 
Q° = "(A'')-^ 
P° = (A°)-^B" 
R° = 
G in terms of the refraction matrices 
In chapter 6 the matrix was derived as 
G° = (Q'')^(P° - Gf)-' - R-
To express G° as a function of the refraction matrices we first consider 
P"-Gf = -(A°)-^B°-Gf 
A'»(P'»-Gf) = B^-A^Gf 
(D.20) 
(D.21) 
(D.22) 
(D.23) 
(A"(P° - Gf))~' = (B°-A"Gf)"' 
(P°-Gf)-'(A°)-^ = (B"-A°Gf)' 
(P"-Gf)-' = (B" - A°Gf)~'A" 
now we get 
G" 
G" 
G° 
G° 
(Q°)MP'^-Gf)-'Q'»-R, 
vT ((A'^)-^) (B'' - A°Gf)-' A'^tA")-' - C°(A°)-', 
((A°)-')^ - C"(A°)-' (B'' - A°Gf) (B" - A°Gf) 
((A")-')^ - C°(A°)-'B° - C°Gf] (B" - A°Gf)~' 
From the definition of D°. Eq.(D.19), we have 
D° 
D° 
D" 
(Q'^)' -R"(Q")-'P° 
.T 
-((A°)-') +C°(A°)-'A"(A")-^B° 
- ((A°)-')^ + C°(A°)-^B° 
and substitution of Eq.(D.26) into Eq.(D.25) leaves 
G° = (C°Gf - D°) (B° - A°Gf)~' 
APPENDIX E SURFACE INTEGRAL DERIVATION 
In chapter 8, we needed to evaluate the surface integral 
Iiki,k2) = II e-'^^^dSly). (E.l) 
If we assume a circular shape for the transmitter the integrations can be easily performed 
in polar coordinates. We change the integration variables from (/•';<?>) via 
x'l = r'cos0 ; + {E.2) 
x'2 = r'sin0, (E.3) 
and introduce (fc; (/-•) as the polar coordinates related to {kx'.ko) 
k[ = kcQsv : k =• \Jklkn 
k\ = fcsinf. (E.o) 
If we now use dS(R) = r'dr'dd) we obtain 
a2x 
l i k ^ k o )  = 1 1  (£ g) 
0 0 
Using cos 0 cos v + sin 0 sin v = cos[0 + ly) 
a2T 
I { k u  ^ 2 ) =  I I  d r '  d 0  (E.7) 
0 0 
and introducing a change of variables ^ — 0 + w=^d^ = d0 \ields 
a2ir 
/(fci; Aro) = II dr' dS. (E.8) 
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which can be evaluated using the known integral relation 
2n 
27rJo(Q) = I (E.9) 
to give 
l i k i -Ao) = 2-k j Jo{ - k r ' ) d r ' ,  (E.IO) 
0 
where Jo(a) is the zeros-order Bessel function. Using the definite integral relationship 
/
^TTCl 
Jo(ar')rfr' = — Ji(aa) (E.ll) 
a 
0 
we obtain finally 
. Ji (kik)-, k'})a] 
(E.12) r., , ^ « ^ i (fc(fci;A:2)a) / ( A r i i A r a )  =  2 7 r a " —  - a  
k{ki-,k2) 
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